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iIntroduction
In recent years considerable scholarly attention has
been devoted to the history of leisure and recreation in
pre- and early British industrial society.	 Much of this
work has focussed on the implications of economic and social
development for the extent and character of the sports people
played in their leisure hours.*	 The story is still far from
complete, however. The present study attempts to add another
piece to the puzzle by examing the development of sport in the
city of Glasgow during the period 1850-1914.
It would be impossible for one person to read and
evaluate in detail the source material available for the whole
spectrum of nineteenth century sport in Glasgow. 	 Accordingly,
seven of Glasgow's most popular sports have been selected for
study : swiirutiing, golf, athletics, cricket, rugby, football
and cycling.	 The study attempts to describe, assess and
account f or the trend in s porting activity in Glasgow during
the first half of the nineteenth century.	 It then examines
the emergence of the more modern patterns of s port which began
in the second half of the nineteenth century. As well as
describing the extent of modern sporting developments, its
main concern is with asking tne question what were the most
important forces which influenced such patterns.	 In
particular, which social grouDs were involved in organised
sporting activites, why they were involved, what form did
their involvement take and what were the effects of their
involvement on the development of sport in general?
* The thesis is principally concerned with organised sport.
Unorganised casual recreational pursuits are not considered.
1CHAPTER I
SPORT IN GLASGOW 17 80-1850
From c. 1780 to c. 1815 all sections of Glasgow
society played and watched a variety of sports. The working
population was actively involved in football, handball,
athletics and swimming, albeit in an informal irregular and
spontaneous fashion 3 while pedestrianism and boxing attracted
crowds of spectators. Wealthier groups took part in
swimming, riding, golf and bowling.
Football was a notable aspect of Glaswegian life.
Every Shrove Tuesday for over four hundred years an annual
game was played on Glasgow Green) An unlimited number of
players took part in this rowdy and often violent event.2
It appears that football was extremely popular because it
required none of the skills or grace of aristocratic pursuits
such as golf, riding or bowls. It was cheap to play and
provided a useful outlet for relieving the standing tensions
between local groups. It also provided a break from a con-
ventional routine which revolved around the tedium and
fatigue of the working man's daily labour. In the late
seventeenth century, although civic and eclesiastical
authorities regarded football as a threat to property, church
attendance and morality, impromptu casual games remained
popular on Glasgow Green.3
Informal games of shinty, handball and highland games
events were played on Glasgow Green during the late
eighteenth century by Highland and Irish immigrants.
2Shinty and handball were particularly common during the week
of the Glasgow Fair when visitors came from the west coast,
the Borders and the Highlands to do business. The Doocot
section of the Green became a hive of ball playing activity.
Although both shinty and handball were banned at the Fair
after 1790 due to complaints of rowdyism and damage to
property, more spontaneous informal games continued to be
played by immigrant groups at other times of the year.4
Similarly, highland games events which could be conveniently
practised on the Green were a popular form of casual
inimigr ant entertainment.5
During the suiimier months swimming was popular on the
River Clyde with groups of boys and young men. The Fleshers'
Haugh section of Glasgow Green was the busiest bathing spot.
Here a grassy bank ran down to the water's edge which
allowed a timid person to select his depth while on the
opposite bank the river was deep enough for a good plunge.
A few yards down stream was Dominie's Hole, a very popular
'p1' or 'hole' for proficient bathers. Another favourite
location was in the Gorbals area where a cotton mill poured
out a steady stream of hot water into the river allowing
youths to indulge in a hot bath free of charge.6
Swimming was popular since it was free from financial
restraints, no specialist equipment was required and it was
individual and improvised, relying upon no other person to
enable it to take place. Furthermore, it was an extremely
refreshing experience to swim in a clear river with a sandy
bed on a hot summer's day.
3"Yet Summer's heat drives frequent to the pool,
The active youth their glowing limbs to cool.
They dive, and distant far emerge again,
Or easy float along the liquid plain. "7
On a few days during the year two rather uncommon
physical activities were practised by local youths. On
New Year's Day in Govan a 'rowdy' mob traditionally spent
the day "at throwing the cudgel for gingerbread cakes, and
the like sports". The 'like sports' were probably single-
stick and back-sword which were crude forms of dueling with
simple sticks. 8 Stone fighting was also popular. In the
late eighteenth century there was an island in the Clyde
between Glasgow's two bridges which was the site for stone
battles between boys from Glasgow and the Gorbals.
"The Gorbalonians claimed more than a
forty years prescriptive right to the island,
and defended it with the utmost pertinacity.
If at any time they were likely to be worsted
in battle, a messenger was sent to the Gorbals
weaver lads, who, without fail, left their
looms and brought aid to their discomfited
friends. "9
At the turn of the century a boy was killed by a stone during
a battle and local magistrates immediately adopted and
enforced measures to prohibit further fights.
Boxing aroused some interest amongst the crowds who
visited the Glasgow Fair. By 1800 an improved commercial
system had made the Fair's traditional market function
redundant. It became a summer festival of fun, amusement
10
and general revelry for the working classes.
	 The principal
attractions were menageries, magical shows, theatrical
performances, a waxworks, circus entertainments, juggling
acts, gaming stalls and boxing booths. Exhibitions of 'the
4art of boxing' attracted fair-goers. Since the Fair was
also a natural place for the promotion of a variety of
gambling activities, local men were invited to challenge the
resident boxers and spectators were encouraged to place bets
on the outcome. 11
 However, in contrast to developments in
London, Liverpool, Manchester, Birmingham and Bristol where
a vigorous and intense 'fancy' had developed, promoters and
fighters who visited Glasgow met with little success in
arousing a more regular interest for boxing. In 1828 the
Glasgow Chronicle noted,
"The efforts of the London prize fight
ring, to make boxing f or money popular in
Scotland, have hitherto been attended with
very indifferent success."12
Until c. 1815 pedestrianism was also popular. The
origin of professional footracing can be traced to the reign
of Charles II. Groups of professional pedestrians were
nurtured and encouraged by the fashionable gentlemen of the
period who kept 'running footmen' in their service.
Although the footmens' normal duties were to carry messages
or run in front of a family coach to make arrangements for
hospitality during a journey, they were also utilised by
wealthy sportingmen for private betting purposes.13
During the eighteenth century athletes emerged who began to
make a living out of the sport and by 1800 there were signs
that the aristocracy had lost control of the competitors.
Professionals began to travel around the country performing
a variety of athletic novelties, attracting the backing of
the new industrial rich. In addition to taking part in
5conventional races over pre arranged distances, numerous
endurance feats also created considerable spectator interest.14
Glasgow was one of many urban locations for feats of
athletic showmanship. In 1808, Spence, a Paisley pedestrian
went from Glasgow to Edinburgh, a distance of 42 miles,
in seven hours and twenty minutes "without much apparent
fatigue") 5 While working men watched, local amateurs such
as army officers, peers and a nuither of professional gentlemen,
took to performing in a variety of long distance matches.
Pedestrianism was popular since both spectators and athletes
could earn large amounts of money from betting and performing.
Furthermore, events usually took place during holidays when
there were few other sporting spectacles. The very novel
and uncertain nature of the events also caused a great deal
of spectator interest which was boosted by matches being
held on public roads or open grass areas where no entry
fees were required.16
In contrast to the working classes whose involvement
in sport was irregular, spontaneous and informal, the
wealthier sections of Glasgow society played a variety of
sports in a more formally organised manner and on a more
regular basis. Although the origin of golf is uncertain,
it was a popular game in Glasgow by the late sixteenth
century. Over the next two hundred and fifty years it con-
tinued to be played as an unregulated spontaneous activity
on Glasgow Green. By 1750 the initial seinblances of an
organisational structure began to emerge. The first
Scottish golf club was formed in Edinburgh in 1744 by a
6small select number of enthusiasts who played over Leith
Links. The club was established for the sole purpose of
promoting a golf competition for a silver trophy. 17
 It was
only after several successful annual competitions that con-
ditions changed and the notion of membership to a formally
organised club developed. This occurred in 1764 when the
Company of Gentlemen Golfers in Edinburgh decided that their
competition for a silver cup should be more than a local
affair and from this time the silver trophy became an intra-
club prize.
The pattern was soon copied. In 1754 the Society of
St. Andrews Golfers was formed. The society drafted a
number of articles and laws to formalise play and established
a competition for a valuable prize, the winner of which
became the club captain who was responsible for organising
the contest in the following year.'8
Golf was first formally organised in Glasgow is 1787.
Like its east coast counterparts, Glasgow Golf Club was
formed in order to promote a competition for a silver golf
club prize. The club adopted the rules of the Honourable
Company of Golfers in Edinburgh and the winner of the trophy
was captain of the club for the ensuing year. Although the
original purpose was to play for a magnificent silver
trophy, members soon began to meet and play on Glasgow
Green on a more regular basis.
In 1789 the club had 25 members. By 1800 it
had emerged as the city's first firmly established sports
club with a total of 48 members. The establishment of a
7club house on Glasgow Green in 1792 helped to consolidate
growth. 19 Although the building was a rather basic struc-
ture, it served as a focal point for intra-club games.
Players stored their equipment in the house which became
a regular meeting place helping to reinforce group cohesion
and bring a significant degree of permanency to club events.
The establishment of a variety of club committees also
brought more commitment from members. As club events
became more numerous and club affairs more complex, officers
were appointed and committees were formed to deal with a
volume of unrelated matters.
Although the club was formed to promote an annual
golfing competition, it also became the focal point for a
series of social events. Heavy drinking, eating and betting
emerged as important aspects of club life. 20 The member-
ship was dominated by men who enjoyed relatively large
amounts of leisure time. There was a group of army officers
but the majority of members were local tobacco and West
Indian merchants who had risen to prominence in the second
half of the eighteenth century (Table 1.1). By 1750
Glasgow was dominated by these men who made enormous fortunes
from importing cargoes of tobacco, ruin, sugar and cotton from
Virginia, Maryland and the West Indies and who formed a dis-
tinct class, emerging as the leaders of Glasgow society.
Their enterprise transformed Glasgow from a rather poor
lifeless place into an enterprising trading centre and a
focal point for a variety of cultural events which took
place in social clubs, debating societies and the theatre.22
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Glasgow G. C. was formed to provide members with
regular opportunities to play golf and at the same time
serve as a focal point for informal meetings between
business and trading peers. The club was an important
reinforcing agent which helped to consolidate an already
well established web of business and social contacts. At
a more basic level it also provided opportunities for
heavy drinking, betting and high jinks. 23 Moreover,
membership signified a belonging to an exclusive mercantile
group whose members took every opportunity to emphasise
their social superiority.
"On the 'plainstones' - the only pavement then
in Glasgow - in the middle of the street
fronting the Trongate piazza, those Virginia
traders known as tobacco-lords - strutted in
business hours, clad in scarlet cloaks,
cocked hats and powdered wigs, bearing with	 24portly grace gold-headed canes in their hands."
This exhibition of tasteful opulence was carried onto the
golf course where the players wore uniforms to illustrate
their exclusive social tone. Club members adopted a grey
jacket and the penalty for not wearing it was a fine of a
25bottle of rum.
For a brief period at the turn of the century local
merchants and traders were also attracted to swimming and
bathing by a local businessman, William Harley, who
attempted to make a profit out of the provision of indoor
swimming and bathing facilities. Harley came to the city
in 1789 to work for a local cotton manufacturer. In twelve
months he had acquired sufficient knowledge and capital to
set up his own business in the cotton trade. He also
11
purchased a piece of land on which there was a fast flowing
supply of excellent water. Since this was a period when
the city was rapidly expanding and the traditional water
supply from old street and garden wells was threatening to
run short, he saved Glaswegians the tedious task of pumping
at public wells by selling his surplus supply from carts at
d per stoup. 26 However, the profitable enterprise
foundered when two companies began to pump water from the
Clyde at Dalmarnock and Cranstonhill, distributing it through
pipes into the city and suburbs.
Harley continued to use the water by constructing an
indoor bathing establishment at the corner of West Nile Street
and Bath Street. He attempted to attract the most wealthy
sections of Glasgow society by providing a lavish set of
baths and post-bathing social facilities. 27 He also devised
an elaborate set of charges to encourage regular attendance.
Entry to one of the cold swimming baths cost 1/- per visit,
10/6 for a monthly ticket, £1.11.6 for six months and £2.2.O
for an annual si.thscription. 28 The scheme was a commercial
failure however, partly because it lacked the otportunities
f or betting and drinking which were offered by the golf
club and partly because, since very few people could swim
or appreciate the benefits of vigorous exercise, there was
no demand for swimming facilities on this scale.29
During the next 35 years from c. 1815-50 one or two
sports sustained their popularity but in general
there was a narrowing of involvement in sport
amongst all sections of Glasgow society. The working classes
12
used Glasgow Green as the principal venue for informal games
of shinty, handball, golf and football. After 1814 however,
they were chased off the Green by a ranger who was appointed
by Glasgow Town Council to stop ball games because they
caused damage to the turf and trees and encouraged the
formation of large groups of noisy youths who annoyed the
Green's other users.3°
The working classes continued to participate in only
two sports - swimming and athletics. Easy access to the
River Clyde ensured that swimming remained popular. In
July 1855 scores of 'duckers' were reported at Dominie's
Hole and Ruthergien Bridge, while in the summer of 1870
owing to the exceptional sunny weather, "the number of
bathers at the Green was very numerous, and more particularly
on Sunday". 31 Informal river swimming was supported by the
Glasgow Humane Society which had been formed in 1790 to
reduce the number of drownings on the river. By erecting a
boat house and a room for storing life saving equipment in
1796, it helped to reduce the risk factor in river swimming.
By the turn of the century a life saving officer was based
in the Humane Society House. In addition, members of the
public attempting to save swimmers in distress were
offered financial rewards.32
Participation in athletics probably increased slightly
between 1820-50 largely because Celtic based activities
such as weight throwing, stone pitching and tug-of-war were
very popular with Irish immigrants who formed an ever
increasing proportion of the population at this time.
13
Irish navvies always marked St. Patrick's Day with a holiday
when they amused themselves, "at such sports as foot-races,
tug-of-war contests and weight-pitching". 33 As their liveli-
hood depended on muscular strength, such powerful events
were a natural outlet in their brief hours of leisure.
Similarly, among native Scotsmen, many of whom were drawn
from rural backgrounds, there was a keen interest in
traditional customs and practices including highland games
events. Although evidence of informal involvement in
athletics is rather scanty, Thomas Long, giving evidence at
the trial of a group of cotton spinners charged with illegal
combination, stated that he saw one of the accused, William
McLean on 22 July 1837, "on the Green, putting the stone,
along with several others".34
After c. 1820 Glasgow's two principal spectator sports
took rather divergent paths. While there is no press
evidence to suggest that pedestrianism retained its earlier
popularity, Glaswegians increased their interest in boxing,
at least for a short time. Between c. 1827-32 	 a
number of prize fights were staged in Glasgow. 35 Many were
between notable Irish champions and local challengers.
Ethnic loyalties, betting interests and the dramatic visual
effects of two boxers demonstrating skill and courage which
only a few men could aspire to, drew large crowds.
Interest often reach fever pitch. At a fight between the
Glaswegian Alex Mackay and Paul Spencer from Dublin held at
the West Craigs Inn during 1828, three thousand spectators
vented their feelings.
14
"During the progress of the rounds, each
party cheered their champion, as they
thought he had the advantage, and the
noise, clamour, hissing, and cheering
were incessant." 36
However, because of increasingly effective policing, few
fights appear to have been held in the city after the early
1 830s.
Golf also suffered a decline in popularity. After 1815
Glasgow G. C. failed to attract sufficient new members to
ensure the club's continued viability. (Graph 1.1.) By 1832
the club had ceased to function.
A number of interrelated forces were responsible for
the contrasting fortunes of sport between c. 1780 and
c. 1850. The most fundamental was the decline of the tobacco
and associated colonial trades and the rise of the textile
industry. Glasgow became conspiciously prosperous after
the Union in 1707 when the American colonies became access-
ible to merchants. Local businessmen were not slow tO seize
upon this new opportunity for amassing wealth particularly
since Glasgow was well situat	 for Atlantic trade.38
Merchants became important middlemen for a range of colonial
products such as rum, sugar, cotton and tobacco, all of
which were in great demand in Europe. In return they
exported a wide range of locally produced goods to Maryland,
Virginia and the Carolinas. Tobacco was at the centre of
the trade. At the peak of trade in the early 1770s, of
90,000 hogsheads of tobacdo entering Britain, 49,000 came
to Glasgow. 98% of all Scottish tobacco imports came down
the Clyde. 39 The outbreak of war with the colonies in 1776
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brought an abrupt end to Glasgow's tobacco monopoly.
Imports which stood at almost 46 million lbs. in 1775
dwindled to 7.4 millions the following year, and dropped to
an insignificant 294,896 lbs. in 1777.40 The decline was
maintained after the ending of the war in 1782 and tobacco
never regained more than a shadow of its former importance.
Local merchants sought new outlets for their energies.
Many turned to West Indian products which still enjoyed the
protection of the Navigation Acts and so they survived the
collapse of tobacco without extensive financial losses.
However, Glasgow's growth in the first fifty years of the
nineteenth century was founded upon textiles. The rise of
the tobacco trade had led to investment in and the subsequent
growth of a local linen industry. With the contraction of
tobacco outlets after 1774, new trade was sought in textiles.
It was Glasgow's good fortune that just when the cotton
industry was born, the city had the means to establish its
own industry. With ideal natural resources such as a damp
temperate climate and numerous fast flowing streams, a
skilled labour force already experienced in the manufacture
of linen, easy access to unlimited supplies of raw cotton
and an adventurous and aggressive body of businessmen, the
rise of cotton was assured.41
Part of the finance to build mills came from tobacco
profits.. Another source was the firmly established linen
trade. Men who were already deeply involved in the world
of textiles encouraged cotton manufacturing. 42 Forty years
of hectic expansion occurred between 1790-1830.
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developments in steam power and loom improvements,
mechanical advancement was rapid. By 1818 Glasgow con-
tained 52 cotton mills with a production valued at £5 million
per annum, eighteen steam weaving factories with 2,800 looms
producing 8,400 pieces of cloth weekly, eighteen calico
printing works and seventeen calendering houses.
The change and expansion of industrial and economic
activity brought significant alterations in Glasgow's
social structure. The Virginia merchants who had consti-
tuted an exclusive burgher aristocracy were swept away.
By 1835 they had been replaced by a new breed of entrepreneurs
who achieved social acceptance through their own drive and
enterprise in the world of textiles, chemicals, shipping,
soap and machine tool production. 43 At the same time a new
urban working population was created. Glasgow emerged as
the great wen of Scotland. In 1801 the population was
77,385. By 1851 it had risen to 329,097. The city far
outpaced the country as a whole in its rate of population
growth. In 1801 Glasgow contained 5.1% of the Scottish.
population: fifty years later 11.5%
Although a rising birthrate was responsible for part
of the increase, the dramatic growth was also due to
Glasgow's ability to attract large numbers of migrants.
Between 1801 - 61 up
	
to half the increase in population
was due to additions by migration. Pulled by the prospect
of employment and pushed by the reality of rural poverty,
Highland Scots poured into the city. However, the sub-
stantial northern influx was overshadowed by a massive
18
entry of Irishmen. Large scale Irish immigration began in
the 1790s when economic and political troubles at home
coincided with the active recruitment of labour by factory
masters for the expanding textile industry. Demand for
labour from the linen, woolen, chemical, building, coal,
iron and shipbuilding industries, improvements incommuni-
cations and fare reductions on the short Irish Sea crossing
sustained immigration levels. With a population of
274,000 in 1841, Glasgow contained 44,000 Irish born
inhabitants - 16% of the city's population.
These large scale industrial and social developments
affected all aspects of local life including sport. With
one or two exceptions, during the first half of the nine-
teenth century there was a slow but steady narrowing of
sporting activity. Industrial advancement loosened the
small closeknit highly localised communal atmosphere of
late eighteenth century Glasgow. A more mobile diverse
impersonal industrial and urban world was created which
offered little opportunity for the continuance of customary
sporting practices such as Shrove Tuesday football or
cudgel throwing on New Years Day at Govan. The fragmenta-
tion and eventual disappearance of a closeknit 'colonial
aristocracy' resulted in the contraction of golfing activity.
Although many merchants became members of Glasgow .G. C.
in the period 1809 - 31 they were too few in number to
ensure the club's continued success. Moreover, few new
industrialists showed any interest in supporting the club. (Tablel.2
They operated in a different more diverse and impersonal
19
Table 1 .2	 Occupations of new rrmbers of Glasgow Golf Club,
1810-
______________	 Occupation	 ____________ _________
Merchant 26 City	 Writer	 3 Manu-	 Not
Chamberlain 1	 facturer 5 traced 14Agent	 1
Surgeon	 1 Collector	 Brewer	 2
of Excise 1 Tailor	 2
Cotton	 Butcher	 1
Broker	 1 Dry Salter 1
Insurance
Broker	 1 Spirit-Dealer	 1
Warehouse
owner	 1
business world which made membership both unattractive and
unnecessary. They also had no time to play since it was
essential to work for long periods to become established
in the extremely competitive markets of cotton, linen, lace,
rope or soap production.
The growing importance of manufacturing activity
created a number of other factors which caused a narrowing
of involvement in sport. Factory owners expected their
employees to be as efficient as the plethora of expensive
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steam powered machines which filled their factories.
Employees were driven so hard that they were often too tired
or ill to participate in any form of sport and particularly
in such vigorous pursuits as shinty, football or handball.
In 1833, Mr James Easton, a 25 year old spinner employed by
the Greenhead firm of Messrs. Dougal, MacPhail and Company,
Spinning and Powerloom Weavers, mentioned that,
20
"the heat and confinement of the works have
made him weakly and produced pain in the
breast [and] he is often so fatigued and
exhausted with the work that he has no
	 46pleasure but in going immediately to bed."
Glasgow Town Council's desire to maintain order and
protect property in a period of rapid population growth
also contributed to a narrowing of involvement in sport.
Sporting activity often created the assembly of potentially
uncontrollable and lawless groups and so the Council sought
to restrict and control the use of the River Clyde, the
city's principal streets and Glasgow Green, which were the
major focal points for sporting activity. The city's
streets had always provided open spaces for small, informal
ball games. However, a Glasgow Police Act was passed in
1800 which created tighter control over street behaviour.
The legislation specified that owners of property or the
Dean of Guild were responsible for building pavements while
the Magistrates and Town Council had to take care of street
paving. As a result regulations were introduced which
prevented the use of streets for anything apart from the
business of transportation and communication. Control was
so strict that by 1820 boards had been fixed at some street
corners requesting pedestrians to keep to the right
side on foot pavements. 47 The Town Council also gained
considerable control over bathing in the River Clyde. It
was so concerned about the number of bathing fatalities that
it built attractive facilities to ensure that bathing took
place in one relatively safe location. 48 By 1816 it had
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erected springboards at Dominie's Hole and the depth of the
river was inscribed on the boards for the benefit of
intending bathers. Heavy brown stone slabs were also laid
to allow bathers to enter the water free of mud. In 1834
additional boards were erected, wooden steps and stone
seats were provided and the bank was re-seeded. The
Council also gave regular financial donations to the local
Humane Society.49
The Council's policy of allowing house builders and
industrialists to encroach upon sections of the city's
most popular sporting venue, Glasgow Green, also placed
restrictions on involvement in sport. During 1784 part
of the western section of the Green, which some six years
previously "was a grassy lawn, pranked with daisies,
fringed with old fine trees, and peopled with bleating
sheep", 5 ° was converted into a new harbour and wharf. In
1793 an Act of Parliament was obtained which, inter alia,
empowered the Magistrates and Council to sell for building
lots, part of the High or Calton Green adjacent to
Rutherglen Road. The Act also sanctioned the appropriation
of a portion of the Laigh Green for the formation of a
street from the Saltmarket to a bridge to be built under
the powers granted in the same Act. Other portions were
sold orfeued and by the turn of the century a rope factory,
a bottle works, a hospital and a justiciary building had
eaten into the Green's grassy fabric.
Some other recreational areas were made available for
building purposes. Under the 1793 legislation the Council
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acquired a private bowling green on the east side of
Candlerigg Street on which it planned to build a new
church. The land was eventually utilised in 1816 when a
public market was contructed 	 No alternative bowling
facilities were provided. 51 Building activity was paralleled
by work on improvements to the quality of the Green's surface
which also affected sporting developments. Many areas were
bumpy and poorly drained. The Calton Green was irregular
and swampy while the Provost or Fleshers' Haugh was
separated from the High Green and King's Park by a large
ditch filled from springs which made the whole haugh soft
and marshy. The task of improving the surface was inaugu-
rated by the Council to alleviate social unrest amongst
unemployed textile workers. Some work was completed in 1813.
Three years later the Upper Green was turfed and levelled
by over two hundred redundant weavers, while in 1819 "when
thousands of workers paraded the streets in organised form,
demanding employment or bread", 52 340, mainly weavers, were
employed by the Council for upwards of four months on
additional surface improvements which included building a
tunnel more than half a mile in length to contain the
Camlachie Burn.
The improvements had a major effect on sporting
patterns. The disappearance of natural features such as
hillocks, marshes, holes, ruts and clumps of broom destroyed
the Green's attractiveness as a site for local golfers.
It was unexciting to play on a flat, unimaginative course.
It was no coincidence that the marked decline in new
23
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membership totals at Glasgow G. C. 	 in 1815 began two
years after initial surface alterations had been completed.
Although this concern for providing worthwhile tasks
for unemplOyed operatives provided new level well drained
areas suitable for other ball games, the Council took steps
to prevent these developing. Once the first Green improve-
inents had been completed, a ranger was appointed by the
civic authorities to patrol the Green daily between 11 a.rn.
and 3 p.m. "so as to prevent any person or persons from
injuring the trees, tu.rf, or walks". 53 He also had to
ensure that,
"the Golfers do not use the Green except at the
times and in the manner prescribed by the
Magistrates and Committee on the Green, and
that no games be played there except such as
have their permission."54
By 1819 when a large amount of the civic purse had been
spent on wide ranging improvements, the Council passed a
bye-law to prevent damage to the surface of th Green by
indescriminate use from local sportsmen.
"The Lord Provost and Magistrates do hereby
strictly prohibit and discharge every
person whatever from playing Golf, Cricket,
- Shinty, foot ball or any other Game
whatever on the Green of this City from
• and after Saturday next the eigth of this
month Certifying such as Contranence this
prohibition that they will be prosecuted with
the utmost vigour of the law."bS
The enactment exemplifed the new attitude amongst the local
governing elite towards sporting customs. By 1820 the
privilege of using Glasgow Green for popular sporting events,
which had been sanctioned by usage from time immemorial, had
been abolished.
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A changing market economy had created civic and
industrial leaders steeped in individualism. They were
reluctant to recognise collective responsibility either in
such vital matters as sanitary arrangements which affected
the well-being of the whole population or in the relatively
less important areas of public sporting provision. Freely
available public areas implied a common sharing citizenship
which was the complete antithesis of the notion of privatisa-
tion and private ownership which governed most social and
industrial activity.56
The most visible sign of civic authority, and a most
important agent in controlling and reducing sporting
activity, was the Glasgow Police Force. Founded in 1800,
it enhanced the power of a reforming magistracy. 57 The
force was a most efficient agent in upholding all aspects
of civil law and order. The control of sport was no
exception particularly since the first two Masters of Police,
John Stenhouse and Walter Graham, were local merchants and
men of property who were concerned to protect their own
livelihoods.
They were succeeded in 1805 by James Mitchell a former
member of the Lanarkshire Militia. He was a strict disci-
plinarian. He soon trained his men into a similar mould.
Armed with cutlasses and patrolling the streets in pairs,
they were renowned for their uncompromising yet effective
methods in securing law and order. The police were always
alert for crowds which gathered to witness any kind of
sporting event. They were particularly active in
25
prohibiting boxing displays which could easily be restrained
under the law, either as a breach of the peace or an
unlawful assembly. Contests invariably posed problems of
public order. The 'fancy' was always large boisterous and
volatile. If it was left unchecked it tended to under-
mine the assurance and reputation of the local police force,
damage property and threaten the tranquility of everyday
life. At a contest in 1828 on the outskirts of Glasgow,
spectators who made their way to the venue on foot,
"apearedto have been rather unlimited in their
trespasses on the turnip fields on the line of
road, if an estimate may be formed from the
number of turnip shaws which were for many
miles strewed along the turnpikes leading to
the scene of action."58
Moreover, there was always the certainty that where large
crowds assembled there would be pickpockets, prostitutes
and extortioners whose presence would be disguised by the
peregrinations of the 'fancy'.
Intervention was also stimulated by a more general
movement to restrict a sport in which bloodshed and personal
injury were always present. A fight was won when one man
could not come to the scratch in the centre of the ring
when time was called after the expiration of the half
minute interval that was allowed after any knock down. A
man had to be so insensible as to be unconscious after
thirty seconds before a fight ended since the referee
never stopped a contest. The boxer was at the mercy of
his two seconds who were expected to have backed him and who
were reluctant to withdraw him unless he was actually
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unconscious. Financial commitments caused many fights to
degenerate into insensitive beatings. At the end of the
fourth round of a local contest held in April 1827 between
Simon Byrne and Alexander Mackay,
"the umpire of Mackay, quite satisfied that his
man had no chance, requested the seconds would
take the brave fellow away. This was refused,
though it ought to have been done on the sce
of humanity, he being dreadfully punished."
It was not surprising that opponents of boxing regarded it
as being comparable to many animal sports. They saw both
as being bloody barbarous univilised inhuman and generally
at odds with enlightened morality. They also feared that
boxing served to undermine the social order as cruel
sports gave rise to cruel men. Their fears were confirmed
in July 1831 when a report reached Glasgow from England that
the Irish champion Simon Byrne had been convincingly beaten
by the English champion Jern Ward. The result infuriated
local Irish supporters.
"On Saturday night the lower part of the city
which had been comparatively quiet during the
whole of the fair week, was kept in a state
of continued turmoil and disturbance, by bands
of drunken fellows who issued from the Taverns,
and commenced quarreling in the streets;
frequently about the fight betwixt Ward and
Byrne. The brawls appeared chiefly to be
caused by hordes of low Irish."60
After a pitched battle on Glasgow Green, 176 arrests were
made.
The policewerevery successful in expelling prize
fighting from Glasgow. By 1832 promoters wishing to stage
fights had been forced to seek sites outside the city. It
was not easy to arrange and travel to venues in the country
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and many supporters lost interest. Decline was accelerated
by some internal maipractices. Fights were fixed by corrupt
promoters and fighters while dishonest bookmakers tampered
with betting odds. When crowds gathered for other sporting
spectacles, the police were always present to ensure order-
liness. The appearance of a bicycle in 1842 caused a crowd
to congregate on the streets of Glasgow. The vehicle was
a treadle-operated two wheeled machine. The design, a
significant technological advance, was the invention and
property of a blacksmith from Courthill, Mr Kirkpatrick
MacMillan. To prove its viability he set out one evening
in June 1842 to ride 140 miles to Glasgow and back.
Arriving in the city on a Saturday afternoon he "caused so
much excitement in the crowded streets that he knocked over
a child" 6' and was arrested by the Govan Police. The
incident exemplified the efficiency of the police in dealing
with threats to public order. Whether the unfortunate
accident and subsequent police action discouraged MacMillan
from developing his invention is open to speculation. It
is certain that he never publicized the machine. Glasgow
missed an opportunity of becoming the stage and possible
centre for cycling developments and the emergence of cycling
as a popular sporting activity was delayed by forty years.
Hours of work, the length of the working week and the
infrequency of holidays were other aspects of industrializa-
tion which affected sporting practices. Until the third
quarter of the eighteenth century most Glaswegians enjoyed
relatively flexible working practices which were controlled
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by the hours of available day light, the amount of work to
be completed and the nature of the task. The growth of
heavy investment in steam powered machinery, the utilisation
of gas lighting and a change in local economic interests
and industrial patterns served to break down this attitude
towards time. In particular the regularity and even flow
of rnechaniaed industrial production brought a rigid
dividing line between work and non work time. In some areas
of Britain such as Birmingham and the Black Country where
there was a predominance of small non mechanised industrial
work units, irregular and flexible attendance and temporal
patterns remaind normal throughout the first half of the
nineteenth century.62
In contrast, in Glasgow during the same period
increasing numbers of workers were employed in a variety of
mechanised industries such as textiles, printing, metal
working and engineering which used systems of production
that required new inflexible work habits.
Between 1800 - 50	 the normal industrial working
day extended from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m., including two hours for
meals and the normal practice was to work six days per week.
The exception was in the textile industry where longer
working days of thirteen, fourteen or even fifteen hours
were normal with only one hour allowed for meals. By 1816
this had been reduced to around twelve hours with between
seventy and one hundred minutes for meal breaks. 63 It was
1850 however, before textile operatives achieved the twelve
hour normal working day common to most other industries.
The 1833 Factory Act had imposed legal limits on the working
hours of children but it placed no restriction on the length
of the working day for adults, the majority of whom were at
work from 5.30 a.m. to 7 p.m. daily - a week of 69 hours
(Table 1.3). It was 1847 before adult hours were legally
reduced when the 1847 Factory Act limited the hours of
employment of women and young persons in cotton factories
to 58 hours per week - ten hours per day and an eight hour
Saturday. In reality all work ceased after ten hours since
adult men could not handle the machinery alone.65
During the first quarter of the century most firms
worked a full six days per week. One or two industries let
their employees away one or two hours earlier on Saturdays
but this lost time was often made up by working a quarter
of an hour later on other days. 66 Near the end of the period,
in 1841, skilled printing workers finished at 2 p.m. on a
Saturday and by 1850 textile workers had been given a three
hour concession.
For most Glaswegians throughout the period a twelve
hour working day and six day week left no time to pursue
any sporting interests. A typical operative rose around
five every morning for a 6 a.m. start. Three meal stoppages
of half an hour at 8 a.m., one hour at midday and twenty
minutes at 4 o'clock were the only respites from labour
which finished at 6 p.m. With time added on for returning
home, changing, washing and eating supper, the average
worker spent some fifteen hours on each of the six days of
the week in pursuit of employment.67
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Sunday was the only period free from work when a
family could spend the day together. Working wives employed
in the textile factories spent the day washing and attending
to other accumulated domestic tasks. For the rest of the
family, the propensity to stay in bed was no doubt less a
matter of choice than a necessary recruitment of strength.
A local nineteen year old millinery shop employee was
typical of many.
"When you get home at night, indeed you are
scarcely able to eat anything - you feel
quite sick and weary. Indeed at Sabbath
mornings it was very often the case that 68
you lay in bed and tried to rest yourself."
Holidays provided the only realistic opportunity for
the pursuit of sport. However, throughout the period up to
c. 1850 Glaswegians enjoyed relatively few holidays.
"It is well known that the Presbyterian church
takes no notice of the Christian festivals of
Christmas, Easter, and Whitsuntide; hence the
chief holidays at the public works are a few
days at the new year, and near Glasgow at the
Glasgow Fair, about midsummer; also a day
twice-a-year at what is called 'the fast', 	 69i.e. the preparation for the Lord's Supper."
Holidays were kept to a minimum by employers who regarded
them as interfering with the maximisation of profits.
Moreover, even with such few free periods of block time,
many workers balanced the possible enjoyment of a holiday
against the financial loss it incurred since New Years Day
was the only holiday with pay?°
Glasgow's wealth, it was thought, lay in the creation
of a large disciplined and hard working labour force - but
not necessarily a prosperous one. Insignificant increases
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in real income was another factor which restricted involve-
ment in sport. Table 1.4 indicates that over a forty year
period the weekly wage of a cotton spinner remained almost
static. Although carpenters and masons enjoyed weekly wage
Table 1 .4.	 Average weekly wages for a selection of occupations in
Glasgow, 1790_1851.71
Occupation_________	 Year and Wages	 _________
1790	 1812	 1819	 1831	 1851
Blacksmith	 -	 15s.	 17s.	 17s.	 22s.
Carpenter	 12s.	 18s.	 12s.	 14s.	 20s.
Labourer	 8s.	 us.	 7s.6d.	 9s.	 12s.
Mason	 12s.	 18s.	 15s.	 14s.	 18s.
Machine Maker	 -	 19s.	 19s.	 19s.	 22s.6d.
Female Spinner	 -	 15s.	 15s.	 15s.	 -
Male Spinner	 -	 24s.	 24s.	 24s.	 25s.
Notes (i) Wage figures take no account of (a) short time or
overtime (b) losses due to slack trade or illness
(c) the incomes of other family members. The figures
are not offered for their specific numerical values
but to show a general trend in wage developnent.
increases of 40% and 50% respectively, these rises were not
particularly large when spread over a span of sixty years.
Moreoever, gains not only depended upon increases in money
wages but also on improvements in the purchasing power of
money. This was determined by price movements. Table 1.5
illustrates that a sample of basic budgetary items rose
steadily in price up to 1841. In spite of price reductions
in 1851 they were still between 10% and 20% higher than 1790
levels. Although money wages modestly outgrew price rises,
any improvements in real wages were slight and confined to
the highest paid who were numerically quite small. 73 For
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Table 1 .5.	 Average prices for a selection of corrrnodities
available in G1asgc, 1790-1851.72
Carirrodity
	1790	 1812	 1815	 1819	 1831	 1841	 1851
Cheese (per lb.)
	 44d.	 12d.	 5^d.	 6d.	 6d.	 4^d.	 54d.
Beef (per lb.)
	 34d.	 6d.	 4d.	 54d.	 Sd.	 7d.	 44d.
Wheaten Loaf (44Th.) 9d. 	 184d. 104d.	 114d.	 8d.	 94d.	 Sd.
Potatoes (per stone)
	 -	 -	 4¼d.	 34d.	 4d.	 44d.	 54d.
Butter (per lb.)
	 -	 -	 8d.	 9 d.	 13d.	 12d.	 94d.
Rent: 2 aparnents lOOs.	 lOOs.	 90s.	 85s.	 130s.(per annj)	 -
Notes (i) No account has been taken of changes in the quality of
corrmdities, weekly price fluctuations or the existence
of price differences in various parts of the city.
Consequently the prices are not offered for their
specific nurrerical values but to show general price
trends.
the majority of
	
Glaswegians the rewards of labour were
slender. Although all spending was optional, the need to
satisfy basic physiological needs was paramount and con-
sequently there was little or no surplus money to spend on
74
sport.
Large increases in population caused a considerable
amount of overcrowding in Glasgow which led to the growth of
numerous sanitary problems. Housing conditions were
inadequate to meet massive population influxes and there was
a decline in standards of personal health. Confined to slums
and suffering from a number of diseases, there was little
inclination to be involved in sport.
The solution adopted to cope with housing Glasgow's
ever increasing population was the building of four storey
tenement blocks. The need was for high density high rise
34
accommodation since immigration was occurring on unprece-
dented scales and the lack of adequate transport facilities
meant that the new urban workers had to be housed reasonably
75
close to their places of work. Within the old town of
Glasgow itself open space was at a premium and consequently
tenements were built behind existing streets in a rather
jumbled and unplanned manner. 'Backl.and' housing was not
adequate in meeting the needs of its tenants. 76
 Access to
the open streets was poor, living accommodation overcrowded
and privacy restricted.77
Although Glasgow had experienced a great rise in
population the centre of the city remained geographically
intact. The middle of the expanding conurbation still
resembled a mediaeval town with its narrow winding streets
and bye-ways which were totally unsuited to the requirements
of a growing industrial city. Although there was of
course no comparison between the ugliness and meaness of
the new Glasgow and the beauty and civic life of its
mediaeval predecessor, in their lack of sanitary require-
ments they resembled each other too closely. Life in the
poorer parts could scarcely be imagined. Cellar dwellings
which were insanitary airless and damp were common. The
narrow dark alleys and wynds received all kinds of filth
and refuse from private flats and many small businesses
such as bone and tripe boilers, tanneries and slaughter-
houses.78
The absences of any effective system of refuse
removal led to the pollution of water supplies arid the
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creation of dunghills which polluted the narrow wynds in
the backlands. Dr Cowan, writing
 in 1837, considered that
these rubbish heaps caused much of the fever which was
raging at this time. The streets and alleyways where the
poor live were,
"filthy beyond measure; excrementatious
matter and filth of every description is
allowed to lay upon the lanes, or, if
collected, it remains accumulating for
months, until the landlord, whose
	 79property it is, is pleased to remove it."
Water supplies were defective and such a thing as a house-
hold supply was unknown. Water was obtained from a stand-
pipe or pump which was required to serve dozens and even
sometimes hundreds of people arid the supply was only
available for a few hours each day. In conditions of
general squalor outhreaks of infectious disease, particu-
larly cholera and typhus, were frequent.8°
Under the influxes of large scale immigration from
the Highlands arid Ireland and rapid population growth
Glasgow's housing and sanitary problems were the worst of
any industrial centre. As Chadwick noted,
"It might admit of dispute, but on the
whole, it appeared to us that both the
structural arrangements arid the conditions
of the population in Glasgow was the worst
of any we have seen in any part of Great
Britain. "81
The labouring population clearly bore the weight of a rapidly
expanding industrial city and they paid heavily in high
mortality, poor health and squalid housing. Under such
conditions the working classes became preoccupied with
survival. Any notions of taking part in sport were
36
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strictly limited. Not surprisingly one of the few
activities to remain popular was river swimming which on a
warm sunny day provided a welcome source of refreshment
and personal cleanliness.
The great decline of sporting practices during the
first half of the nineteenth century was intimately
associated with the breakdown of 'traditional society'.
Sporting forms such as golf, shinty, football arid handball
were rooted in a social system which was strongly parochial
and marked by a deep sense of corporate identity. They
could not be absorbed into an expanding urban society
which was governed by contractual relations, biased towards
individualism and which was moulding its culture in a
manner appropriate to the requirements of successful
industrial production.
In Glasgow's new urban world of congested housing,
disease, factory discipline and free enterprise, sport had
to be reconstructed. It had to be shaped to accord with
the moral conditions of a non-agrarian, capitalistic
society. 83
 This reconstruction was gradually accomplished
over a period of several generations. The low point was
roughly coincident with the second quarter of the nineteenth
century when much of the traditional culture had disintegrated
and new processes were only beginning to emerge. The
reshaping of sport was a phenomenon of the period after 1850.
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CHAPTER 2
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL CHANGE IN GLASGOW 1850-1914
During the second half of the nineteenth century
Glasgow's industrial and social environment was reconstructed.
There were notable demographic and economic changes, develop-
ments in civic responsibility, improvements in industrial
conditions and the formation of an elaborate transport
system which provided an urban framework in which new sporting
forms emerged.
Between 1801 - 51
	
the population of Glasgow
increased by over 450%. Duringthenextfiftyyearsexpansion
continued albeit at a less dramatic rate. In 1851 329,097
people lived in the city. By 1901, despite boundary changes,
the population had doubled to 761,709.1 Glasgow contained
5.1% of the Scottish population in 1801, 11.5% in 1851 and
19.4% by 1891.2 Immigration from the Highlands and Ireland
continued to play an important part in this demographic
expansion, though its significance declined over time and
an increasing proportion of residents were born in the city.
By 1871 there had been seven or eight decades of regular
Irish immigration. The number of Irish born in Scotland
totalled 207,700, 76% of whom lived in the west of Scotland.
This was 13% of the total population. Ten years later by
which time the biggest movements out of Ireland were over,
one-eighth of Glasgow's population were Irish born. (Table 2.1)
Concurrent with demographic increases was a progressive
expansion in the wealth of the city. The rental of Glasgow
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stood at £1,084,000 in 1851. By 1891 it had increased by
over 200% to £3,456,000. Only London contained more houses
and places of business. In 1801 only 382 yards of quay
facilities were available on the River Clyde. By 1851 the
docks covered 3,591 yards. By 1901 with continuing expansion
such as the construction of the Stobcross Docks in 1877 and
the Princess Docks the yardage had quadrupled to 15,l09.
In every department of economic and social activity the
evidence of expansion was overwhelming. Glasgow's growth in
the first half of the nineteenth century was built upon
textiles. However, by 1850 the foundations of the industry
had disintegrated. The 1830s had brought a wave of new
investment but the result was a decade of overproduction
when prices fell and profit margins contracted. Reinvestment
was reduced arid the industry's technological efficiency was
damaged. Lancashire mills established a monopoly in cheap
fabrics arid simultaneously foreign competition made heavy
inroads into Glasgow's overseas outlets. Problems of pro-
duction arid marketing were aggravated by the speculative
financing and credit terms arranged by many firms. In 1857
when the Western Bank presented bills amounting to £1.6
million to three or four of Glasgow's leading cotton
borrowers, they could not meet the demands. There was a
run on the bank as depositors sought to withdraw their cash
and the Western Bank was forced to close its doors. The
succeeding bankruptcies arid commercial distress caine as a
great blow to the prosperity of the cotton industry.5
The industry t s problems were further intensified by
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the impact of the American Civil War which cut off supplies
of raw cotton from states in the new confederacy. By the
summer of 1862 most cotton mills were either closed down
completely or working only a few hours each week. When
supplies began to flow again competition with the more
efficient Lancashire industry proved difficult. As a result
resources were diverted increasingly to the developing
heavy industries and skilled operatives left to find better
paid and more stable jobs in the shipyards and engineering
shops.6
The second half of the century was a period of
rationalisation and ultimately further contraction in
Glasgow's cotton industry. After the American Civil War
the industry stabilised at a reduced level of working. By
1885 Glasgow's textile machinery was out of date and
inefficient. There was a loss of entrepreneurial drive
amongst mill owners. Having made substantial fortunes many
were no longer interested in maintaining their concerns at
maximum efficiency by keeping abreast of the most efficient
and up to date production techniques. Unable to produce
cloth as cheaply as their main competitors they slid to a
slow decline.
In comparison with spinning, the weaving branch of
the industry did not suffer so badly but its volume and
relative importance diminished appreciably. As in cotton
spinning the American Civil War halted developments and even
when hostilities stopped there was no resurgence. Moreover,
it was impossible to compete with Lancashire weavers who
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had their spinning mills at hand and were not forced to pay
the extra transit charges on yarn. Many famous establish-
ments closed down. In 1884 Monteith's Barrowfield site was
closed down and 12 months later Graham's Lancefield premises
were sold to a building contractor. Survival in the last
quarter of the century was concentrated on producing fancy
fabrics. Relatively low labour costs gave local businesses
an advantage in fine quality products. Yet this was a highly
volatile market to cater for arid further casualties occurred.
•Between 1861 and 1891 textile employment was reduced in
absolute terms by 32.3% while the city's total labour force
grew by 57•3%7
In contrast to spinning and weaving, two ancillary
branches of the textile industry displayed greater resilience.
Calico printing and turkey red dyeing became local speciali-
ties because company proprietors were alert to technical
developments. Unfortunately they were relatively small
pockets of prosperity arid could not compensate for the
dismal decay of the parent industry.
It was fortunate that in the very decade the fourida-
tions of the textile industry began to weaken, a new and
more dynamic generator of wealth and prosperity received a
decisive forward impetus. Heavy engineering and metal
manufacturing provided a much firmer foundation for economic
growth. It was no longer necessary to rely on exotic
imports of tobacco and cotton. Glasgow began to exploit the
rich store of indigenous wealth that lay buried beneath its
own doorstep. 8
 By 1870 the economic basis of the city had
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been materially transformed.
Shipbuilding lay at the centre of Glasgow's new
industrial core. The industry had been growing steadily in
the 1850s. In 1852 6,200 men were employed in Glasgow yards
with another 2,000 engaged in direct subsidiary work. They
produced 78 ships with a gross tonnage of 52,900. Thirteen
years later production had risen to 242 ships grossing
153,032 tons and thereafter, as graph 2.1 indicates, output
rose sharply despite occasional lean years. Between 1870
arid 1913 Glasgow's yards consistently poured out a third of
the total British tonnage. Launchings averaged 250,000 tons
each year between 1871 - 74
	
and this was more than
doubled to 565,000 tons between 1909 - 13.
	
In 1913
yards on the Clyde built nearly three quarters of a million
tons of shipping, one third of the total British tonnage,
almost 18% of world production, and more than the production
of the entire shipbuilding industry of either the United
States or Germany.10
The Clyde shipbuilding industry, which with over
twenty yards Glasgow dominated, owed its success to several
factors, the main one being its accessibility to essential
rawiaaterialsparticularly coal arid iron. As early as 1778
ten collieries had been established around Glasgow. Soon
after the coalfields of Old and New Monkland were developed
some twelve miles east of the city. By 1836 the number of
local pits had increased to 37. After 1850 over a million
tons of coal entered the city annually to supply steaja
power to the iron and steel industries.11
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In 1801 the discovery of blackband ironstone in the
vicinity of Glasgow marked the beginning of the modern
Scottish iron industry. After 1828 when J B Neilson
utilised hot air in blast furnaces the industry expanded
rapidly. In association with Lariarkshire hard splint coal
the production of pig-iron became a highly profitable under-
taking. The number of furnaces increased from 27 in 1830 to one
hundred in 1840J2 When local pig-iron production began to
decline it was replaced by steel making. In 1873 the Steel
Company of Scotland, using imported non-phosphoric ore,
built an open hearth plant at Hailside a few miles outside
the city. 13
 Seven years later four more works had been
established. Another wave of firms began in May 1879 when
Beardinore added steel furnaces at his Parkhead Forge. By
1885 there were ten works. With only one exception, all
plants were set up with Siemens-Martin open hearth furnaces
using acid or haematite pig iron. During the next twenty
years local firms expanded their acid steel making
capacities in response to local shipbuilders' preferences
for ships' plates made of acid steel. Steel production
and the needs of the Clyde shipyards were closely linked.
In 1879 the open hearth furnaces turned out 50,593 tons of
steel. Eleven years later 485,000 tons were produced. In
the same period steel tonnage launched on the Clyde grew
from 18,000 tons to 326,000 tons.14
The role of the Clyde as a principal shipping centre
and artery also encouraged shipbuilding. By 1840 the river
had been deepened to fifteen feet as far as Glasgow so that the
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city could become a major port. Sabsequent improvements
maintained and extended its capacity. As berthage and quay
facilities expanded during the century so the volume and
value of trade handled increased cornmensurately)5
Glasgow's shipowners generated an increasing demand for
new ships. In 1850 their share of the total U.K. tonnage
stood at 4.2% By 1890 it had quadrupled to 16%. In the
most advanced form of shipping, namely steamboats, Glasgow's
proportion of the market was still higher, moving from
9.8% in 1860 to 21.3% in 1890.
The endeavour and foresight of Glasgow's merchants
was matched by the inventive and entrepreneurial flair
of the shipbuilders themselves. Many technical innovations
were developed. Perhaps the most significant was J A
Elder's work on the compound engine between 1853-67.
His engine allowed fuel savings of 50% and so demonstrated
the superiority of steam over sail in long distance shipping
and thus justified the local commitment to iron and later
steel in the face. of opposition from conventional experts6
Although the shipbuilding industry lay at the core
of Glasgow's new industrial structure it supported and
spawned a variety of other sizeable engineering and
metal products which, by the high degree of specialisation,
assisted in maintaining the efficient craftsmanship so
vital to the Clyde's pre-eminence. Heavy iron castings
and forgings were undertaken at some six centres including
Finlay and Davidson's Port Eglinton Works, William and
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Boyd's Blytheswood Foundry, David Napier's Lancefield Works
and W I Beardmore's Forge at Parkhead. Employing over a
thousand men, the latter two plants housed some of Britain's
largest steam hammers facilitating the production of the
largest crank shafts, propeller shafts, stern posts arid
rudder posts. Lancefield for example, was the only forge
capable of producing the propeller shafts for the 'Great
Eastern'.
Other companies concentrated on producing brass goods,
boilers, apparatus for gasworks and distilleries, agri-
cultural machinery, sewing machines, cranes, emerywheel
and grinding machinery, iron piers, landing stages and wood
working machinery. 17 The manufacture of machine tools was
a particularly prominent local industry, expanding rapidly
in the third quarter of the century as a result of demand
from local shipbuilders for punching and shearing machines,
lathes, boring and screwing machines, planes and plate
bending equipment.
Other engineering units which grew up in the pre-
shipbuilding era started to expand in the late forties.
Colonial trading stimulated an interest in the production
of sugar making machinery in which Glasgow had a virtual
monopoly by 1870.18 Locomotive engineering and the pro-
duction of light iron castings developed in the late forties.
A large concern like Walter MacFarlane's Saracen Foundry at
Possilpark produced the whole range of domestic and orna-
mental iron appliances. 19 One of Glasgow's earliest
pioneers in the development of locomotive engineering was
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John M Rowan who built two engines in c. 1834. His factory
produced engineers like John Yule, William Tait arid
Benjamin Conner who, through their initiative and skill,
helped make Glasgow into a major centre for the manufacture
of locomotives. 20 At a much later date electrical
engineering was introduced into the city. By 1900 there
were several firms engaged in the manufacture of electrical
machines and appliances of various kinds for lighting,
power, ventilation and other purposes.
After 1850 the decline of the textile industry as a
major employer of labour was replaced by engineering con-
cerns employing nearly 25% of the male labour force by 1911.
Within the engineering industry there was a notable diversity
of specialisation. At the same time Glasgow also possessed
a full repertoire of other trades ranging from brewing and
breadmaking to bookbinding and boat building. (Table 2.2).
The economy was no longer dangerously poised on the narrow
platform of two or three pioneer sectors - particularly
textiles - but was broadly based producing a wide variety
of capital goods. Glasgow had a broader and more diverse
industrial base than even London. It was claimed that,
"No other city in the Kingdom presents such a variety of
manufacturing industries
Although manufacturing was important, Glasgow did not
rely solely on industry for its growth and wealth. It was
also a vigorous commercial centre and a principal distri-
bution and service point for a spreading urban agglomerate.
Throughout the century, city merchants displayed a
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prodigious amount of ingenuity and skill in securing large
foreign trading contracts. The growth of increasing numbers
of administrative personnel owed much to their enterprise.
Between 1861 - 1911 Glasgow's merchant houses employed
ever increasing numbers of clerks and associated service
23
staff.
The existence of a mass market formed by the city
itself stimulated both wholesale and retail department stores
employing thousands of men and women. The building and food
industries also expanded to cater for internal demands. The.
continuous rise in population, the growth of the central
business district and large slum clearance and redevelopment
programmes provided life long employment for thousands of
building workers.
Throughout the first half of the nineteenth century
the coherent pattern of social life shared by a snail
traditional community was increasingly exchanged for a
pattern of life notable for its discontinuities of experi-
ences in terms of time, space and personnel. The expansion
of the urban population arid the development of a society
ordered by the priorities of industrial growth resulted in
the emergence of new social relationships.
At the top of the social pyramid was an upper class
which was a purely local elite with no aristocratic roots.
Members were first or second generation shipowners, iron
masters, textile manufacturers, publishers or merchants -
men with drive, enterprise, energy and talent who were all
architects of their own fortunes. The higher liberal and
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financial professions were also members of this social group.
The latter, such as insurance agents and brokers, had risen
to prominence to meet the needs of the cityts vigorous
trade and business community. Intra-group homogeneity was
promoted by members often holding secondary business
interests as directors of banks, railway or insurance com-
panies which drew the elite together and provided them with
a common perspective on many matters. Unity was enhanced
by the proximity of their houses. They resided in the
elegant terraces of the West End or handsome villas in
Pollokshields or Langside on the south side of the river.24
Many self-made industrialists were obsessed with the need to
acquire refined manners and a taste for acceptable forms of
culture such as an interest in art or foreign travel. A
particularly significant trend was to send their children
to public school to receive the formal education and social
training which they had longed for but sadly lacked.
Next in the social pecking order was a middle class
group encompassing three broad types of occupation:
clerks (the number of commercial clerks alone rose from
2,685 in 1861 to 12,981 in 1911); retailers and shopkeepers;
members of the lesser professions such as school teachers,
land agents, surveyors and small businessmen. They all
shared a similar lifestyle and income. The majority
resided in the smarter tenements or the less ostentatious
terraces in Dennistoun, Garnethill or Mount Florida.
Unlike the upper middle class, they were seldom prominent
in public affairs but they formed the bulk of many
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organisations at the more humdrum levels.25
The working class can be divided crudely into three
groups. Occupying the top tier was a large sector of
skilled workers, the bulk of whom were employed in the
metal and engineering industries where they formed the
majority of the labour force. 26 The building trade also
contained a substantial number of skilled men such as brick-
layers, masons and joiners. There was also a large quota
in the printing, baking, furniture and pottery trades.
These aristocrats of labour who lived in areas such
as St. George's Cross and Govanhill formed the backbone of
the working class with their concern for respectability.
In aspiring to the norms and values of their immediate
superiors, a thorough sense of independence, sobriety,
thrift, honesty, orderliness, industry and self-improvement
permeated their worlds. However, although trappings of
respectability were readily assumed into working class life,
they did not displace older conformities. Respectability
was not an all encompassing lived ideal nor a permanent code
of values. Labour aristocrats also shared in an independent
working class culture with its own patterns of behaviour.
Indeed it has been suggested that as the century progressed
their culture became less influenced by middle class values.
By 1900, "It seemed that the 'superior' working class was
drawing away from the lower middle class and coming nearer
to the rest of their own class."27
The middle sector of the working class was made up
of machinists, factory operatives, employees in declining
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or low paid occupations like weaving and tailoring, superior
transport workers and non-manual workers such as the police
and administrative functionaries. The unskilled or lower
working class contained groups who carried out the heaviest
manual tasks in the shipyards, docks, foundries, sawmills,
gas works and engineering workshops. Also included were
general transport workers, milkmen, newsboys, warehousemen,
hawkers and assorted grades of messengers.28
A large group of Irish immigrants made up another
quite distinctive community within the city's social system.
Although there were Irish settlements in many British cities
it was the size of the Glasgow contingent which was of
particular signifiance. In 1881 over 13% of the population
of Glasgow were Irish born. 29 They were segregated by a
whole bundle of distinguishing characteristics including
accent, occupation, residence and religion. The majority
of Irishmen lacked any form of industrial training. As a
result they found employment in the lowest paid unskilled
manual jobs such as labourers in furnaces, rolling mills,
metal works and building sites or as stevedores on the docks.3°
Low wages and high rents caused them to congregate in the
cheapest and worst tenements in the most densely populated
and insanitary city areas such as Bridgegate, Cowcaddens,
Anderston, Maryhill and the Gorbals.31
The rise and growth of new economic and social
patterns was paralleled by a steady improvement in public
health provision arid a slower but significant rise in the
quality and quantity of housing particularly for the more
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respectable elements of the working class.
The rapid increase in the size of Glasgow's population
in the first fifty years of the nineteenth century without
any regard for a planned programme of house building or
improvements in sanitary provisions had created the twin
problems of appalling living conditions and extremely low
standards of personal health. Due to the effects of regular
outbreaks of cholera and the disclosures made by the Poor
Law Commissioners about the insanitary conditions in
Britain's major industrial centres, health and housing
became an increasingly significant governmental considera-
tion. In May 1838 the Poor Law Commissioners forwarded a
memorandum to the Home Secretary pointing out that if the
condition of the poor was to be permamently improved then
it was necessary to adopt preventi€. measures against
certain fundamental evils by enacting and enforcing a
32
systematic code of health in towns and cities.	 As a
result the Home Secretary issued a letter directing a
commission of enquiry to be set up to examine,
"the extent to which the cause of disease,
stated to prevail amongst the labouring
classes of the Metropolis, prevail also
amongst the labouring classes in other
parts of the United Kingdom."33
The commission of enquiry was to be responsible to the
Poor Law Commissioners, George Nicholls, George Cornewall
Lewis and Edmund Walker Head. However, the driving force
behind the final report was the Secretary of the Poor Law
Board, Edwin Chadwick. From the voluminous amount of
evidence collected, Chadwick constructed his famous 'Report
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of an Inquiry into the Sanitary Conditions of the Labouring
Population of Great Britain' which was printed in the summer
of 1842. The report was presented in three volumes, two
being local reports covering England and Scotland while the
third, based on the first two volumes, gave a general
comment on the sanitary condition of the labouring population
and proposed methods of improving the conditions which had
been reported. Chadwick was severely critical of Glasgow's
housing accommodation and the condition of its people.
He pointed to inadequate and unhealthy water supplies,
imperfect or non-existent systems of drainage, badly made
streets and many other causes of squalor. At the same time
he laid the onus for improvements with Glasgow Corporation.
The Corporation took immediate action to remedy the
situation by adopting a Police Act to allow the Dean of
Guild to demolish and repair decaying buildings. In 1846
an effective base for promoting a consolidated attack on
sanitary and housing problems emerged when the Glasgow
Police and Extension Act was passed. This brought the
Burghs of Canton, Anderston and Gorbals under one juris-
diction, abolishing an outdated pattern of sectional
administration which facilitated a long term attack on the
city's public health problems.34
The Act stimulated an enthusiastic concern in the
new municipal council. A fresh civic consciousness
emerged which resulted in the promotion of measures to
improve the living conditions and personal health of the
labouring population. A general fear of the reservoirs
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of disease, crime and vice in Glasgow's slum areas was an
additional significant force in promoting a new municipal
initiative. Recurring outbreaks of cholera caused particu-
lar panic among the middle and upper class who administered
the city. Cholera "stirred even the moribund, degraded,
unreformed municipal corporations into fits of unwonten
sanitary activity." 35
 Two cholera epidemics in 1847 and
1848-49 stimulated the Dean of Guild to put into force the
powers conferred by the 1843 Act to require houses which
were insecure or structurally dangerous to be demolished or
repaired. However, it was 1862 before effective action was
taken to improve public health.
In order to control the outbreak of infectious
diseases and improve the environment, Glasgow Corporation
had appointed, within the terms of the 1856 Amended Nuisance
Removal (Scotland) Act, a 'Committee on Nuisances' in 1857
under the chairmanship of Mr John Ure. Unfortunately, the
Act was concerned with the removal not the prevention of
nuisances. This was rapidly recognised by Mr Ure's
Committee who set themselves the task of redirecting the
energy which had formerly been applied to dealing with
epidemics, to the very basic need for reforming the con-
ditions out of which the epidemics arose. In 1859 Mr Ure
submitted a scheme for improving the sanitary condition of
the city by creating a special department under a Medical
Officer with an adequate staff of inspectors for the dis-
covery of nuisances and the oversight of disease. After
careful consideration by the Town Council, Ure's scheme
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which sought powers to regulate the construction of new
buildings and to deal with nuisances, overcrowding, cellar
dwellings, sanitary conveniences and water supplies was
adopted and incorporated into the Glasgow Police Act of
1862.36 Certain sanitary provisions were extended in a
second Police Act passed in 1866 and enhanced by the appoint-
ment of a Sanitary Inspector in 1870. The completion of the
Loch Katrine Water Scheme in 1859 which guaranteed supplies
of pure water and the razing of many slums by railway
developments in the sixties also helped to improve standards
of public health.
By the third quarter of the century Glasgow possessed
a vastly improved water supply and an effective sewage and
waste disposal system. Many decaying tenement blocks had
been demolished and badly planned streets had been cleared.
As a result crude death rates and infant mortality rates
fell sharply. Between the decennial periods 1865-74 and
1885-94, death rates fell from 30.5 to 23.2 per thousand
while infant mortality rates dropped from 167 to 144 per
thousand. Death from zymotic diseases such as typhis,
smallpox, scarlet fever and diptheria fell from 7.4 to
3.8 per thousand population. 37 By the end of the century
Glasgow had a civic administration and a network of services
which had successfully come to terms with the worst health
hazards caused by large scale urbanization and had made
notable strides in improving sanitary conditions.
Public health reform was paralleled by improvements
in housing. The 1866 City Improvement Act exemplified the
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civic concern for poor living accommodation arid contained
extensive long term provisions to improve it. Powers were
given to set up an Improvement Trust under the control of
the Town Council to clear out insanitary areas and to acquire
new plots of land on which to erect and maintain houses for
the working classes. Although the trustees lost no time in
buying up land and clearing buildings, they made little use
of their powers to build new houses. The depression of
1878 caused the property market to collapse and the Trustees
could not sell or even feu the land they had cleared. It
was 1888 before any new buildings were erected. Two blocks
of tenements on the east side of Saltmarket were the first
to be completed. By 1894 almost the whole area scheduled
for demolition had been cleared and rebuilt. The Trust's
property and powers were transferred to Glasgow Corporation
in 1895 under the terms of the Glasgow Corporation and
Police Act. Two years later a second private Improvement
Act was adopted to clear and rebuild on six 'congested and
insanitary' areas and to build houses.for the 'poorest
classes' on an additional twenty five acres of land.
By 1913 the Corporation had built 2,199 new houses
most of which were larger than existing stock. The tenants
of the new houses were mostly upper working class families
such as clerks, engineers or skilled craftsmen who enjoyed
regular work and earned sufficiently high wages to pay
rents which ranged from £4.1O.O to £8.15.O per annum for a
single apartment and from £12.9.O to £21.O.O per annum for
a house with three rooms. In contrast, the Trust's
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activities achieved little for poorer groups. These wera
dependent upon private building schemes which provided a
large amount of accommodation in two massive building booms
between 1868-77 and 1893-1904. Most of the accommodation
consisted of two or three roomed rented apartments though
up to a quarter of all appartments built in Glasgow in the
first boom had only one room. Moreover, since demand
exceeded supply, the poorest families divided the larger
properties into single apartments and merely recreated over-
crowded conditions. After 1904 when private building slowed
down in the face of high interest rates and building costs,
the problem of overcrowding was intensified. 38 The working
classes had to be satisfied with scanty domestic and
sanitary facilities and little privacy. Nevertheless,
significant improvements in housing conditions had been
achieved by the early twentieth century. In 1861 34% of
families lived in one apartment houses. Fifty years later
the number had been reduced to 20%. At the same time the
percentage of families living in three roomed apartments
increased from 13% to 19%. Larger houses reduced over-
crowding and offered greater privacy. 39
 There were also
improvements in domestic facilities including hot water,
electric lighting, ventilation and water closets.40
Upper working class Glaswegians were the principal
beneficiaries of housing improvements. They were also
first to win substantial reductions in working hours.
Until the early sixties most employees worked ten hours
per day. However, from 1864 to 1890 there was a slow but
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steady reduction in daily working hours. In 1864 organised
groups of skilled men employed in the building industry
successfully persuaded employers to grant a reduction in
daily working hours. Masons obtained a nine hour day in
1866. Four years later carpenters received the same con-
cessions. By 1874 the nine hour day was shared by all
skilled tradesmen in the building industry. Other skilled
groups worked similar hours after 1870. In 1871 engineers
and shipbuilders worked 9½ hours per day. Three years
later they were joined by men employed in a number of metal
associated trades, rope and glass workers and coach builders.41
Table 2.3. illustrates the rather slow fragmentary and uneven
Table 2.3. Hours of work for a selection of occupational groups
in Glasgcw, 1850 8O. 42
Occupational Groups	 Year and Hours of Work
________________________________ 	 1850	 1860	 1870	 1880
Stonemasons	 60	 57	 51	 -
Carpenters and Joiners	 60	 57	 51	 51*
Cabinet Makers	 60	 60	 57	 51
Qiry	 -	 -	 60	 51
Glasscutters	 -	 -	 60	 52½
Bodcbinders	 60	 60	 57	 54
Ropespinners	 -	 60	 54	 54
ngineers	 60	 60	 60	 54
Printers	 60	 60	 60	 54
Coach/Carriage Builders 	 60	 57	 51	 -
Chemical Workers	 -	 -	 57	 57
Tobacco Manufacturers 	 57	 57	 57	 57
Coopers	 -	 60	 57	 57
Notes ( i)
(ii)
(iii)
iv)
(v)
*dees the total for 1886
60 hours was usually made up of 6 x 10 hour days
i.e. 6 a.m. - 6 p.m.
57 hours was usually made up of 5 x 10 hours days
and 1 x 7 hour day i.e. 6 a.m. - 6 p.m. and 6 a.m. - 2 p.m.
54 hours was usually made up of 5 x 9½ hour days and
1 x 6½ hour day i.e. 6 a.m. - 6 p.m. and 6 a.m. - 12.30 p.m.
51 hours was usually made up of 5 x 9 hour days and
1 x 6 hour day i.e. 6 a.m. - 5 p.m. arid 6 a.m. - 12 noon.
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nature of reductions in daily hours of work between - 1850- 80
It was after 1880 before significant numbers of
unskilled men gained reductions in working hours. By 1885
masons' labourers, plasterers' labourers and general
unskilled building site employees worked a nine hour day
and general labourers in the engineering industry a 9½ hour
day. Dockworkers gained anine hour day in l890.
Several piecemeal developments were responsible for
the slow and rather haphazard decrease in time spent at
work. The strength of local craft and trade unions was of
particular importance. It was strong craft unions who
achieved the first significant reductions particularly at
times of great prosperity and low unemployment when their
bargaining power was relatively strong. At the same time
employers began to realise that productivity might increase
if hours were shorter, wages higher and the pace of work
more intensive.
	 The efforts of humanitarians who were
primarily concerned with the welfare of women and children
in indsutry also played their part.44
After 1890 most skilled and the majority of unskilled
Glaswegians worked between 9 and 9½ hours each day for
5 days a week. Allowing 1½ hours for meals, time spent
on rising, travelling to and from work, eating an evening
meal, changing from working clothes and 8 hours for
sleeping, a couple of hours a day during the week would
have remained for time with the family, socialising,
education and even sport. 45 More significant was the
adoption of the Saturday half-holiday. Skilled tradesmen
were first to acquire a Saturday afternoon free from work
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during the building boom of the fifties. Slaterers
finished work at 2 p.m. from 1852 and masons, carpenters
and joiners by 1854. Encouraged by their success, several
other trades formed "Half-Holiday Associations". But
although shipwrights and coopers won a Saturday half-holiday
in 1857, until after 1860 the Saturday half-day remained
the preserve of a limited number of skilled workers. 46 In
1860 a Select Committee on Public Institutions commenting
on a shorter working Saturday noted,
"It appears that the hours of business are
still too late in some cases as to make it
difficult for mechanics, artisans, and
others, occupied in trade to go to any
distance for purpose of recreation or
instruction. "47
During the course of the next ten years however, most
local artisans, among them workers in the shipbuilding
trades (in 1866), cabinet makers, coach builders, book
binders, bakers, printers and tailors had won the right to
finish work at 2 p.m. on a Saturday, though sometimes only
after prolonged strike action.48
As the half-holiday became more common, resistance
from employers decreased. They showed a new conciliatory
attitude which was enhanced as local industry reached new
peaks of prosperity in the seventies. By 1880 most trades
enjoyed a 2 p.m. finish every Saturday with some skilled
workers finishing at 12.30 p.m. In 1875 all local sawmills,
chemical works, brickworks, textile and tobacco factories
closed at 2 p.m., while shipwrights, carpenters and skilled
iron trade workers finished between 12 noon and 12.30 p.m.49
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By c. 1890 the notion that a regular part of the week was
set aside for freely chosen non-work activity had become
firmly established in the minds of Glasgow's skilled and
semi-skilled workers 50
Time was not the only ingredient necessary for an
expansion in leisure activities. Money was also important.
From 1870 - 1914, despite the absence of information on
unemployment levels, there appears to have been substantial
increases in real wage rates for the whole of Glasgow's
working population. The largest rises occurred in the 35
year period 1870-1905 when there was a broad advance in
money wages arid a steady decline in prices. Table 2.4
indicates that the net average increases in weekly earnings
in a selection of local trades ranged from as low as 14%
for bookbinders to 50% for enginemen working in pottery
factories. The average advance was of the order of 30%_40%2
Simultaneously prices dropped steadily for virtually all
commodities. Between 1871-75 and 1894-98, the average
national price of sugar fell by 58%, tea 54%, potatoes 39%,
butter 25%, pork 33%, bacon 26% and flour 41%. Local evi-
dence indicates a similar trends. Between 1875-1900 there
was a 31% decrease in local prices.
The evidence on which these statistics are based is
rather fragmentary and consequently it is difficult to
estimate local advances in real incomes. Calculations are
further complicated since it is not known how consumer
preferences changed in response to wage and price movements.
There is also the additional complication of rent charges.
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As an item of expenditure rent took between 10% and 14% of
a weekly wage in 1870. Thereafter, as rents rose, the pro-
portion possibly increased. In the northern district of
Glasgow, for example, the rent for a single apartment was
£3.17.6 per annum in 1866 and £6.0.0 per annum in 1901 -
an increase of 55%. Even so, most Glaswegiaris experienced
a growth of between 30% and 50% in real income during the
35 years prior to 1905.
	 Except for certain groups of
artisans whose skills ensured further substantial wage
increases, the rise in prices which occurred in the course
of the first decade of the twentieth century probably
ended the period of rising real wages for most of Glasgow's
workers. 54 Nevertheless, it remains the case that all
Glaswegians were very much better off in terms of income per
head in 1914 than they had been fifty years earlier. Almost
everyone had some margin for expenditure on items other than
the absolute essentials of life "and this was a fact of
major significance in the evolution of new recreations".55
An important factor in the development of urban areas
was transportation between and within towns and cities.
It was the railway which heralded a new phase in the his-
tory of both the local and national economy. Although
railway networks were established in response to economic
demands they also had important effects on social experi-
ences and in particular on the ways in which people
enjoyed their leisure. In the pre-railway era travel was
slow, expensive and painful. The age of the train saw
journey times shrink, costs reduced and the disappearance
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of the serious logistical difficulties involved in
travelling long distances.
"The countryside seemed to shrink perceptibly,
as the iron rails swiftly formed connections
between cities, linking town and country,
city arid coast, and bringing together the
far extremeties of the land."56
The development of a railway system in the west of
Scotland came in three short stages between 1825 and 1850.
In the first decade up to 1835 a number of mineral lines
were constructed. The provision of passenger services was
undertaken in the second stage between 1838-42 when
inter-city and town links were established. The Glasgow-
Paisley-Kilmarnock-Ayr and the Glasgow-Paisley Joint lines
were opened in 1840 and 1841 respectively and the
Edinburgh-Glasgow connection began in 1842. The Glasgow-
Ayr railway linked Glasgow to the Irish Sea and established
a system of steam packet servicesth Clyde holiday resorts.
The Glasgow-Paisley service linked the busy south bank
engineering towns while the Edinburgh-Glasgow line
established a high speed trunk connection between Scotland's
two major cities. The third stage occurred between 1845-50
when the regional network was tied into a growing national
system with the construction of several Anglo-Scottish
routes.
After 1850 the regional network was gradually filled
out with branch lines. A line to Ardrossan was constructed
in 1854. Four years later a north bank connection between
Glasgow, Dunibarton and Helensburgh was completed. Other
lines joined Glasgow to the upper Clyde valley towns of
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Strathaven, Lanark, Douglas and Lesmahagow. By 1870 the
region was served by a comprehensive web of railways.
Apart from its obvious beixefits for the local
economy, the construction of the railway network had a
considerable influence on the growth of sport. 58 An ever
expanding railway network transported a swelling army of
sportsmen and their followers to a variety of local and
national venues. Players and spectators took advantage of
the opportunities which the railway companies offered to
passengers travelling in special groups. Supporters were
drawn to Glasgow from surrounding towns and villages in
increasing numbers on a regular weekly or fortnightly basis
to watch sporting contests. At the same time the parochial
nature of early sporting events was transformed with the
introduction of long distance excursions.59
Transport within Glasgow also became increasingly
important as the urban area spread. In 1871 the Glasgow
Tramway and Omnibus Company opened its first line,
connecting St. George's Cross to Egliriton Toll. By 1894
when the Company was taken over by Glasgow Corporation the
total length of track built measured 63 miles. There
were 50 horsedrawn trams running in 1873 while during 1894,
305 trams carried 53,729,472 passengers around the city.
1897 marked the start of a change to electrical power
using overhead trolley wires and by 1902 all horsedrawn
trams had been replaced by trolley buses.6°
Using limited technical means, street tramways pro-
vided the most substantial contribution to Glasgow's
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internal transport arrangements. They offered frequent
stops and cheap fares on routes which ran to all areas of
61the city.	 Between 1871 - 94	 the minimum cost of a
ride was fixed at id.. When the Corporation took over the
tracks, d. fares were introduced and special services and
concessionary rates were offered on popular sporting
occasions.
By the turn of the century hours of work had been
reduced; real incomes had risen; new transport systems
created increased mobility; the quantity and quality of
housing had improved; the Corporation had come to terms
with the city's major public health problems and attention
was shifting to personal health. Despite high increases in
population there was general prosperity. A new framework
had been created for the emergence of new forms of sport
which met the needs of a mass market of urban consumers.
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CHAPTER 3
SPORT IN GLASGOW 1850-1914: AN OVERVIEW
It is impossible to provide a total coverage of the
sporting activity which existed in Glasgow between 1850 and
1914 and so the following seven sports have been selected
for study: swimming, golf, athletics, cricket, rugby,
football and cycling. No selection can be entirely
objective but an attempt has been made to strike a balance
between the extent to which a sport was traditional or
modern, indigenous or imported, casual or organised or
participant or spectator orientated. The selected sports
will be described in terms of the growth in the number of
players and spectators, their appeal to particular socio-
economic groups and their suitability for men and women.
Changes in the number and quality of facilities will also
be considered.
Swimming
During the first half of the nineteenth century
swimming in the River Clyde was a popular activity with
local youths. After 1850 however, its popularity receded
as good riverbank sites were acquired by industrial
companies and there was a considerable increase in river
traffic. 1 The once peaceful Clyde became a thronging
industrial artery in which swimming was not a particularly
attractive prospect particularly since for some new
industrial processes the river was an important dumping site
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for waste products which caused large scale pollution.2
Moreover, during the early fifties the Council conducted
extensive dredging operations which created variations in
the depth of the river and rendered some previously
attractive bathing sites unsafe. Twenty years later the
removal of a weir made the river faster flowing and tidal
at the popular bathing spots near Glasgow Green. 3 Partly
in the interests of the safety of its citizens and partly
in an attempt to protect public decency from the common
practice of naked bathing, the Corporation issued a code of
laws in 1872, extended in 1880, to prohibit bathing at
places considered to be dangerous. The laws confined
swimmers to specific locations and restricted the amount of
flesh they could expose. The Glasgow police were instructed
to ensure that the laws were strictly enforced. 4 To further
discourage river bathing the Corporation removed the spring-
boards in 1877 and built a large open air swimming pool in
Alexandra Park which proved to be extremely popular during
the summer months.5
Running parallel with a decline in open air bathing
was the emergence of an interest in indoor aquatic
activities. Generally however, the decline of the former
was not an impetus for the rise of the latter. The building
of indoor swimming pools was due to a municipal and
national concern for improvements in public health and a
middle class desire for exclusive well provisioned swimming
facilities. In the period 1870-1902 five private and ten
public baths were built in Glasgow.
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Arlington Baths Club was the first of five private
clubs which were established during a fifteen year period
between 1870 - 84.	 It was followed by the Western
Baths Club which opened in 1875, the Victoria Baths Club
(1878) and the Pollokshields and Dennistoun Baths Clubs
6(1883 and 1884 respectively).	 The majority of club
members belonged to Glasgow's manufacturing, professional
and commercial elite.
A number of factors were responsible for the growth
of private baths clubs. Frequent trips to fashionable west
coast seaside resorts by the middle classes during the
middle decades of the century created a growing interest
in swimming. But the existing commercial baths built in
the fifties and sixties and the earliest Corporation baths
proved inadequate for the needs of Glasgow's middle
classes. 7 The water was often dirty. 8 Mats and footboards
in the changing rooms were unwashed and dirty spittoons
caused much concern. During warm summer days the pools were
overcrowded and there were long waits to use the inadequate
changing accommodation. Some working men swam naked in the
baths and this was also anathema to middle class patrons.9
Graph 3.1 illustrates the popularity of the private baths
clubs. Apart from several lean years in the late eighties
and at the turn of the century, which coincided with the
opening of several local public baths, the private baths
clubs flourished, meeting the sporting and social needs of
a wealthy middle class minority. After 1878 with the
construction of a number of excellent public baths,
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swimming became increasingly popular with all social
classes.
By 1910 ten public baths had been established.
(Table 3.1). They enabled more and more Glaswegians to
enjoy swimming. In 1900 male Glaswegians made over
475,000 visits to the local public baths while by 1914
the figure had risen to nearly 750,000. (Graph 3.2)
Graph 3.2.	 Numr of visits made by rrn to G1asgi t s public
12swiirrning pcxls, l9cxJ-l4.
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While swimming was much more popular among men than women,
the increase in the number of female bathers was even more
startling. Approximately 30,000 visits were made by women
to the public baths in 1900, 40,000 in 1910 and over
100,000 in 1914.	 (Graph 3.3).
Before the establishment of indoor pools, competitive
aquatics had little opportunity to develop and expand.
Although there were swimming races during the sunimer months
on the River Clyde, they were few in number and rather
unorganised.
The initial impetus for the growth of competitive
swimming was provided by the private baths clubs. They all
offered swimming lessons to members. Once there was a
sufficient nucleus of swirrimers,intra-club competitions
were arranged to sustain interest. These ranged from con-•
tests in graceful swimming and speed events over a variety
of distances to demonstrations of stroke technique by
resident intructors.
After 1890 more and more Glaswegians became interested
in watching and participating in competitive swimming. At
a participatory level,
"Swimmers have again, in racing parlance,
"got into their stride", after the
holidays, and are doing good work. In
Glasgow, almost every week-night is taken
up with club races. Some times no less
than three clubs have fixtures on the
same night."14
Swimming was popular because it was financially and geo-
graphically accessible to a large section of the population5
Galas consisted of a variety of events which encouraged
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swimmers of all ages and abilities to take part. Local
sporting newspapers enhanced participation by publishing
detailed regular reports of activities. 16 They also pro-
vided a mouthpiece for a number of local writers to preach
the benefits of swimming to personal health, safety and
physical well-being. Several books on swimming written
by a local instructor, William Wilson, voiced similar
•	 •	 17
opinions.
As a sporting spectacle, the Scottish Umpire noted in
1885,
"That swimmin g entertainments are popular
in Glasgow was amply testified by the
competition held in Gorbals Baths,
Main Street, on Monday night, promoted
by the South-Side Amateur Club
The spacious building was literally
crammed from floor to ceiling."18
Cheap fees and warm comfortable accommodation encouraged
spectators. Since swimming events took place on weekday
evenings there was no competition from athletics, cycling
or football. The very nature of the races and novel
displays encouraged spectator interest. There was also a
large amount of local support for individual competitors
since neighbours, families and friends often competed in
events.
Most of the increasing amount of swimming activity
was centred around new voluntarily organised swimming clubs
which grew rapidly after 1878.
By 1900 over 45 clubs used local public baths and by
1914 the total had reached 109.19 These clubs had little
difficulty in attracting swimmers most of whom, to judge
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from the level of membership fees and methods of raising
funds, were lower middle and respectable working class men
and women. In 1888 the West of Scotland Swimming Club had
135 active members and the Queen's Park Swimming Club 181.
Four years later another famous local club, the Northern
Swimming Club had 186 members, a rise of over 50 on the
previous year's total, while in 1907 the Western Swimming
Club reported a membership of 134 - fourteen up on the
201906 figure.
The clubs which used the public baths adopted and
expanded the competitive practices which had originated in
the private baths clubs. They taught members to swim and
provided additional coaching for more skilled swimmers.
They also introduced a range of intra-club scratch and
handicap competitions and occasional open events. 21 For
all clubs the major event of the season was the annual club
gala where a selection of confined events guaranteed a
healthy entry from swimmers of all ages and abilities.
Galas were also used to raise money to sustain club funds
and programmes often included an open event, to which
champion swimmers were invited, a water polo game and a
display or novelty item. After c. 1885 spectators were
treated to well organised club galas during every week of
the season. In 1907 for example, 24 annual galas took
place in Glasgow's public baths, attracting the regular
support which ensured that local clubs remained financially
22
stable.
Water poio, which originated in Scotland, was as
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popular as competitive swimming. It was first played at
the annual gala of the Bon Accord Swimming Club held on the
River Dee near Aberdeen in 1877. The game was created by
William Wilson, the manager of Glasgow's Victoria B.C.
and prominent local swimming teacher, as a form of 'aquatic
football'. It was specifically designed for the Bon Accord
Gala to relieve spectators from the monotony of watching a
very full programme of competitive swimming. It was first
played in Glasgow later in the same year at the opening of
23the Victoria B.C.	 By the end of the seventies water polo
was used as a novelty item at many club galas and during the
eighties it developed into a major aquatic sport. Glasgow
was. the focus for its development. Clubs introduced the
game at practice evenings to supplement long sessions of
coaching and training. As swimmers improved their technical
skills and familiarised themselves with the rules, intra-
club contests were arranged. By 1881 several local clubs
had organised inter-club fixtures. Swimmers enjoyed water
polo because it both provided a pleasant diversion from
competitive training and improved their racing speed and
stamina. Like football it was also fast skilfull and
exciting, was easily learned and required little equipment.
It was also popular with spectators. A swimming pooi pro-
vided a warm comfortable environment in which spectators
could watch games which were easy to understand and pro-
vided lots of excitement.
In 1886 an inter-club knock out competition and an
intra-city representative fixture were introduced. In 1889
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an inter-city representative contest with Dundee was
inaugurated and twelve months later the first annual Anglo-
Scottish International was played. By 1889 the cup competi-
tion,
"was engaged in by nearly all the Glasgow clubs,
and during the series of matches the interest
and popularity of the game has increased in
public favour. "24
Representative fixtures not only improved playing
standards but also allowed spectators to watch the country's
leading players. 25 Although the first international fixture
took place in London it received a lot of attention in local
swimming circles particularly since six of the seven
Scottish players belonged to clubs in Glasgow. Scottish
Sport gave twenty column inches to a report of a widely
celebrated Scottish/Glaswegian victory. To defeat the
'auld enemy' at any sport was guaranteed to cause a wave of
patriotism and a resounding victory gave an enormous local
fillip to water polo. 26 In many clubs by the turn of the
century a separate night was given over to water polo. In
1906 a district water poio league containing six clubs was
created to meet growing demands for regular quality fixtures.
Three years later it had grown to sixteen clubs in two
divisions and by 1912 21 clubs were involved. At the same
time new representative fixtures were inaugurated including
a contest between Glasgow's public and private baths clubs
and a regional contest between the North and South of
Scotland.
By the end of the century thanks to the efforts of
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William Wilson, Glasgow, with its fine network of cheap
public baths and large number of talented swimmers, was the
leading centre in ritain for the development of life
saving. In 1876 Wilson, who adopted a variety of methods
to promote his ideas - books, articles, lectures, demonstra-
tions and competitions - had invented a series of life
saving skills which were set out in detail in his first
book, 'Swimming, Diving and How to Save Life'. 27 At the
Arlington Ladies Swimming Club Annual Gala in 1884 he
staged a display of rescue and resuscitation drills and in
the spring of 1890 arranged a course of twelve lessons for
local swimmers who were interested in teaching life saving
at club practice nights. In 1891 his teaching drills were
published in the North British Daily Mail. 28 He also
inaugurated open proficiency contests at a number of South
Side Swimming Club galas where prizes were awarded to the
most able life savers. In 1892 South Side S.C. entered the
first national competition for the Swimmers' Life Saving
Society's (S.L.S.S.) Challenge Shield. A similar competi-
tion confined to clubs in Glasgow was introduced by Wilson
29in the same year.	 By the turn of the century life
saving was widely practised by local clubs. When the
Scottish Branch of the S.L.S.S. was formed in 1907 it was
dominated by clubs from Glasgow.
Golf
Golf was played along the east coast of Scotland
throughout the first half of the nineteenth century. The
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main centres were St. Andrews, Perth, Musselburgh, North
Bertqick, Edinburgh and Aberdeen where a preponderance of
broad coastal plateaus with sandy soils and short grass
provided excellent natural courses. After 1848, when a
new rubber ball was introduced which completely revolu-
tionised the game, additional clubs were formed in the east
at Fife, Carnoustie, Gullane and Alnmouth. 3 ° In contrast,
because of a dearth of suitable coastal sites, there were
comparatively few clubs in the west of Scotland before
the middle of the nineteenth century. In Glasgow, partly
because of a lack of facilities and partly because of the
negative attitude taken by Glasgow Town Council to all
forms of games playing, there was no golfing activity at
all before 1870.31 Local golfers who wished to enjoy a
round were forced to join one of the two Prestwick clubs
(Prestwick Golf Club and St. Nichola's Golf C1ub) In 1870
however, the inconvenience of travelling to Prestwick
persuaded some Glasgow residents to re-establish the
Glasgow C. C.	 which had been defunct since the early
1830s. Like its predecessor it was a rather elitist
institution. The founder members were professional and
businessmen who had both time and money to play golf.33
They were given permission by the Town Council to lay out
a golf course on Queen's Park provided that they maintained
the greens and allowed free access to casual users.
Throughout the period 1871-1914 Glasgow G.C. remained
the principal and most exclusive club in the city. From
1871-75 membership increased by over 100% from 41 to 94.
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In the next ten years totals increased so rapidly that in
1888 the club was forced to limit membership to 350 due to
overcrowding and damage to the greens caused by overuse.34
With the acquisition of new facilities the ceiling was
raised and by 1909 the club had over 700 members. (Table 3.2)
It was also by far the most expensive golf club in Glasgow.
(Table 3.3). In 1892 it cost five guineas to play at
Glasgow G.C. compared to three guineas at the next most
expensive, Cathkin Braes Golf Club. By 1907 Glasgow G.C.
had raised its prices to twelve guineas while Eastwood
Golf Club, the second most expensive, chargedE6.15.0.
Because of demands from an ever increasing membership
and the uncontrollable use of the greens by the general
public, Glasgow G.C. acquired a number of new courses
between 1874 and 1910: Alexandra Park in 1874, which
replaced the Queen's Park course: The Gailes at Irving,
in 1892, with its advantage of distance from Glasgow's
casual golfing fraternity: then, in 1895, the club left
Alexandra Park and moved to a new base at Blackhill:
nine years later
	
took out a twenty year lease on a
private plot of land on the right bank of the River Kelvin
one mile north of Maryhill on which the Killermont course
was established. This last move was a noteworthy success.
Members could enjoy playing a quiet round of golf on a big
course with well kept greens, interesting hazards and holes,
all of which was set in magnificent rural surroundings.
"In the present home on the old estate at Killermont
the Glasgow players have a beautiful and interesting course."37
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During the nineties golf began to move out of its socially
exclusive and restricted straight jacket. The development
of Glasgow G.C. attracted considerable attention to the
game from all sections of Glasgow society. Golf possessed
attractive qualities which were lacking in sports such as
swimming, athletics, football and tennis. It could be
played by everyone without regard for age or physical
condition. Its various skills could be learned at any
stage in a person's life-cycle and performance could
improve throughout life with no decline due to physical
degeneration. 38 Unlike a number of team games, golfing
progress was easily assessed. It was also one of a small
number of nineteenth century games which could be played
together by both sexes. Unlike the uniformity of a foothall
pitch or a bowling green, each golf course had its own
character, scenery arid flavour. The diversity of greens
and holes brought an attractive unpredictability to the
play. As it could be played throughout the year it also
provided a regular outlet for moderate physical exercise.39
prom 1884 - 1914 there was a continuous expan-
sion in the number of new clubs. (Graph 3.4). From 1889-94
at least nine newly established clubs purchased land on
which new courses were laid. Most of these were sited in
suburban areas where there was ample land insufficiently
fertile for agricultural use. Bearsden Golf Club, Cathkin
Braes G.C. and Cainbuslang Golf Club were typical of these
suburban clubs, all of which enjoyed regular increases in
their membership totals. 4 ' (Table 3.2). Although the
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suburban clubs copied the organisational characteristics of
Glasgow G.C., they were less exclusive. Entry fees and
annual subscriptions were relatively cheap. (Table 3.3).
In 1900 it cost two guineas to play at Cathcart Castle Golf
Club, Toryglen Golf Club, Bearsden G.C. and Douglas Park
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Golf Club compared with £5.10.0 at Glasgow G.C.. In 1906
Cathcart Castle G.C. and Douglas Park G.C. had raised their
prices to four guineas and £3.8.0 respectively while
membership costs at Toryglen G.C. and Bearsden G.C.
remained unchanged. At Glasgow G.C. however, fees had
risen to twelve guineas. As a result of lower fees and
subscriptions 1 the new suburban clubs attracted a wider
cross section of members - but costs were high enough to
prohibit potential working class subscribers.
However, the suburban clubs formed only.a small per-
centage of the 97 new clubs which were established in
Glasgow between 1888 and 1910. The majority of these new
clubs were aimed, not at the middle class section of
Glaswegian society, but at the respectable members of the
working classes. Their formation and development was
integrally dependent upon the provision of cheap accessible
public golf courses by the local authority. Although the
clubs used public facilities they were private organisations.
They were organised around specific existing religious,
sporting, educational, political, professional, trade or
industrial groups and membership was restricted to members
of these groups. 42 Unlike the earlier middle class clubs,
golf was not their raison d'tre: they were concerned
with being convenient points of contact for members of
both sexes to reinforce friendship ties which had been
formed at work, church, school, etc.
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Cricket
Cricket was one of the first organised sports to
interest Glaswegians and by 1850 was already popular with
a wide range of social groups. In the summer of 1848 over
a dozen cricket clubs played on Glasgow Green. Some were
formed by middle class men but "a fair proportion
were clubs of young mechanics and working men. II3 Much
of this early popularity simply reflected the fact that
apart from golf it was the only game which had a written
44
code of rules. 	 In any case the early artisan clubs
were will-o'-the-wisp affairs. Lacking the resources to
secure permanent grounds they invariably disbanded as
quickly as they had been formed. The acquisition of a
permanent base was an absolute necessity for long term
club development. Because considerable capital was required
to buy or rent a ground it was men with large amounts of
spare time and money who established the first two clubs
in Glasgow which had permanent grounds:
	
Clydesdale
Cricket Club which secured a private playing area in 1848:
C a 1 e d o n i a n Cricket Club which obtained a ground at
Queen's Crescent in l854.
	 Their members were drawn from
the city's professional, business and manufacturing elites46
who had not only the capital but also the organisational
and commercial acumen necessary to rent or buy suitable
property and run successful efficiently organised clubs -
qualities which the early artisan clubs lacked.47
From 1850-80 cricket made steady progress. New
clubs were formed, the membership of existing clubs
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increased and the quality of play improved. In 1852 there
were fourteen cricket clubs in the city: 	 ten years later,
thirty. In the three seasons 1870-72 the total membership
of a long established club 1ike West of Scotland
Cricket Club was 252. In seasons 1881-83 it had increased
to 489.48 In 1870 Caledonian C.C. had "a large attendance
of members, and a considerable increase was made to their
members, which testifies to the healthy condition of the
club. 1,49
Before 1850 club activities were confined to
matches amongst members. As more teams were formed
fixtures were arranged between clubs within the city
though there was little stress on competition and winning
as individual players often belonged to a variety of teams°
By 1870 however, improvements in transport permitted
Glasgow's cricket clubs to go further afield for their
fixtures. Many of Scotland's leading teams, based in
Edinburgh, were brought within easy travelling distance of
Glasgow by rail. 51 The fixture lists of local clubs
expanded both in quality and quantity. In 1850 Clydesdale
C.C. played four games against Barrhead, Stirling, the
13th Dragoons and the 21st Fusiliers Cricket Clubs. By
1874 the list had expanded to fifteen games, including
fixtures against Greenock, Dumfries, Caledonian, Western,
The Royal High School, Aberdeen and East Stirlingshire
icket Clubs.52
Widening fixture lists together with visits from
English touring teams, the establishment of representative
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fixtures and encouragement from local private schools were
largely responsible for increases in participatory levels
and improvements in the quality of play. The first
English visitors were eleven members of William Clarke's
All England XI who played against 22 men from Clydesdale
53C.C. at Kinning Park in 1851. 	 A second fixture was
arranged in 1852 and during the next 25 years the All
England XI and its successors were regular visitors to
Glasgow. 54 In 1872 the celebrated W G Grace, the greatest
Victorian sporting hero, visited the city as a member of a
United South of England XI which played against 22 of
Glasgow at Holyrood Park in a three day game arranged by
the Caledonian C.C.. Such distinguished English visitors
played an important role in generating local enthusiasm
for the game and spreading the gospel of the straight bat,
length bowling and keen fielding.
During the third quarter of the century cricket was
actively promoted by Scotland's private day and boarding
schools as a medium for the development of certain
desireable values such as honesty, fair play and team
spirit. In 1 8 5 3
	
Edinburgh Academy becane the first
Scottish school to play cricket. In the west of Scotland,
Glasgow Academy was the first private day school to play
the game, when in 1866, in cooperation with the former
pupils' club, it leased playing fields and allowed pupils
to play cricket after school in the summer term. Later
other local private schools such as Allan Glens' School
Hutchesons' Grammar School, Kelvinside Academy and Glasgow
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High School also encouraged cricket. In 1884 Kelvinside
Academy acquired new fields in front of the school.
"In the. sununer term cricket was played in the field nearly
every evening, and most fellows attended regularly."55
Although Glasgow High School was unable to obtain a private
pitch it made use of several club grounds including Titwood
and Hamilton Crescent. Excellent facilities were
complemented by good coaching. In 1886 Glasgow
Academicals' Cricket Club appointed a professional to help
with both school and club coaching. The other private
schools quickly adopted the idea.
The local private schools produced a regular supply
of good quality cricketers. Some joined former pupil
clubs but others played for well established XIs such as
Clydesdale C.C., West of Scotland C.C. and Caledonian C.C.
Many of the West of Scotland C.C. players were former
pupils from Glasgow Academy while Glasgow High
School pupils often played for Clydesdale C.C.56
Inter.. city representative fixtures and occasional
international gaines began in the seventies. The first
inter-city game was played in 1872 between XIs from
Glasgow and Edinburgh. Six years later the first
colonial touring side to visit Glasgow, an Australian XI,
played against XII from West of Scotland C.C. The team
returned in 1880 and 1882. Such prestigious fixtures
consolidated participatory levels and playing standards.
By 1880 cricket was a well established sport in
Glasgow. It was not however, as popular as swimming or
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football principally because the number of new clubs was
restricted by a distinct lack of suitable cheap playing
areas. Usually it was only those clubs with wealthy
members which could afford to obtain permanent grounds
though in the early sixties this problem was partially
overcome by the generosity of some of the region's principal
landowners who offered permanent grounds free of charge to
several cricket clubs. Generally however, demand for
grounds exceeded supply. Participation was also limited
becaus& few working class Glaswegians had the opportunity
to play. 57 They found it difficult to gain access to
Glasgow's well established middle class clubs as the
procedure for joining was burdensome and even if this
bureaucratic hurdle was overcome, the cost of membership
was prohibitive. In addition, working class children did
not play cricket at school. In the local schools military
drill was the only form of physical activity until the
turn of the century.58
In the 35 years after 1880 cricket in Glasgow
declined in popularity among the city's middle classes.
A significant number of middle class Glaswegians
abandoned the game. Some clubs broke up altogether and
others experienced acute financial problems. In the three
seasons 1881-83 West of Scotland C.C. had a roll of 489
members. During seasons 1900-02 this had been reduced by
44% to 273.	 To some extent this reflected the nature of
the game. Middle class cricketers were increasingly
attracted to golf, tennis and football because at least in
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these three sports they were guaranteed some part in the
game. In cricket, players often never received a bat but
spent all day in the field or in the pavilion. If a
player was not among a team's leading batsrnen,
"it is quite likely he may go on playing
cricket Saturday after Saturday all through
the season and never "getting a knock" at
all. Three or four of the best bats of the
side stay in most of the afternoon
Is there any reason to wonder that good
men and true take to golf?"6O
In 1883 some members of Clydesdale C.C. decided to play
tennis on a Saturday afternoon rather than turn out for
the cricket team. Others preferred foothall. By 1890
the football season extended into May and began again in
August. There was no respite in June and July since
5-a-side competitions bridged the gap.61
As membership fees provided a major source of income
the decline in membership caused considerable financial
problems. In 1897 West of Scotland C.C. made a loss of
£100: four years later £115. Only the organisational and
business skills of its members saved the club from extinc-
tion. In 1898 a fancy dress ball made a profit of
£426.13.3 and a bazaar raised £196.7.8. A second bazaar
raised £5,600 and by 1910 the club was in a reasonably
sound financial condition. 62 Other clubs with heavy
financial commitments for ground rents or loans were not
so fortunate. In an expanding urban conurbation the job
of holding onto good quality grass areas was a constant
problem for clubs.
"In Glasgow there are certainly notnearly
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so many clubs as there were a dozen years
ago, but this is, almost, if not altogether,
on account of the rapid extension of the
city and the difficulties met with by clubs
in securing grounds."63
In 1877 Caledonian C.C. was unable to pay for its ground
at Kelvin Bridge. It was sold for £1,000 to Glasgow
Academy as a site for new school buildings. Five years
later Western Cricket Club had to abandon its ground.64
In contrast, the period after 1880 witnessed a
distinct expansion in the number of new local 'junior'
cricket clubs formed by groups of lower middle and working
class men. In 1888 some of these clubs established the
Glasgow Cricket Association and introduced a knock-out
cup competition. Later other clubs formed similar
associations and by the turn of the century there were
numerous league and cup competitions such as the Western
District Cricket Combination (W.D.C.C.) and the Glasgow
and District Junior Cricket League. (G.D.J.C.L.).65
"In every district in Scotland, junior
clubs are springing into existence,
and banding themselves together with
the assistance of League and other
similar competitions and should become
a useful lot."66
From c. 1900 improvements in the availability and quality
of playing facilities and the introduction of cricket into
the local board schools were the principal reasons for the
working class interest.67
In the period up to 1870 Glasgow's leading cricket
clubs were orientated and organised to meet the needs of
their playing clientele and there was almost no attempt to
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attract spectators. Clubs relied on subscriptions and
donations to meet their expenses. By 1880 however,
running and maintaining a cricket club had become very
expensive mainly due to the geographical expansion of
fixtures, ground improvements and the appointment of pro-
fessionals. 68 To maintain their standards clubs sought
to attract spectators. They met with some initial success
particularly from fixtures with touring sides but in the
long term the results were very disappointing.69
Several factors accounted for the lack of spectator
support. The very nature of the game inhibited popular
appeal. Cricket was a slow game. Progress was drawn out
and there were many draws. The declaration laws forced
some teams to spend whole matches in the field. 7° Unlike
football, cricket was not a simple game to understand.
In 1885 it possessed 53 separate laws. It was not a
particularly competitive sport. The premium was not upon
winning and so it held little attraction for Glasgow's
working classes whose overwhelming competitive thirst was
quenched by cup and league football competitions. In
broad terms the team cooperation involved in football as
opposed to the individual excellence favoured by cricket
squared more with a working class ethos. 71 The
unpredictable nature of the weather and the Glasgow Fair
also restricted spectator support.
"Snow balls and cricket balls do not go
hand in hand as a rule in this country
yet that was what cricketers were hailed
with on Saturday."72
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During the Glasgow Fair holiday a large section of the
population left the city and local clubs had little hope
of drawing good crowds. It also disrupted the regularity
of support. "Cricket in the West always seems to fall
into a lethargic state after the "Fair" holidays."73
The national governing body, the Scottish Cricket
Union (S.C.U.) which was controlled by former pupils from
Edinburgh's private schools made no attempt to encourage
widespread spectator support in Glasgow. At the same time
competition from other summer sports such as cycling,
athletics, golf and 5-a-side football ensured that wide-
spread regular spectator support for cricket was severely
restricted.
Football
Glasgow was the principal Scottish centre for the
introduction and development of modern football. The game
was introduced into the city in the late 1860s by church
officials. The first players were boys from a local Young
Men's Christian Association (Y.M.C.A.) who used the Queen's
Park for games. The initiative to form Glasgow's first
organised club was taken by a small group of young
businessmen. Most of them came to settle in the city from
the north east of Scotland and they played a few informal
games in the Queen's Park against boys from the Y.M.C.A.75
They instituted Queen's Park Football Club in 1867 to
provide themselves with more regular opportunities to play.76
As there were no other locally organised groups of
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foothallers, members, often as many as eighty, turned up
on Saturday afternoons arranging matches between themselves.
There were no rules. Boundaries were non-existent, piles
of clothes indicated the goals and the sky was the cross
bar. So long as the ball passed between a stipulated
area, however high it was, a goal was awarded. The game
still had touches of rugby as the hands could be used for
fisting but not for carrying the ball.
In 1870, in order to play some inter-club games,
Queen ' s	 Park F.C. joined the Foothall Association (F.A.)
in England and adopted its rules en bloc. Membership of
the F.A. provided the club with opportunities to play
against English teams and at the same time also stimulated
local club growth. At least 26 clubs had been established
by 1875. Twelve months later the total stood at 35•77
The majority of their players were lower middle class
white collar office workers and skilled working men such
as engineers and builders. Rangers Football Club formed
in 1872 was typical of a number of clubs which emerged in
Glasgow in the early seventies.78
During football's incipient development teams played
on public open spaces such as parts of the Queen's Park
Recreation Ground, Alexandra Park or Glasgow Green
because they had insufficient capital to lease or buy
suitable areas. However, if clubs wished to become
established as their rugby and cricket contemporaries
had done, it was essential to acquire private premises.
Queen's Park F.C. was the first club to do so. During
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1873 it arranged with Glasgow Corporation to rent at £20
per annum a piece of ground in Cathcart Road, on condition
that it kept the fences in good order and did not sub-let
79the property.	 Other clubs followed its example. In
1875 Rangers F.C. secured a private pitch at Burnbank.
There were, however, many clubs which lacked the capital
to buy or lease their own grounds and which, in the
absence of suitable public areas, were forced to disband.
To meet ground payments and running costs ,clubs
introduced charges for spectators. Queen's Park F.C.
started the trend in 1873 when it took £34.10.1 in gate
money during the first season at Hampden Park. In the
seventies ever increasing numbers of Glaswegians,
particularly lower middle and working class men, started
to watch foothall and by 1885 crowds of 10,000 were common
at the season's principal fixtures. 8° During the eighties
Glasgow also saw the emergence of the 'football fan' - the
fanatical spectator who,
"All weekend analyses the game he's just
seen; on Tuesday and Wednesday he is
still arguing that the referee was really
to blame for the defeat; on Thursday and
Friday he is declaring that his club
really should have made changes; then all
is forgotten, all forgiven as he cheers 81
his team on the field again on Saturday."
Much of this widespread interest in watching foothall
in the twenty years after 1873 was due to the establish-
ment of numerous international and inter-city fixtures
and cup competitions which were all dominated by clubs
from Glasgow.82
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Queen's Park F.C. arranged the first Anglo-Scottish
International in 1872 but in 1874 the Scottish Football
Association (S.F.A.) took control of the fixture. In the
spring of 1874 it arranged a series of trial gaines of
'Probables' versus 'Improbables' at several venues in
Glasgow before the third international match was played
at Hamilton Crescent, the home of West of Scotland C.C.
A week later a Glasgow v. Sheffield inter-city contest
which was arranged by the S.F.A. and Sheffield Football
Association was played at Erarnhall Lane Sheffield. All
three types of fixture generated widespread local interest
in watching football. The Glasgow Herald confirmed the
significance of the international when it noted that,
"These matches have assumed an importance more rapidly
than the organisers could have hoped for. ,,83 Glaswegians
were offered the opportunity of watching football of the
highest possible standard. Moreover, constant formal and
informal talk of team selection and possible scores and
scorers kept the sport alive long before and after the
matches had been played.
The Scottish Cup competition also fortified local
interest. The tournament's structure abolished freedom of
preference in selecting fixtures. It gave new clubs the
opportunity to compete against Glasgow's premier clubs -
Queen's Park F.C., Clydesdale Football Club and Third
Lanark Football Club. Two of the city's largest
industrial concerns, the John Elder and Lancefield
Companies entered teams in the Scottish Cup in the late
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seventies. Their fortunes were keenly followed by a
variety of factory employees. Similarly, teams such as
Blytheswood, Govan, West End, Partick and Du.rnbreck Football
Clubs generated local district followings. Games created
intense inter-group rivalry and brought excitement and
spectacle into the routine life of congested industrial
Glasgow.
As spectator interest increased,the weekly takings of
the leading clubs soared to figures undreamt of when the
first club secretaries thought of collecting pennies at
the gates as a few score of spectators filed in. Expanding
gate receipts had significant effects on the clubs. They
channelled some money into the purchase or improvement of
grounds. Some was given to charity while a portion was
used illegally to pay players. Involvement in a variety
of tournaments put heavy demands on players' time,
particularly those employed in local offices and factories.
Those who played for the most successful clubs were required
to take unpaid time off work. Clubs compensated for loss
of earnings by paying players. The S.F.A. fought hard to
abolish the practice but it could not stop the inevitable.
In 1893 professionalism was legally recognised in Scotland.
The Scottish Football League (S.F.L.) which had been
established in 1890 ensured that professionalism was a
practical proposition. It increased inter-club competition
and raised the entertainment value of all fixtures. City
teams became more cosmopolitan in their make up and new
competitions-were introduced by and for local clubs who
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dominated the professional game. The most popular was the
Glasgow Football League which began in 1895 to provide
regular end of season games and income for clubs particu-
larlythose which were no longer involved in cup ties.
However, in 1907 it was abandoned because a large S.F.L.
provided season long fixtures.84
League football also provided clubs with regular and
ever increasing incomes and by the mid nineties the game
had quite clearly become tied up with making money. The
demands for financial gain had taken football away from
the intentions of its original exponents. Clubs became
commercial organisations controlled by local businessmen,
particularly those associated with the brewing and distilling
industry, who were intent on making profits.8
The rise of football into a spectator orientated
business was followed by a steady expansion, at a grass
roots level, in participation. After c. 1880 there was a
steady rise in the number of lower middle and working class
men playing the game. Football's intrinsic qualities,
particularly spontaneous excitement which contrasted
sharply with the monotony of work, and the desire to
emulate famous players, were two major reasons for expan-
sion. Among otherswere increasing amounts of free time,
a steady rise in real wages, the availability of more
suitable open spaces and increasing knowledge about playing
rules and skills.
Local players formed teams around a variety of
existing social focus points including schools, churches,
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factories and offices, public houses, political clubs and
para-military organisations. After 1880 inter-club
contact was reinforced with the establishment of
local football associations which were modelled on
the lines of the S.F.A.	 Their initial task was to
organise cup competitions but they soon became
responsible for all aspects of the local game.
The first, the Glasgow Junior Football Association
(G.J.F.A.) was established in 1884 to organise a
knock-out cup tournament. The G.J.F.A. consisted of
clubs whose levels of playing ability varied widely.
To equalize playing standards two tournaments were
organised.	 42 teams entered a junior cup competi-
86tion while 26 played for a juvenile trophy.
Two years later, at the initiative of the Glasgow
based sports paper, the Scottish Umpire, which had
obvious pecuniary interests in promoting foothall,
a Scottish Junior Foothall Association (S.J.F.A.)
was established by officials from the G.J.F.A. and
the S.F.A.	 It inaugurated a cup competition which
was dominated by local clubs. In the same year
the final of the second G.J.F.A. competition was
played at Hampden Park.	 The two competitions pro-
vided the necessary spark to kindle a massive
growth in playing activity. To win a Scottish Cup
medal or play at Hampden Park were carrots which no local
footballer could resist. Imaginations had been fired and
ever increasing numbers of men joined existing or gathered
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together to form new football teams. By the late eighties
one anonymous observer noted that,
"I sometimes wonder on the Saturday afternoons
what young men in Glasgow used to get to do.
Now you see them coming from north and west
and south and east to play football in every
quarter. "87
It was impractical for most of the new clubs to join
the S.J.F.A. or the G.J.F.A. because there were simply too
many of them, their playing standards varied so much and
they had limited financial resources which restricted their
capacity to make regular trips outside or even to the cther
side of Glasgow. As a result numerous local associations
consisting of clubs with similar levels of football ability
were established.
By 1900 a pyramidal structure had emerged which pro-
vided for all levels of ability. Associations which had
quite small geographical catchrnents had been formed to
provide regular inter-club contact which took the ftrm of
league, cup and representative games. At the top of the
pyramid with the highest standard of play were the junior
football associations. Two of the earliest were the
Glasgow North East Junior Football Association, formed in
1885 to provide a cup competition for clubs north and east
of the High Street, including Springburn, Kennyhill, the
Green and Rutherglen, and the Govan and Plantation Junior
Football Association (G.P.J.F.A.) which was established in
1886.88 Among other junior associations were the Partick
Junior Football Association, established in 1887, the
Glasgow South Side Football Association, formed in 1891,
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and the Glasgow Maryhill and Tollcross and District Football
Associations, which began in 1887 and 1892 respectively.
In the nineties league competitions developed along-
side popular cup and representative games. In 1892 a
Scottish Junior Football League tournament began. Over half
the total number of clubs in the league were based in
Glasgow. Fixtures were arranged between August and
December, leaving the second half of the season for cup
fixtures. Local associations such as the G.J.F.A. which
introduced a league competition in 1895 followed this
national trend.89
The other parts of the pyramidal playing structure
consisted of juvenile and junior second XI football clubs.
Most junior clubs ran second XIs to meet the demands of
members for regular games and to maintain playing standards.
After 1886 when the G.J.F.A. established a Glasgow Junior
Second XI Football Association, second XIs competed in the
same types of competitions as first teams. 9 ° The organisa-
tion of juvenile football followed the same pattern. The
earliest juvenile XIs played in a cup competition arranged
by the G.J.F.A. However, in 1887 at the initiative of
Messrs. McKena and Strathearn from Stanley Swifts Football
Club, a Glasgow Juvenile Football Association was formed.
Two more juvenile associations, or ganising cup, representa-
tive and later league tournaments were established in the
north west and north east districts of Glasgow in the late
eighties. 9'1 By the end of the period Glasgow had a very
large football playing population which complemented a
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massive spectator involvement.
Athletics
During the 1850s professional footracin g re-emerged
as a popular spectator activity. Glasgow was the stage for
a number of prominent events. 92 However, its newly
developed popularity was shortlived. There were two
principal reasons for its decline after 1860: firstly
dissatisfaction amongst the betting public with the mal-
practices to which it had been increasingly subjected:
secondly growing interest in more efficiently organised
alternative sporting activities such as volunteering, rugby,
cricket and a new form of codified athletics that shared
certain rational qualities which appealed to Glasgow's new
leisured middle classes.93
After 1870 professional footracing enjoyed only
occasional periods of popularity. 94 It was sometimes used
as a novelty item in a programme of general entertainments5
Beginning in 1894 Glasgow's leading football clubs also
used professional footraces as novelty items to supplement
club coffers during a period of expansion in professional
football squads. Encouraged by the availability of several
top class amateur ahtletes such as C A Bradley, A R Downer,
F E Bacon and G Crossland who had been expelled from the
Amateur Athletic Association for receiving money prizes,
Celtic Football Club arranged a number of promotions
throughout 1896 and 1897.96 By 1904 however, a scarcity of
good professionals led to a decline in gates and the club
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withdrew its support. In any case, additional income was
no longer required since sufficient money was forthcoming
from an extremely successful foothall XI and from a number
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of amateur athletic meetings.	 Celtic P.C. s success in
staging professional athletics was at the expense of other
local football clubs. However, when it withdrew its
support, both Rangers P.C. and Clyde Football Club entered
the market. When internationally known professional foot-
racers visited Scotland both clubs staged events to boost
incomes. 98 As novel occasional promotions,displays of
professional athletics were attractive spectacles but as
regular sporting events they could not compete with foot-
ball, amateur athletics or highland games which were also
used by football clubs to increase revenue.
Highland games gained a foothold in Glasgow's
athletic calendar during the early eighties when the Glasgow
Police Force formed an Athletic and Rowing Club and held
sports on Glasgow Green within the enclosure erected for
the Highland Society's Annual Show. By 1890 several local
forces used football stadia for their events which proved
to be very popular. Programmes were well managed, novel
and had a distinctly local flavour. 99 They provided a
respite from more serious and conservative professional
footraces and cosmopolitan amateur competitions. However,
the local development of highland games as of professional
footracing was rather low key compared to the rise of a new
form of codified amateur athletics which had its early
origins in the Scottish private schools but which fed on a
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local tradition of celtic based athletics kept alive by
highland immigrants to the city and the volunteer companies.
In the sixties volunteer companies provided the
principal and most convenient opportunity for Glasgow's
sporting population to take part in athletics. During the
Glasgow Fair holiday local companies held camps at sites
along the west coast at which Celtic based athletic events
100formed a major source of entertainment.	 But although
athletics remained popular at annual camps, volunteer
groups never promoted events on a regular basis within
Glasgow, instead preferring drill, organised sham fighting
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and rifle shooting as their city based activities.
Athletics was introduced into Scottish private schools
in the 1860s by teachers educated in England. By 1865
athletic events were practised at several Edinburgh schools
including Merchiston Castle, the Academy and the Royal
High. 102 Schoolboys took part in activities which ranged
from sprint and middle distance races, high and long jumps,
hurdles events and steeple chases. In the west, Glasgow
Academy was the first school to follow Edinburgh's lead
when it introduced athletics in 1868. The highlight of
its athletic calendar was the annual sports. At the
'Academical Club Sports' on the Burnbank Grounds in May
1868 the programme of events reflected the influence of
the English public schools - 100, 200, 440 yards and one
mile flat races, a high jump, long jump and a 140 yards
race over hurdles being the main activities.
Other well established middle class sports clubs
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followed the example set by Glasgow Academicals. The
West of Scotland C.C. promoted sports in 1868, followed
four years later by Queen's Park F.C. The West of
Scotland C.C.'s sports had a rather English flavour while
in contrast the programme at Queen's Park P.C., many of
whose members originated from the eastern highlands,
included Celtic based events. 103 As more clubs promoted
amateur sports, English and Celtic events were interwoven
to produce a plethora of varied and popular athletic
prograxnmes)° 4 At first clubs used athletic competitions
to maintain interest among members and to produce a pleasant
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afternoon of social intercourse. 	 By 1880 however,
despite the high entry fees and lack of widespread publicity,
more and more Glaswegians attended meetings and clubs soon
realised that spectator interest had distinct financial
benefits. Numerous football clubs such as Celtic F.C.,
Rangers F.C., Parkgrove Football Club, Alexandra Athletic
Football Club and Queen's Park F.C. held sports in the
summer to boost their incomes. Beginning in 1880 cycle
events were included in annual sports programmes to produce
some outstanding spectator packages which attracted massive
crowds and Glasgow became the principal centre for amateur
athletics in Scotland.106
After 1900 however, the weekly summer array of
amateur athletic meetings lost their spectator appeal.
Whereas average weekly takings for three Scottish Amateur
Athletic Association (S.A.A.A.) championships staged in
Glasgow between 1897 and 1903 amounted to El19.lO.2, in
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three later championships held between 1911 and 1913 it
had fallen to £64.5.l)07 The fickle nature of Glasgowts
weather was a constant problem. A wet Saturday afternoon
could wreck months of planning and create unprecedented
financial problems for clubs which spent ever increasing
amounts of money on athletic events. The summer of 1902
was particularly inclement and few clubs made any acceptable
profits. Moreover, athletics enjoyed widespread support
when it was mixed with cycling but when cycling lost its
novelty so athletics suffered the same fate. An expanding
foothall season and the promotion of summer time five-a-side
football competitions also helped to draw away spectators.108
But it was the 1906 Street Betting Act which caused the
most damage by giving powers to local police forces and
sports promoters to prohibit betting at athletic sports.
Most clubs enforced the legislation and their gates fell
quite dramatically as a consequence. Despite introducing
a selection of novelty items in an attempt to sustain
support, there was no substitute for betting. 109 Only
Celtic F.C. and Rangers F.C. who did not utilise the 1906
Act to discourage betting, continued to attract spectators.11°
A guaranteed array of outstanding athletes and the
inclusion of five-a-side football tournaments reinforced
support.
For thirty years from 1880 foothall clubs utilised
athletics for financial gain to boost club accounts. They
had little interest in athletics per Se. It was promoted
as one part of a larger sporting programme and so a
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committed interest for athletics was never created among
spectators. Athletic novelties were popular but the pro-
motion of weekly amateur events proved too mediocre and
dull. The thrills and excitement of football in any shape
or form at any time of the year was the major attraction
to a predominantly working class population of spectators.
Rugby
Private day and boarding schools were responsible for
the introduction and initial development of rugby in
Scotland. From their inception the private schools had
been a haven for numerous informal and unorganised ball
games) 11
 After 1850 activities became more structured
when the Laws of Football as played at Rugby School were
introduced into a handful of private schools in Edinburgh
by teachers and scholars who had followed the code at
English schools and universities. 112
 In 1856 rugby was
played at	 Edinburgh Academy while twelve months later
it was adopted by Merchiston Castle School and the Royal
High School. In Glasgow the game was first played at
Glasgow Academy in 1864. Within twelve months the school
had acquired eighteen acres of playing fields and rugby was
a firmly established part of school life.
The earliest adult rugby clubs in Scotland were
formed by former pupil groups: the first in Edinburgh in
1857 by former pupils of Edinburgh Academy. 113
 In
Glasgow, West of Scotland C.C., many of whose members were
former pupils of the Edinburgh boarding schools or Glasgow
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Academy, began to play rugby from the autumn of 1865.
Early in 1866 Glasgow gained a second club when former
pupils of Glasgow Academy instituted a rugby section in
their newly founded Academical club) 14 By the end of the
sixties, a third club had been formed by students at
Glasgow University.
Although most match days were devoted to gaines between
club members, some inter-club fixtures were arranged in the
late sixties. A team of Glasgow Academicals visited the
West of Scotland Football Club's ground in January 1868
while a few months earlier the latter had played a team of
Edinburgh Academicals. 5
 By 1870 the Glasgow clubs were
playing against a number of east coast opponents including
Merchistonians', Craigmount and Edinburgh Academicals'
Football Clubs 116
Between 1870 and 1914 the city's three oldest clubs,
Glasgow Academicals' Foothall Club, Glasgow University
Football Club and West of Scotland F.C. dominated local
rugby not least because they were assured of regular
influxes of new players. Glasgow University F.C., though
restricted to students, was guaranteed a large membership
by the annual influx of private school former pupils well
versed in the rugby tradition. Glasgow Academicals' F.C.
also had a seasonal influx of well trained loyal former
pupils. 117 Although West of Scotland P.C. placed no
restrictions on conditions of membership, it sustained its
private school patronage. 118
 In contrast, the eleven new
clubs which were formed in Glasgow between 1874 and 1900
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had problems attracting sufficient members. For example,
it was twelve years before Glasgow High School Former
Pupils' Club (formed in 1884) considered itself strong
enough to seek election to the Scottish Football Union,
(S.F.U.) largely because many of the school's former pupils
were already members of 	 West of Scotland P.C. which had
a well established playing reputation. 119 In the case of
some new teams like Kelvinside Academicals' Football Club
and Glasgow Technical College Football Club which
restricted membership to former pupils, the flow of
talented former pupils was too small to ensure high playing
standards. The 1st Lanarkshire Volunteer Regiment Football
Club (formed in 1881) suffered especially severely from
limiting membership to regimental members. So limited was
the regiment's supply of rugby talent and so often did the
best players prefer to play either for the school former
pupils teams, the fashionable West of Scotland P.C. or
Southern Football Club, that the Volunteers ceased playing
rugby altogether in 1888.
"We have far too few first class clubs in
Glasgow and were some of our second
fifteen players to throw aside their
pretty social whims and join the "Greys" 120
we would have more than three good teams."
By the turn of the century a two tier club structure
had evolved. The well established 'first class' XVs
played games against a variety of quality east coast and
English opponents. During the season 1886-87 for example,
West of Scotland F.C. arranged games with, amongst others,
Edinburgh Collegiate, Edinburgh Institution, Royal High
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School Former Pupils', Edinburgh University and London
Scottish Football Clubs. In contrast, the younger 'junior'
clubs were not strong enough to compete against talented
West of Scotland P.C., Glasgow University P.C. or Glasgow
Academicals' P.C. first XVs and had to be satisfied with
matches against other junior XVs or the second or third
teams of the first class clubs. As a result,players from
the junior clubs rarely competed against the leading
players and so their skill levels and quality of play
remained relatively poor.
Rugby was never promoted as a commercial sporting
spectacle and it never attracted a fanatical spectator
following perhaps because a private school and university
education provided players and administrators with the
necessary academic and professional training to earn
sufficient incomes to make it unnecessary for them to seek
pecuniary gain from rugby. Their insular attitude,
exemplified in the establishment of exclusively organised
clubs, allowed rugby little room for expansion. The number
of teams remained small, there were no league or cup
competitions and the game received a relatively small
amount of publicity in the local press. Throughout the
period from 1865-1914 rugby in Glasgow remained an
exclusive minority activity which confirmed and sustained a
well established shared fellowship among a particular social
grouping.
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Cc ling
The world's first pedal operated cycle was built in
1863 in the workshop of Pierre Michaux a Parisian coach
repairer. By 1865 he was producing pedalled velocipedes
on a commercial scale of 400 machines per annum. In 1867
one of his models was introduced into England by a
121Cambridge dentist. 	 The velocipede or 'bone shaker' as
it was called, was first seen in Scotland during 1868 when
MrDuncanMcLaren rented a hall in Grindlay Street Edinburgh
and converted it into a riding school.'22
Cycling interest was nurtured over the next twenty
years by the introduction and refinement of the 'ordinary'
or 'penny-farthing t
 bicycle whose revolutionary new shape
had quite distinct advantages over the bone shaker.123
The first buyers in Glasgow were young men of means since
machines were extremely expensive arid difficult and dangerous
to ride. It cost over £16 for a new model and although
second hand machines were offered for £3, this was still a
considerable outlay for most young men. Few men over
middle age attempted to cycle and still fewer women because
the ordinary presented quite a physical challenge. It was
awkward to mount becuase the seat was perched on top of a
front wheel which was four or five feet in diameter.
Balance, too, was difficult and a quick stop or the
slightest roughness on the road would throw the driver to
the ground. Since the machine was propelled by pedals on
the front wheel, smooth breaking was also a rare occurrence.
Nevertheless, for some young men the danger and difficulty of
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riding was a great attraction. Some riders devoted weeks
of effort and endured frequent falls to acquire the skill
of mounting. Further practice was required to become
really proficient yet tumbles were a mishap that happened
even to the most experienced riders. Falls were so much an
accepted part of bicycling that manufacturers made a
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selling point of their machines ability to withstand them.
Dogs, poor road surfaces, harassment from prankish
youngsters and the careless riding styles of the riders
themselves caused many falls. 'Riding furiously' became
a common offence amongst young enthusaists. Often
pedestrians wereknocked over as riders found it impossible
to keep a straight course. In June 1890)
"while Mary Austin, 14 years of age,
residing at 8 Finlay Drive, Dennistoun,
was crossing Buchanan Street, she was
knocked down and run over by a bicycle
ridden by Alex McFarlane, 2 Park Terrace,
Elder Park, Govan. On being picked up,
it was found she was seriously injured
about the head and face, while underneath
the chin there was a large cut where the
wheels passed."125
The nature and impact of cycling was transformed in
the mid eighties by a further succession of technological
innovations the most important of which were the appearance
of the pneumatic tyre and the introduction and refinement
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of the safety bicycle. 	 The low diamond shaped profile
of the safety began to make a tentative showing on the
roads in 1885 but it was some six years before it
challenged the dominance of the ordinary, partly because
its chain drive wasted power, partly because mud splashed
over riders' feet and partly because, in the absence of
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pneumatic tyres, solid rubber tyres caused problems of
vibration. Only when pneumatic tyres became generally
available in 1890 did the safety bicycle come to gain
popular appeal. It had particular appeal for women who
found it much simpler to mount than the penny-farthing.127
By 1893 cycling was "being indulged in to such a degree as
one seldom remembers" in Glasgow. 128 The start of the
cycling season was eagerly anticipated by an ever
increasing section of the public.
A number of factors were responsible for attracting
people to the saddle. The novelty of experiencing a new
kind of motion appealed to many. Through their own efforts
riders could travel at speeds never previously experienced.
The versatility of the machine was significant. People of
widely different physical conditions could participate,
choosing to enjoy a gentle pedal or a violent sprint.129
Riding in the countryside became a popular means of escape
from the drudgery monotony and routine of everyday life.
For many Glaswegians the cycle became a vehicle of flight
offering a soothing diversion from the tensions of work or
130the squalor of the city environment.	 The craze for
cycling which took Glaswegiaris into the fresh air of their
rural surroundings was as much a reaction to industriali2a-
tion as it was a product of it) 31 Equally attractive as
the apparent sense of freedom and flight was the cyclist's
option to choose his fellow travellers or to ride alone if
he wished. If a rider found those moving alongside him
objectionae,he could simply ride ahead of behind them, or
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even take another route. He was allowed the unique sporting
opportunity to have either privacy, companionship, alter-
nating choices, or even both simultaneously. One of the
most measurable benefits of cycling, in the opinion of
many medical men, was a firm and healthy body. To other
quasi-experts its appeal lay in being able to cure' a
variety of ills. 132 Cycling also provided a stage for
exhibitionism and ostentatious display. With the advent
of the ordinary, cyclists set about distinguishing them-
selves from people who were earthbound by wearing distinc-
tive clothing. Each cycle club adopted a particular
colour scheme for its uniform. For the most part these
were quite utilitarian, consisting of dull colours of
brown or grey to conceal road dust or mud. However, the
uniform was made more colourful and worn on non cycling
occasions by some men to draw attention from female
onlookers.133
Once attracted to the cycle, many Glaswegians joined
together to form voluntarily organised cycle clubs.
Between 1878-88 fifteen clubs were established and during.
the next twelve years another ninety. The most fundamental
aspect of club activity was the Saturday afternoon
excursion. Throughout the season, which lasted from April
to October., squads of riders left Glasgow every Saturday
to cycle to a variety of local venues. Dressed in their
distinctive uniforms they met at a local focal point such
as Anniesland Toll, Charing Cross, the Botanic Gardens or
Ibrox Station to travel to local beauty spots like Erskine
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Ferry, Drymen, Strath.blane, Bridge of Weir, Busby or
Fenwick. As clubs became firmly established formal 'run
cards' were distributed to members listing the forthcoming
season's venues. Inter-club runs provided riders with the
opportunity to participate in additional excursions.134
Weekly excursions were supplemented by other activities.
Annual road races became popular. 135 Clubs also introduced
'efficiency badges' which were awarded to riders who cycled
over a certain distance - usually one hundred miles - on a
day's excursion . Club runs, races and efficiency badges
offered young members enjoyable forms of exertion and an
opportunity to display their physical prowess and mascu-
linity. Yet many cyclists did not live by sport alone.
Clubs provided a means by which men and later women could
meet for conversation and comradeship. Physical activities
were complemented by a number of social events including
dances, conversaziones, snooker matches, card games,
smoking concerts and fancy dress balls.
After 1900 there was a decline in the quantity and
pattern of recreational cycling. In 1904 at the Annual
General Meeting of the Scottish Cyclists' Union (S.Cy.U.)
it was stated that 'there had been a decrease both in
affiliated clubs and individual members in every district
of the Union." 136 Tables 3.4 arid 3.5 illustrate these
trends.. In 1898 there were 59 clubs. By 1904 the total
had been reduced by 44% to 33 while six years later there
were only 27 clubs. During May and August 1898 local clubs
went on a total of 812 cycle runs. In the same months in
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Table 3.4.	 Nirber of yc1e 'clubs in 'G1asgo, 189 8-1910. 137
Year	 Nrber of Clubs
1898	 59
1901	 62
1904	 33
1907	 36
1910	 27
Notes (i) The nrber of clubs was estimated by examining the list
of runs published twice weekly in the Soottish Referee
for the nonths of May and August. Since not all clubs
submitted returns the figures are not oonplete - they
indicate a trend.
Table 3.5.
	 Number of yc1e runs involving clubs in Glasgçi
during May and August, 1898_1910)38
'bnth	 _____ _____ Year _____
	
1898	 1901	 1904	 1907	 1910
May	 404	 492	 244	 276	 189
August	 408	 507	 235	 303	 174
Total	 812	 999	 479	 579	 363
Notes (i) The total of runs
of runs published
for the ironths of
submitted returns
indicate a trend.
was estimated by examining the lists
twice weekly in the SoDttish Referee
May and August. Sin not all clubs
the figures are not caTplete - they
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1910 only 363 runs took place.
A number of club members abandoned their machines
because they simply failed to enjoy cycling. To some people
the triviality of a puncture became an excessive aggravation
while to others the possibility of an accident became
increasingly disconcerting. 139
 Some members were simply
too enthusiastic, developing various ailments from spending
too much time in the saddle and others grew disenchanted
with the unhealthy club rivalries which developed between
racing and recreational touring members. But perhaps the
most important reasons for the decline in cycling's
popularity as an organised activity relate to the changes
which occurred in the socio-occupational composition of
clubs and to the declining interest of women in cycling as
a recreation. The great boom in recreational cycling
during the nineties was very much a middle class phenomenon.
The ownership of a Rudge, Swift, Osmond or Elswick was seen
as a most prestigious form of conspicuous consumption and
an ideal form of middle class self expression. As cycle
prices fell, Glaswegians from the lower middle and
respectable working classes inevitably took to the road
and the middle classes turned more and more to motor
cycling and later the motor car in order to diplay their
status. The bicycle no longer conveyed the same badge of
social distinction. At the same time new clubs formed by
lower middle and working class men never produced the same
number of enthusiasts that had previously been involv.e& 4° -
partly because few of them could afford a room to serve as
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a focal point for club activity arid also because their
members were less concerned with e.inphasizing their
distinctions of social status.
Women, too, had played a decisive role in the growth
of organised recreational cycling in the l890s. However,
cycling was also responsible for a rapid change both in
womens' attitudes towards sporting activity arid in the
attitudes of men towards female participation insport.
By helping to make female involvement in recreational
activity respectable, cycling opened the way for women to
participate in a whole range of other sporting activities.
Increasingly women left the saddle for a wider variety of
sports such as tennis, golf and swimming.141
The fortunes of cycle touring were paralleled by
developments in formally organised cycle racing. Initial
activity took the form of road racing which was organised by
local clubs for the benefit of their members. Unfortunately
142road racing was fraught with a variety of potential dangers.
As a result,specially designed cycle tracks were built to
facilitate racing. Glasgow's first track was built by an
English businessman who promoted amateur and professional
races to attract local riders and paying spectators. The
idea was quickly copied by a handful of Glasgow's established
sporting institutions. By 1883 Glasgow Academy, West of
Scotland C.C. and Glasgow University had grass cycle tracks
on which they included races as part of their annual
sports programmes in order to attract spectators and raise
income for their principal sporting interests. Realising the
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commercial potential of cycle racing, two of Glasgow's
leading football clubs, Clyde F.C. and Rangers F.C., also
went to great expense to provide attractive cycling
facilities in the hope of increasing gate receipts at their
annual sports. In July 1888 Clyde F.C. laid out a grass
track at Barrowfield, attracting 21 riders to race in a
one mile handicap arid seventeen entries for a three mile
competition. Over three thousand paid to watch.143
During the nineties Glasgow's leading foothall clubs
and a plethora of cycle manufacturers invested huge amounts
of time and money in supporting and promoting racing.
Annual sports developed into a new and lucrative form of
amusement. Programmes were stocked with well chosen
•	 •	 144interesting and balanced series of events. 	 By the early
nineties racing centered around three football stadia which
contained excellent cycle tracks with good quality cinder
surfaces, well thought out banking and good width.
Glaswegians flocked to the various annual cycling and
athletic promotions. In 1893, 7,000 watched the Rangers
P.C. sports at Ibrox while 15,000 attended Haxnpden Park for
the Queen's Park F.C. Sports. By 1897 interest at some
events was measured in tens of thousands.
Within five years interest in cycling had declined
quite significantly however. After the turn of the century
riders disappeared from the tracks and thousands of
spectators left the stadia. By 1910 only Celtic F.C.
attracted crowds of over 10,000 to watch cycling events.
The advent of professional cycling in 1897 had heralded the
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start of the decline. Fair play and enjoyment were
replaced by an overwhelming concern for profit. Cycling
became the property of market forces, dominated by material
considerations which were alien to traditional amateur
ideals. More significantly, riders increasingly broke the
rules and adopted tactics which spectators found
unattractive to watch.	 Such local interest as might
have been generated by watching contests between local
amateur riders disappeared as sports promoters increasingly
resorted to British and foreign tcracks who dominated the
events and led to the withdrawal of the local amateur.
From this period of decay and contraction,racing
adopted a new image. By 1910 only the wealthy Celtic F.C.
arranged top class professional cycling events. 145 The
other sports promoting clubs were forced to adopt a more
parochial approach as they simply could not afford to stage
international professional events. They started to organise
events on a more modest scale for local amateurs. At the
same time some new amateur groups began to orgariise sports
for the benefit of local cyclists and athletes. As a
result, the availability of weekly, short distance cycle
handicaps at numerous local venues incited amateur riders
to reconsider path racing. By 1910, "looking back on the
racing season ... we are glad to be able to say that there
has been a distinct revival of interest."146
The 65 years from 1850-1914 was a period of extensive
sporting growth. New sports were created and traditional
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activities experienced considerable amounts of change.
Participatory patterns were extended, there was a massive
expansion in watching sport and there were increases in
the quantity and quality of facilities. While economic
and social changes provided a convenient back-cloth for
these developments, the particular pattern of sporting
growth in Glasgow was influenced by five principal factors
which will be examined in detail in the following chapters.
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CHAPTER 4
SCHOOLS, THE BOYS' BRIGADE AND
THE VOLUNTEER FORCE 1850-1914
The development of sport in Glasgow between the middle
of the nineteenth century and the outbreak of the First
World War owed a great deal to the enterprise of a number
of private schools, public board schools and two para-
military organisations, the Boys' Brigade and the Volunteer
Force.
As the nineteenth century progressed an expanding
Scottish middle class became increasingly dissatisfied with
the normal facilities for education which were being offered
by the Scottish Burgh schools. Like their contemporaries
in England they began to demand educational facilities which
were both exclusive to their class and offered a wider
curriculum than that practised in the Burgh schools. As a
result a handful of private day and boarding schools
modelled on the lines of the English public schools were
established in Scotland during the middle of the nineteenth
century. These new schools differed from the existing Burgh
schools in three important aspects. They charged a scale of
fees which prohibited lower class patronage; recruited
headmastersandstaff from England; and, of particular
significance, purchased or leased playing fields in order
to develop sporting activities.'
Edinburgh Academy, a private day school, was the
first Scottish school to encourage organised games initially
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cricket and rugby. In 1853 Rev Dr John Hannah the Rector
of the Academy invited members of the former pupil club to
discuss the acquisition of a cricket field. They decided
to lease a ground and within nine months a nine acre plot
had been levelled and laid out at Raeburn Place. The
initial captial was raised by 'special subscriptions' from
the Rector, masters, directors and former pupils and
'annual subscriptions from ten 'Old Scholars' and 197 boys.
Within twelve months subscriptions to use the field were
fixed at lOs. for former pupils, 6s. for senior boys arid
4s. for junior boys. 2 Rugby was first brought to the
Academy in 1854 by the brothers Alexander and Francis
Crombie from Thornton Castle near Laurencekirk, previously
pupils at Durham Grammar School where the game had been
played under formalised rules from as early as 1846.
Rugby arid cricket were soon taken up by other schools in
Edinburgh. At Merchiston Castle, a boarding school, and
the Royal High School, a private day school, rugby was first
played in the winter of 1857. By the end of the fifties
all Edinburgh's private boarding schools had introduced
games into the curriculum and there was a flourishing net-
work of inter-school competition. In the west of Scotland
the development of organised sport by private schools came
a little later .	 Glasgow Academy was the first private
school to adopt rugby and cricket in 1866 when, together
with the former pupil club, it leased eighteen acres of
playing fields at Burnbank. In 1873 the Academy moved to
a new field at Kelvinside where both present and former
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pupils continued to take part in rugby, cricket and
athletics.
The last quarter of the nineteenth century witnessed
a considerable expansion of sporting activity in the private
schools. Both facilities and instruction were greatly
improved and extended. Under the rectorship of R J
Mackenzie the Edinburgh Academy once again set the pace.
The school acquired additional playing fields, opened a
gymnasium and by 1889 had introduced compulsory physical
training. Some of these ideas were copied in Glasgow by
Allan Glenst School, Kelvinside Academy, Hutchesons' Grammar
School, Glasgow High School and Glasgow Academy. 4 Indoor
facilities for drill and gymnastics were built, additional
instructors were employed and playing fields were rented
or purchased. The instructors, often ex-army sergeants,
were employed to take drill and gymnastics. Teachers were
not expected to undertake these duties except in connection
with Cadet Corps. Drill sergeants were not permitted to
take part in the organisation or coaching of games but it
was normal for a professional to be employed for cricket
coaching.5
By 1900 Glasgow t s private day schools had well
developed structures of after school games and programmes
of physical education which were part of their school
curricula. In all cases well established team gaines held
pride of place and took precedence while other activities,
however difficult or fascinating they might have been, were
relegated to a subordinate position. At Glasgow High
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School rugby and cricket which had been introduced in 1878
remained the most popular sports. Senior boys played games
each Wednesday afternoon and junior boys each Thursday.
Although involvement was not compulsory, parents were
"strongly recommended to allow their boys to join the
clubs.	 The few non-participants were provided with an
alternative form of physical activity usually swimming.
At Kelvinside Academy with guidance from Dr Macdonald, the
Rector from 1883 to 1895 who was 'most enthusiastic about
gaines', similar provision was made. In 1884 a playing field
was laid out in front of the school and a serious interest
in rugby and cricket began. Within a few years, "in the
summer term cricket was played in the field nearly every
evening, and most fellows attended regularly. " At
Hutchesons t Grammar School,Rector Thomas Menzies took a
special interest in swimming. Classes began in March 1878.
Each Saturday between 10 a.m. and 12 noon the school was
given exclusive use of the Greenhead Baths with over 250
boys and ninety girls attending classes in the first year.
By 1881 an annual gala was well established and water polo
had been introduced.8
The Scottish private schools were entirely independent
of central and local government. In contrast, physical
education in the pi..thlic board schools which did not enjoy
such independence took a very different form from the
private school pattern of organised games and athleticism.
While the private schools placed most of their emphasis on
organised team games, the board schools, particularly
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during the early years of their commitment to physical
education, were more concerned to promote drill and
swimming instruction. It was 1909 before the stress of
the board schools was tempered with an emphasis on the
importance of team sports.
Before 1872 physical education in Scottish elementary
schools was for the most part neglected. In 1867 the
Argyll Commissioners pointed out that the playgrounds of
all Scotland's public day schools would not together form
an area of the same size as the 'playing fields' at Eton
or 'the close' at Rugby. Even after the 1872 Education
(Scotland) Act progress was slow. The Act made no provision
for physical education but the new Code of Regulations
which was introduced in 1873 allowed attendance of boys at
drill under a competent instructor, though for not more
than forty hours a year, to count as school attendance.
The second Code in 1875 added the term 'military' drill.
Although the legislation was permissive, the Glasgow and
Govan School Boards instituted drill as part of the normal
school programme. Janitors were paid to drill the children
and where this was not suitable 1 retired non-commissioned
officers were appointed. Military drill consolidated its
position in 1895 when a new Schools' Code made drill or
some other form of physical exercise grant-earning. 9 The
content of instruction ranged from military manoeuvres
which the boys enjoyed to squad drill made boring by
instructors who were obsessed with repetition and detail.
Progressive opinion which saw the need for improvements
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in pupil health and welfare did not however, accept drill
as the only form of physical education. After 1877 both
Glasgow and Govan School Boards provided swimming instruc-
tion for school children. During 1888 and 1891 Glasgow
Corporation offered the local School Board the use of
public swimming baths free of charge for children attending
public schools. Although the offer was not immediately
accepted, by 1893 scholars in the upper standard at John
Street and Gorbals Public Schools were making free use of
the Greenhead and Gorbals public baths during school hours.
The scheme soon gathered momentum and within twelve months
2,148 pupils from 48 schools used the baths. 1° In 1910
boys and girls in supplementary and qualifying classes were
included. Children followed a systematic course of
instruction which lasted from May to October. The practical
sessions were preceded by a short course of land drill and
in both cases the instruction was given by specialist
instructors employed by the School Board. Glasgow's efforts
to provide formal swimming courses for school children were
extremely successful but they were overshadowed by the
achievements of Govan School Board. In 1887 Govan set a
precedent among Scottish school boards for the provision
of swimming facilities when it initiated a programme to
build swimming pools in a number of strategically placed
schools. Bellahouston Academy was the first school to
acquire a pool in 1887 and by 1906 another seven Govan
schools had swimming pools measuring 75' x 301.11 They
were centres of swimming for a wider group of neighbouring
schools.
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It was not until the closing years of the nineteenth
century long after it had developed in the private schools
that a wider concept of physical education was established
in Glasgow's elementary schools. The most significant
developments were the replacement of drill by a more
scientifically founded course of exercises, the consolida-
tion of aquatics and the introduction of games after school
hours. Much of the credit for the introduction of games
was due to the efforts of enthusiastic teachers. At the
turn of the century, football, cricket, hockey and golf were
promoted at Whitehill Higher Grade School after school
hours by interested members of staff. A golf club was
formed in 1901 by T H P Crosthwaite who taught classics and
who also initiated a biannual masters v. boys golf match
which was played on the Gailes course. In 1899 R Browning,
a teacher, andMrG Stokes, a former pupil who 'had cricket
in his blood', established a school cricket club)2
Both teachers and pupils revelled in the freedom of
games compared with the restriction and boredom of drill.
In many cases the staff simply legitimised and organised a
well established informal pupil interest in sport.
During the lunch interval at Whitehill School boys had
always kicked a foothall around in the school playground.
"Rangers supporters played those of Q.P.
every day. The game began when we could
raise 5-a-side and went on until the bell
rang (with about 50-a-side) . "13
From informal playground games school clubs were formed and
matches with neighbouring schools developed. From this
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enthusiastic and devoted work by teachers outside school
hours sprang a number of school sports associations such
as the Scottish Schools' Football Association, the Glasgow
and District Elementary and Secondary Schools' Football
Leagues and the Glasgow and District Secondary Schools'
Cricket League. (G.D.S.S.C.L.)
The work of teachers meant much self-sacrifice on
their part and there were many handicaps particularly a
lack of equipment and a dearth of suitable playing fields.14
Only in 1909 after a lengthy period of negotiation with a
variety of agencies did the Glasgow School Board respond
to requests for suitable playing facilities. Each higher
grade school was given financial assistance to hire grounds
for games. Within four months the scheme had been extended
to encompass all schools controlled by the Board. In the
year ending 30 April 1911 the Board awarded £178 for
ground rents to the Higher Grade Schools.15
At the same time, with guidance from Lieutenant
A G A Street the Superintendent of Physical Exercise, the
Board adopted other strategies to support arid encourage
games. 16 In 1909 it asked headmasters to check that school
janitors were not discouraging children from playing foot-
ball in playgrounds after school hours. Six months later
a request was made to assistant teachers asking if they
"would be willing to do something in the way of encouraging
scholars to engage in games". Within four weeks all schools
and teachers of physical training had been issued with a
copy of Frank Elston's book, 'Organised Games' which
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contained notes on football, rounders, cricket, volleyball,
hockey and basketbal1. 7
 After 1910 the Board also made
regular contributions to schools for a whole range of
sports equipment from hockey and tennis nets to cricket bats
and footballs.
A number of interrelated factors accounted for the
differences between the private schools' emphasis on games
and the public board schools' promotion of drill. In both
Glasgow's and Govari's overcrowded public board schools
where there were major problems of indiscipline and
unruliness,drill was introduced and developed to teach
working class children habits of sharp obedience, smartness,
cleanliness and order. By 1877 it was reported that drill
was taught in all Govan and Maryhill schools where it had
an excellent effect on school discipline because the boys
had learned instant obedience to commands given by the
janitors in charge of the classes. 18 Drill was also used
for military ends to improve the standards of health and
fitness of army recruits arid of the whole class of the
population from which they were drawn. Militarists prompted
largely by a concern for national safety and defence saw
physical training as an extension of military training.
While future officers were playing games in the private
schools to prepare their characters if not their physiques
for battle, the men they were to command were learning
military drill in the confined classrooms and playgrounds
of local public Board schools. 19 Glasgow and Govan School
Boards provided swimming instruction to ensure that children
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could swim, to encourage after school use of Glasgow's
public baths and to instil habits of personal cleanliness.
The particularly rapid development of facilities
for swimming in Govan owed much to the strong influence of
Socialism in local politics. In 1887 two Socialists,
Robert Niven, a coal merchant and James Lauderdale, a
carpenter and shipwright, had proposals adopted which gave
children cheap convenient access to the pooi at Bellahouston
Academy. Pour years later the Govari School Board at the
prompting of William Craig, another Socialist, opened the
first pooi to be constructed as an integral part of a new
school at Stewartville. Craig died in 1891 but the interest
in swimming that he had generated was maintained by other
Board members particularly the Socialist John Clark, a
foreman turner, who included as part of his election plat-
form in 1894 the provision of a swimming pool in every
school. 2 ° Since a comprehensive set of swimming facilities
was expensive there is no doubt that the availability of
a bouyant assessable rental and school rate also helped the
Socialist cause.
In Glasgow's private schools on the other hand there
was no widespread development of drill and swimming because
there were no large groups of uncontrollable unwashed chil-
dren. Instead, for a variety of reasons, the private
schools adopted arid developed programmes of physical
education which were dominated by team games.
The precise reasons for the initial acquisition of
a cricket ground at Edinburgh Academy are difficult to
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define. In part it was due to the need to have a private
ground on "which boys may enjoy their exercises without
the chance of interruption". 21 But cricket also had an
important social function. In 1855 it was noted that the
games enabled
"the Masters and the Former Pupils to mix
with those who are now studying at the
School and thereby cultivate a friendly
feeling, the beneficial results of which
cannot fail to be felt in all the work
of the School."22
The adoption of cricket was also probably designed to
attract new pupils to the Academy. 23
 Due to the efforts of
Grange Cricket Club the game was already a popular spectator
sport in the east of Scotland by the 1850s. The majority of
spectators were wealthy people whose sons were potential
pupils for the Academy. Glasgow Academy too, along with
all the other local private schools, used sport to attract
new recruits during the final quarter of the century when
there was intense competition amongstthe private day and
boarding schools for pupils.
As organised gaines became more popular, they were
also valued by the new day and boarding schools as an ideal
medium for the promotion of 'Arnoldism' - a system of
middle class education developed in England which was
based on strong moral and religious beliefs. It was
administered through a structure allocating considerable
authority to prefects and sought to foster through games
the individual characteristics of obedience, self-reliance,
courage, initiative, honesty, reliability, fair play and
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corporate values such as selfless team spirit. In Scotland
initial support for Arnoldism came from Dr James Hodson
who replaced Dr John Hannah as Rector of Edinburgh Academy
in 1854.24 Hely Hutchison Almond the first headmaster of
Loretto School at Musselburgh was a keen exemplar of
Arnoldism. After 1862 Loretto became a major focal point
for the dissemination of Muscular Christian ideas. As
Thomson suggests, Almond "was the personification of
Muscular Christianity and his was a powerful influence on
the other Scottish middle class schools". 25
 At Glasgow
Academy the Rector, Dr Morrison, was another keen supporter
of Arnoldism. When playing fields were acquired in 1866,
Dr Morrison noted that
"Even in respect to education in general
the advantages of this appendage to the
Academy will be very important; but it would
be very difficult to over-estimate the
influence which it may produce in the
formation of character and the establishment
of friendship, generous competition, a high
standard of honour, self restraint, mutual
respect and forebearance. Independence of
character and habits of self reliance can
nowhere perhaps be better acquired than in
such a sphere where the members of a great
school meet on common ground, lay aside
their more serene avocations, and for a time
yield themselves to pursuits at once
congenial and necessary."26
The public board schools' interest in swimming,
football and, to a lesser extent, cricket and athletics
was a major reason for the growing popularity of these
sports with all sections of the local community after 1900.
Until this time schoolboy cricket was confined to the
private schools and the reservoir from which clubs could
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draw players was small. When after 1900 cricket was
introduced into Glasgow's higher grade schools a new lower
27
middle and working class interest in the game emerged.
The G.D.S.S.C.L. formed by schools like Hamilton Crescent,
Albert Road, Canton, North Kelvinside and Shawlands pro-
duced the players who made up the several new local leagues
(including the W.D.C.C. and the G.D.J.C.L.) which had
emerged by 1906.28
Similarly the promotion of swimming by Glasgow and
Govan School Boards had a significant effect on increasing
participation amongst all social classes including a whole
range of working class groups. In Govan, for example, the
increasing provision of pools by Govan School Board allowed
ever growing numbers .of pupils to have formal swimming
lessons (Graph 4.1). In 1901 five schools with swimming
pools which served twenty other schools provided lessons
for over 2,150 children. By 1907 eight schools had pools
serving 35 other schools and over 5,300 children received
swimming lessons. By laying down the foundations for
swimming when the instincts for play and skill acquisition
were strong, local pupils were encouraged to make increasing
use of Glasgow's ten public baths outside school hours.
Quality was equally as important as quantity.
Through good sound teaching and coaching the schools
supplied local clubs with large numbers of young talented
enthusiastic sportsmen. In swirnming,local standards of
performance were high because Glasgbw and Govari School
Boards provided opportunities for children of all social
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Grh 4.1.	 Number of children reiving swinTning instruction
during school hours at Govan Board schools, 19-19l3
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classes to compete in a well planned set of contests which
ranged in standard from inter-class to national events.30
During the autumn of 1903 Lorne Street School held an
annual intra-school gala at its school pool. By 1907
the event had expanded to include schools in the Kinning
Park and Plantation districts who competed for the
'MacLeish Cup'. Twelve months later a second trophy for
girls was added. In 1904 Hamilton Crescent, Hilihead and
Strathbungo schools also arranged galas. Interest in
competitive swimming was so widespread that in October 1904
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Govan School Board organised an annual inter-school gala.
By 1907 entries were so numerous that two galas were
31	 .held.	 Competitive swimming had been given a further
boost in 1904 when all schools in the Glasgow area were
circulated with details of a national inter-school team
competition organised by the Boys' Own. The early success
of Lorne Street School in winning the trophy in 1905
created even more interest in competition and by 1908
Govan School Board paid the entry fees of all schools
entering the event. Such was the effect of swimming
instruction at school that in 1910 Mr Sneddon the Honorary
Secretary of the Scottish Amateur Swimming Association
(S.A.S.A.) noted,
We have now fifty-nine clubs in Glasgow and
district. In open events at club meetings
we have now far more swimmers up than ever
we had, and faster swimmers at that
I believe the main reason for this is the
teaching of swimming in schools, especially
in the Govan School Board schools."2
The private schools were also making their contri-
bution to the development of sport. From Glasgow Academy
for example a wealth of rugby, cricket and athletic talent
emerged. Of the 150 rugby players who received Scottish
caps between 1871 and 1878, 42 were Glasgow Academicals.33
Two of the Academy's most notable products were
R S Stronach and J S Carrick - the former a Scottish hurdles
champion for eight consecutive years between 1900 and 1907
and British champion on three occasions from 1904 to 1906
and also a Scottish rugby international: the latter a
cricketer of distinction who set a world record individual
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score of 419 not out in a three day game at Priory Park
in 1885 while playing for West of Scotland C.C..
Glasgow High School produced many talented players
including G M Prew who captained Scotland in 1900 while
Allan Glens' School was traditionally noted for its fine
34crop of athletes.
In many instances there were close links between the
schools and local clubs. In the private schools the link
with former pupil clubs was obvious. But in the public
sector too, close school-club relationships developed where
pupils and adults shared the same facilities. Children
attending Whitehill School used the swimming pool at
Dennistoun B.C. and when they left school many became
adult members. The same school established a close
relationship with Queen's Park P.C. "During one memorable
term no fewer than six Whitehill P.P.s carried the popular
black-and-white colours to victory." 35
 Teachers who were
members of adult clubs fostered similar links giving pupils
information about club activities while the clubs themselves
offered invitations through teacher-pupil contacts. Two
members of Western S.C., Miss Netta Mackay and Mr James
Yuill, who were both employed as swimming teachers by Govari
School Board, were particularly energetic in passing on
information about the club's activities to interested
school bhildren 36
The private schools also helped to formulate, regulate
and uphold the rules and spirit of several sports. Games
were played according to rules which were carefully
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formulated and refined in the private schools over a period
of several decades. In rugby, staff and former pupils from
the private schools made an especially important contri-
bution to the codification process. In 1868 representatives
from Glasgow Academicals' F.C. and West of Scotland F.C.
met with members from Scotland's other principal rugby
clubs to create a code of rules. 37 The result was 'The
Laws of Football as played by the Principal Clubs of
Scotland', commonly known as the 'Green Book'.
Codification was important not only in the interest
of technical and administrative efficiency but also to
allow the spirit of the game to flourish. In the private
schoo1sgames were regarded as an ideal medium for the
development of certain desirable values which together
constituted the amateur ideal - honesty, fair play, playing
the game and team spirit. 'It's not cricket' became a
coloquialism for the infringement of the code of fair play
between honourable opponents in any sport. For 25 years
after the introduction of rugby into the private schools
there were no referees at inter-school matches - captains
sorted out disputed decisions. In 1886 when rough play
threatened to debase the schoolboy game, staff were quick
to protect the amateur ideal. A meeting of headmasters
was convened to draw up a code of conduct which was a
restatement of the spirit of the rules.
In athletics too, private school men adopted a
distinctive code which rejected all aspects of professional-
ism. In particular they disliked betting and abhorred the
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notion of giving generous money prizes to winning athletes.
At the Glasgow Academicals' Sports in 1868 the rewards for
winning events reflected staunch amateur values. Prizes
included opera glasses, fishing rods, the works of
Shakespeare anda variety of silver tableware.38
In association with the board schools, private
schools and their former pupil clubs also contributed to
the growth of sporting activity by occasionally allowing
the wider public access to use their sporting facilities.
Although their grounds were enclosed private areas other
clubs and associations used them for a variety of events
including representative fixtures, annual sports and dis-
plays of drill. Sometimes a rental was required but on
other occasions there was no charge. In 1893 Glasgow
Academy's ground at Anniesland which was 'kindly lent for
the occasion t , was used for the first annual sports of
the Boys' Brigade.
The positive effect which schools, both public and
private, had on expanding the extent of active participa-
tion in sport was paralleled by their less obvious but
equally important influence on increasing spectator
support. It appears acceptable to presume that the new
sportsmen produced by the schools boosted gates because
they took an interest in watching others play. At the
same time their active involvement increased the number
and range of sporting spectacles which other less active
spectators could watch. Some school events became popular
well established dates in the sporting calendar particularly
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since they were of a high standard, were full of local
interest and took place at some of the city's principal
sporting arenas including Ibrox Stadium, Celtic and Hampden
Parks.
At the same time the contribution of schools to the
development of sport in Glasgow should not be exaggerated.
The sporting facilities of the board schools were not open
for use by the general public. 39 Moreover, with the
exception of swimming, throughout the whole of the last
quarter of the nineteenth century the board schools made no
attempt to teach children team games: even in the closing
years of the period the development of team games in board
schools was desultory, and too much weight continued to be
placed on routine drill as the basic form of physical
recreation in the school curriculum. As for the private
schools, though they made an important contribution to the
wider development of team gaines through their codification
of the rules, their role in disseminating sport to the
wider community generally stopped at that point. Their
sports facilities were all too rarely opened for active
use by the public and the arrangement of fixtures,
particularly in rugby, provided a most striking example
of their insular restrictive nature. New clubs found it
almost impossible to arrange games with the leading private
school XVs who had long established fixture cards filled by
first class opponents from all over Scotland.
On balance the school system encouraged local
sporting expansion. Yet with more facilities in the board
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schools (Govari School Board's attitude to swimming shows
what more could have been done), a different attitude in
the board schools to team games and a greater positive
involvement by private schools in disseminating sport to
all social classes, a great deal more could have been done.
The first Boys' Brigade company was established in
Glasgow in October 1883 by William Smith, a local business-
man, volunteer officer and Sunday school teacher. By the
end of 1885 there were seven companies with 241 members.
Four years later the Glasgow Battalion had 90 companies
with a membership of 4,250.40 The Brigade's leadership
was overwhelmingly middle class but the boys themselves
were drawn from a range of social groups. Some were sons
of local shopkeepers, clerks and similar white collar
workers while others were 'young people of the poorer
classes', the sons of skilled and unskilled workers.41
The Glasgow Battalion arranged a variety of activities
for its members and in particular it made great use of, and
had a large involvement in, sport. In 1889 a Recreation
Sub-Committee was established to organise Batta].ion sport.
Boys were offered the opportunity to take part in a whole
range of pursuits of which athletics was the first and
always one of the most popular. The Brigade's annual
sports at Celtic Park in 1902 were "well supported, the
boys contesting the different events with their usual
enthusiasm". 42 Cricket too, had a regular though smaller
following. In 1894 seven companies entered a newly formed
cricket league the membership of which fluctuated between
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six and ten teams throughout the period up to 1914.
After 1891 the Battalion arranged swimming lessons
which were taught by qualified instructors. In 1902 21
companies held evening swimming classes. By 1914 the
number had increased to 63. Competitive swimming was also
encouraged. In 1889 a very successul Battalion Gala was
held at the Gorbals Baths. At the second gala twelve
months later 86 boys competed in a selection of swimming
races arid six companies took part in a water polo competi-
tion. At subsequent galas other team events were
included to sustain interest and in 1899 124 boys entered
the tenth annual gala at Cranstonhill Baths.43
Soccer however, was the most popular sport with
Battalion members. Inter-company games were arranged soon
after the first companies had been formed in the early
eighties. In 1890 a formal inter-company knock-out cup
competition was organised. It was followed by a series
of intra-district ties which culminated in the selection
of a team to play against an Edinburgh Battalion XI. In
1893 an inter-company league was established which the
following year was enlarged to two divisions and in 1902
to three. By 1910 foothall was so popular that a new
league structure was introduced: a first division of ten
teams: a second division for boys under 14½ years of age,
divided into two sections, with a total of 26 teams: and
a third division of fourteen teams for boys under 13½.
The development of a series of annual inter-city games
beginning in 1893 with a match against a Sheffield
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Battalion XI enhanced the popularity of football. In
1901 a game against a Battalion XI from Dublin was also
organised and by 1913 there were also gaines with Leith and
London. 44 By 1902 29 companies ran foothall teams and by
1913 83. Twelve months later it was
"estimated that close on 1,300 Boys played
during the season under the auspices of the
Battalion, not taking into consideration the
many games, other than League fixtures, which
individual Companies arranged arid carried
out under the personal supervision of their
officers. "45
The Boys' Brigade was a uniformed well disciplined
christian organisation. Its initial purpose was to control
rowdy working class boys who attended the North Woodside
Mission where William Smith worked as a Sunday school
teacher. It flowered into a national organisation con-
trolled by middle class officials which trained large
numbers of lower middle and working class boys to become
pious loyal healthy and self-respecting members of society6
Several military activities such as marching and drilling
were used to achieve some of these ends. At the Battalion's
Third Annual Drill Inspection in 1888 the Inspecting Officer,
Major-General Gildea, C.B. noted,
"I trust the strict performance of all duties,
obedience to all orders, punctuality, good
comradeship, cleanliness, respect to all
those above them, civility to all those with
whom they may come in contact, which the
boys are taught on parade, may follow them
in their daily occupations" 47
Sport was also used to achieve these objectives.
Large scale involvement in sport was one of the most
prominent aspects of Battalion activity because it was,
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"a means towards the healthy physical
development of the Boys, and. ... a
training ground for those higher mental
and moral qualities which the Brigade
seeks to cultivate".48
Boys spent a large amount of time playing football, cricket,
swimming, water polo and athletics which were,
"a great boon to the average town Boy,
whose life so often lacks the aim and
stimulus necessary to raise it from a
dull routine, and interest him in useful
pursuits and healthful amusement" . 49
Sport also had an important moral intention. It was
promoted,
"to maintain throughout a high tone, and
to encourage among the Boys that spirit
of courtesy, consideration for others,
and fair play which the Brigade seeks
to cultivate".50
Officials also encouraged widespread involvement in sport
for more practical reasons: to sustain church attendances
(boys could only play sport if they went to church): to
provide opportunities for inter-personal contact between
officers and boys within a particular company and between
companies both within and without the Glasgow Battalion.
But its most significant function was to attract recruits.
At a time when the Glasgow and Govan School Boards made
little provision for sport the Brigade was the most access-
ible organisation which specifically arranged sport for
young people. Most boys joined the Brigade simply to play
sport. In 1896 A FPetersona Captain in the 76th Glasgow
Company noted,
"In the mission with which my own Company is
connected, for example, some of our most
earnest and active Christian workers are
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old Boys who have confessed that they
joined the company mainly, if not
entirely, to get a place in its Cricket
or Football team. "51
The involvement of the Boys' Brigade in sport had a
number of favourable effects on general sporting develop-
ments in Glasgow. Some time before the introduction of
team gaines into the curricula of board schools, the Brigade
was helping to expand participation in team sports among
the working classes. In this respect its influence was
especially marked in the case of football. The game had
always been popular with Glaswegian youths. Its growth as
a spectator sport had spread knowledge about the rules,
skills and styles of play. Senior players were emulated
in spontaneously informal games played by youths in the
streets and on playgrounds throughout the city. The Boys'
Brigade pioneered schemes to harness and develop this
interest. It provided widespread opportunities for local
youths to use good facilities and equipment and take part
in a variety of well structured competitions. In the same
way as private school officials fostered a code of fair
play in rugby and cricket, so, on the football field, Boys'
Brigade officials discouraged any behaviour which was con-
trary to the spirit of the game. During the incipient
development of Battalion foothall, the notion of a friendly
inter-company foothall match was quite foreign to working
class boys who knew little about the amateur ideal.
However, under strict supervision from company officials
who enforced "the maintenance of a certain standard of con-
duct among the boys", and showed them "in what spirit the
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game ought to be played", acceptable levels of behaviour
were established. 52 By 1900 it was reported that,
"The Football League was run in three
divisions, for which 22 teams entered,
the good conduct and fair play now
general in the Battalion being noticeable
at the matches."53
The Battalion also played an important part in pro-
viding arid drawing attention to the need for adequate
sports facilities. Local companies who had secured their
own grounds allowed other companies to use them or rented
them out to outside bodies including board schools. In
1911 Woodside Higher Grade School paid £10 per annum to
use the ground of one company at Anniesland for girls'
games. The Battalion's Recreation Sub-Committee never
missed an opportunity to urge Glasgow Corporation to make
a bigger commitment to sport. In 1890 it lobbied the
Corporation to reduce admission costs at the public baths.
Twelve months later its concern over the lack of suitable
open spaces was strongly stated in an official Boys'
Brigade publication entitled, 'A History of the Glasgow
Battalion" and in 1893 Brigade officials were prominent
members of a pressure group which presented a petition to
the Corporation asking for more sports facilities in
Queen's Park.54
The Volunteer Force made a timely contribution to
the development of sport in Glasgow during the second half
of the nineteenth century. The Force had become popular
in the late fifties and early sixties due to mid Victorian
Britain's chronic fear of invasion. After 1848 when the
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Duke of Wellington drew attention to the defenceless state
of Britain's coasts the question of national security was
widely discussed by military and political groups.55
During the late fifties there were grounds for alarm as
it was thought that Napoleon III planned to invade Britain.
The French development of a port at Cherbourg, their
suggestion that a bomb thrown at Napoleon had been made
in Britain, the fear that France was seeking an alliance
with Russia and a suspicion of Napoleon's motives in his
intervention in Italy, culminated in Britain making large
scale improvements to its defences. An increase in naval
strength and the improvement of maritime fortifications
were the principal government reactions.
It was however, not the government but a handful of
interested private individuals who saw safety in yet a
third remedy, the creation of volunteer rifle companies.
Glasgow and Edinburgh were the two centres for the forma-
tion of a Scottish Volunteer Force. Glasgow's first com-
pany, the Glasgow Volunteer Rifle Corps Western Section
No. 1., was founded in September 1859. By the end of the
year 34 corps had been established and by December 1861 the
56total had reached 75.
	
Several companies were composed
entirely of middle class professional and lower middle
class white collar workers. The 9th Company of the 1st
Lanarkshire Volunteer Rifle Battalion, for example, con-
sisted of tellers and clerks from local banks while the
15th Company was composed of members of the legal profession,
clerks and apprentices. However, although the majority of
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companies were established and cornrrtanded by middle class
Glaswegians, nearly all the rank and file members were
skilled working men. In 1862, 80% or 4,000 of all local
volunteers were artisans. Most of the 3rd Lanarkshire
Volunteer Rifle Battalion was composed of skilled men.
The 22nd Company was raised chiefly among 'the workers of
Messrs Cogan's spinning factory', the 8th Company was
recruited from the workmen of the Etna Foundry Company and
the 54th and 82nd Companies were formed by 'total
abstainers, the latter being of artisans'. Similarly
within the 3rd (Blytheswood) Volunteer Battalion the
Highland Light Infantry, the 30th Company contained 'a
good number of artisans' and the 38th Company 'was raised
in the Central district among better class mechanics'.57
Apart from any contribution it may have made to the
defence of the country, in a society which enjoyed
increasingly large amounts of leisure time, the Volunteer
Force provided welcome forms of organised recreation.
Rifle shooting always remained the most important and
prominent physical activity. However, during the summer
months of the early sixties volunteer companies also pro-
vided the principal and most convenient opportunities for
Glaswegians to take part in athletics. Celtic based
athletic events which were included in the programmes at
highland gatherings were very popular. At the annual
camps organised at coastal locations by local companies
during the Glasgow Fair holiday, athletics was a principal
source of entertainment and training. In July 1861 at the
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annual camp at Luss of one of Glasgow t s leading corps the
weekend was spent enjoying a variety of military arid
athletic activities. On the Saturday afternoon a well
organised volunteer sports was enjoyed by the two hundred
recruits. Hill running, several jumping events and
putting the stone were some of the activities for which
prizes were awarded. 58 The volunteers also played foot-
ball. Immediately after the inaugural England v. Scotland
game played in Glasgow in 1872 the 3rd Lariarkshire Volun-
teer Regiment established a football club and obtained a
ground at Cathkin Park in the south side of the city.
Other companies such as the 1st, 10th and 19th Lanarkshire
Volunteers Regiments followed suit but unlike the 3rd
Lanarkshire they were unable to acquire permanent grounds
and so they soon disbanded. The 3rd Lanarkshire Regiment
was the focal point for any volunteer who was interested
in foothall. By 1888 the club had 300 members arid 350
non playing members or season ticket holders. It also
had a new pavilion and a returfed playing area which was
considered to have the finest surface in Scotland. In
591890 the club became a founder member of the S.F.L.
Sport was promoted by volunteer officials as a
major weapon in the hunt for recruits and an inducement
against resignation. Although a sense of patriotism, an
opportunity for social mobility and a certain degree of
respectability were attractive inducements for joining a
company, the oppportunity for active involvement in physi-
cal recreation was the prime motive which led skilled
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working men to enrol in their thousands.
"the volunteers provided a wide variety
of experiences for a working man: rifle
shooting, sham fights, social evenings,
football, bands, horse racing, athletic
sports, and camps."60
A number of practical factors accounted for the
particular popularity of athletics arid football among the
volunteer companies. They were cheap, required little
specialist equipment or clothing, could be organised on
any flat open area and were popular with rank and file
members. For middle class officials volunteering was
an ideal form of rational recreation. 61 Its quasi-military
organisation which stressed the importance of discipline,
obedience and self-control made it a most effective means
of guiding working class recreational tastes. Athletics was
particularly useful during the summer holidays. It pro-
vided working men with a healthy rational holiday experi-
ence which contrasted sharply with a traditiOnal pre-
occupation with drinking. During the Glasgow Fair holiday
in 1850,
"a great deal of healthful enjoyment was
obtained on sea and shore ... Both by
master and servant the holidays are
welcomed with delight, and if rat ionally
enjoyed their memories will be as bright
as their anticipations."62
In contrast, over the same weekend four hundred Glaswegians
were taken into police custody for drunkenness, fighting
and other crimes induced by an excess of alcohol. There
was "a great amount of dissipation ... Never, on any
similar occasion in the memory of man, had there been so
many cases of intoxication."63
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Despite all this, the Volunteer Force's influence
on sporting participation was rather mixed. On the posi-
tive side it provided the first opportunity for lower
middle and respectable working class Glaswegians to have
an active involvement in sport, particularly football and
athletics. Through the efforts of some of its most
enthusiastic and notable members such as Dr W G Blackie,
the owner of a local printing firm and Mr J L Lang, a
Vice-President of the Glasgow Abstainers' Union, athletics
was also introduced to working men not directly involved
64in the Force.	 During September 1861 Messrs Blackie and
Sons arranged an excursion to Largs for its employees.
At the resort they "betook themselves to the beach, where
the competitions for prizes in foot and sack racing
afforded good sport to the crowd". 65 Similarly, within
the city in the summer of 1862 the Glasgow Abstainers'
Union provided a number of regular gaines and entertainments
at the Gilmorehill Grounds. Among the 'recreations and
amusements for the people' were a variety of highland gaines
events. The Force not only increased the number of
activists but also their levels of performance. This was
particularly evident in football after 1870 when several
volunteer companies such as the 1st Lanarkshire Volunteer
Rifles and the 4th and 23rd Renfrewshire Volunteer Rifles,
whose headquarters were at Pollockshaws arid Cathcart
respectively, entered numerous local and national cup and
league competitions. The most successful XI was the 3rd
Lanarkshire Volunteer Rifles. It was a nursery for
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football talent, regularly providing the most successful
Scottish and English cLubs with a wealth of young players.
In 1889 five members of a particularly successful 1st XI
left to join English teams. The club also produced a
string of players who represented Scotland. The most
famous of them all was Jimmy Brownlie, "one of the finest
,, 66
of all Scotland's goalkeepers
On the other hand the role of the Volunteer Force
in promoting sport in the city was limited by two factors.
Firstly, membership of the Force was dominated by the
lower middle and skilled working classes. Glasgow's
large population of semi-skilled and unskilled workers did
not share directly in the sporting activities. To this
extent the Force was as effective a deterrent to sporting
democracy as the restrictive practices devised by private
school cricketers and rugby players. Secondly, though
athletics was seen as an important part of any annual camp
it was never organised on a more regular basis at weekly
volunteer meetings within the city. Officials paid more
attention to military activities such as drill, sham
fighting and rifle shooting which were practised at every
company meeting.67
At various times in the period 1860-1914 the three
agencies - the public board and private schools, the Boys'
Brigade and the Volunteer Force - had significant positive
effects on sporting developments in Glasgow. They
increased levels of participation and spectator support,
improved the quality of sporting performances, provided
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much sought after facilities and helped to formulate,
regulate arid uphold sporting codes. However, their degree
of influence varied quite considerably. The private
schools contributed to a small improvement in participatory
levels in rugby, cricket and athletics while some of the
growing interest in playing foothall was due to the efforts
of the Boys' Brigade. The public board schools were
primarily responsible for the widespread local interest
in swimming. All three agencies helped to improve levels
of sporting performance. The private schools were a
nursery for rugby players, cricketers and athletes, while
the Volunteer Force, the public board schools and particu-
larly the Boys' Brigade produced regular supplies of
talented footballers. A large number of successful local
swimmers were taught to swim at board schools. The Boys'
Brigade emerged after 1890 as an important provider of
facilities for team gaines while some public board schools
in Govan offered a similar service to local swimmers. The
Volunteer Force and private schools did not welcome such
widespread public use of their facilities. However, until
the establishment of stadia at Ibrox, Celtic Park and
Hainpden, their grounds were often used to stage a range
of local, national and international events. The private
schools played a major role in the formulation and regula-
tion of rules in rugby, athletics and cricket while the
Boys' Brigade acted in a similar capacity in foothall.
Unfortunately not all the actions of the schools,
Volunteer Force or the Boys' Brigade proved beneficial to
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local sporting developments. The three agencies did
little to disseminate sport to all sections of the local
community. In showing no interest in sport except swimming
until after 1900, the public board schools gave the other
agencies a carte blanche to influence sporting patterns.
Quite restrictive and insular sporting habits evolved
amongst a number of local social groups. In particular,
partly through the influence of the Volunteer Force,
incipient interest in football and athletics was restricted
to lower middle and skilled working class men. Similarly,
in the private schools, rugby and cricket and to a lesser
extent athletics became the , property of a tightly knit
group of private schoolmen who showed little or no interest
in swimming or foothall. In contrast, the Boys' Brigade
was relatively cosmopolitan. It offered foothall,
swimming, some cricket and athletics to youths from a
range of working class groups but it never encouraged
rugby.
Sport provided an ideal medium through which the
schools, Boys' Brigade and Volunteer Force pursued their
various aims. Although they did not consider that their
principal function was to supply the public with sport,
their influence was considerable. The wider problem of
public sporting provision and policy will be considered in
the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
THE LOCAL AUTHORITY 1850-1914
Local authority policy on the establishment of
facilities for sport was extremely important. Public
provision in the period under consideration breaks down
into three clearly discernible phases. In the first,
between c. 1850-70, Glasgow Corporation was mainly con-
cerned with laying out public parks aimed at walking for
pleasure. In the second phase from c. 1870-90 there was
some conflict between the Corporation, who wished to pre-
serve the traditional functions of the public parks, and
local sporting groups who wanted facilities for a number
of outdoor games. The situation was complicated by the
Corporation's apparent advocacy of 'rational recreation'
aimed at physical and moral improvement. Between c. 1890-
1914 these various conflicts were resolved. The Corpora-
tion gave support to the popularisation of golf, developed
a network of public swimming pools and set aside areas
within the public parks for several ball games. The
improvement in municipal facilities in the third phase
was reflected in a considerable growth in levels of
participation.
In the course of the second half of the nineteenth
century Glasgow Corporation, along with other similar
local government bodies in Britain's principal towns and
cities, established public parks. 1
 From 1854-69 Glasgow
Corporation laid out three public parks and took control
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of Glasgow Green. In 1852 the death of Mr Cohn McNaught
enabled the Corporation to buy over sixty acres of his
land lying on the left bank of the River Kelvin, between
Woodside and Sandyford. By 1854 this had been converted
into the Kelvingrove Park - Glasgow's first purpose built
public park. For residents who lived on the south side of
the Clyde the Queen's Park was opened in 1857. Alexandra
Park was established in the north east of Glasgow in 1869,
laid out by the City Improvement Trustees on eighty acres
of land purchased in 1866 from Walter Stewart of Haghill
for £25,664.2
The pressure for park provision emerged during the
second quarter of the nineteenth century when there was a
growing national concern for improvements in the urban
environment. A number of national reports piled up
evidence of appalling sanitary conditions in Britain t
 s
largest cities. They drew attention to, inter alia,
inadequate domestic sewerage systems and water supplies,
badly built and overcrowded houses and dirty poorly lit
and badly constructed streets and alleyways. They also
noted the lack of suitable areas of park land in congested
urban areas.3
Many suggestions were made to overcome the problems.
The provision of public walks and open spaces was specifi-
cally recommended to better the physical environment,
improve the health of the inhabitants and elevate their
minds and manners through contact with nature. 4 It was
important to balance growing urbanisation with a form of
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conservation. Parks would ensure that a part of the
country remained within the growing city. Shaping the
urban environment by means of well planned open spaces
was equalled in urgency by the concern for health. It
was commonly argued that parks were the 'lungs of the
city t which provided pockets of wholesome fresh air in an
otherwise dusty and dirty environment. Open spaces were
considered as the only preventative check to a variety of
lethal zymotic diseases which it was believed were trans-
mitted by pollution in the atmosphere. Physical health,
or the lack of it, was delicately entwined with the issue
of public morality. Walking in the open air would elevate
the minds and manners of the urban poor and prove
sufficiently attractive to wean them away from drinking
5
and gambling.
Glasgow Corporation was severely criticised in the
numerous health reports which were published in the early
forties. Consequently, like a number of other local
authorities, it provided public parks to help to remedy
the situation. In 1851 it was reported that the Corpora-
tion wished to build a park "to beautify the city and
promote its sanitary well-being". 7 Fifteen years later
the Parks Committee noted that
"In large industrial cities like Glasgow the
importance of possessing an adequate number
of public parks to meet the necessities of
the various districts cannot be overestimated.
These open spaces are one great deterrent to
physical deterioration consequent upon city
life. In the smoke laden atmosphere of a
great manufacturing city they are welcome
beathing-spaces, and afford a pleasant
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change from the unending pavements of
the busy streets."8
Environmental considerations were certainly
important but Glasgow also needed parks to prove its
legitimacy as a first class British city. There was con-
siderable competition amongst local authorities to provide
the most beautiful parks. However, in some respects civic
pride was a hindrance since what Corporations considered
appropriate to their dignity bore little relationship to
the practical needs of park users. There was a tendency
to opt for large grandiose imposing yet quite inappropiate
facilities. On Glasgow Green for example, the Corporation
planted trees and shrubs, erected several drinking fouri-
tains and monuments and built a winter garden. A large
fountain, an ornamental pond containing water fowl, a
granite stair and even bronze statues were placed in the
Kelvingrove Park while the Queen's Park contained a plant
house, an arboretum and also a maze "as exists at
'IHampton Court
Although the need for parks grew out of a national
concern for sanitary reform, central government gave
little financial assistance for their construction)0
The local authority and numerous philanthropic and
commercial sources provided most of the money. However,
parks were only one of a number of schemes competing for
a slice of the city budget. Capital investment projects
such as the Loch Katrine water project and house, road and
sewer construction put heavy demands on the civic purse
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and so the first parks were laid out on a self-financing
basis.
	
In 1853 the Corporation paid nearly £100,000 for
the 66 acre Kelvingrove estate. To recoup the entire
cost, one third of the land was feued for building purposes.
Although the proportion allocated for feuing created a
great deal of local opposition, the area which was eventu-
11ally built upon paid for the original cost of the estate.
Similarly in 1857 the Corporation purchased the lands of
Pathhead and 143 acres of the Pollok Estate from Neale
Thomson of Camphill for £30,000. One third of the acreage
was feued and it quickly recouped the purchase price.12
Thomson made no profit on the deal since he handed the
land to the Corporation for the same price that he had
paid.
Glasgow was indebted to the desire of several other
wealthy men to perpetuate themselves in the memory of the
people by donating land for parks. In 1866 Alexander
Dennistouri gifted five acres towards the formation of the
Alexandra Park. Others followed his example but mostly
in the final quarter of the century. In 1886 a portion
of land which became the Cathkin Braes Park was presented
to the city by Mr James Dick, a well known and successful
local industrialist. Similarly Sir John Stirling Maxwell
presented the burgh of Pollokshields with 21 acres in
1888.13
The timing of the Kelvingrove scheme was also
influenced by a certain degree of self-interest. It was
no coincidence that some of the people who lobbied the
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Corporation to build a public park had links with the
construction industry. In 1852 two local builders,
Robert Lindsay and William Broom, played a leading part
in instigating a public meeting to discuss the need for a
park. Moreover, during the building of the Kelvingrove
Park there were accusations in the press that some of the
leading promoters had a personal interest in the land
which the Corporation had purchased. 14
Glasgow Corporation built parks to provide people
with opportunities to participate in activities of an
ordered disciplined improving and educational nature.
The notion that leisure time had to be spent in an improve-
ment of self and society - which contemporaries came to
call rational recreation - reflected itself in the manner
in which the Corporation laid out the parks, the rules
which they introduced to govern their use and the lack of
consideration which they adopted to local sporting groups.
The parks were provided with facilities of an
improving and educational nature. They were essentially
public walking areas in which people could stroll along
tree lined paths and drives looking at judicious collections
of flora. 15
 Individual trees, shrubs and plants were
carefully displayed and by 1873 musical performances were
given during summer evenings to arouse an interest in
nature and to uplift people from the problems of everyday
life and dispose them to be reflective, orderly and sober)6
Strict control was exercised over park usage. To ensure
that they were used solely for perambulation and to
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protect the Corporation's investment in landscaping,
bye-laws were adopted to discourage any kind of sporting
activity. In the Queen's Park, "No Gaines of any kind
shall be played in or upon any part of the Park, except
upon such portions thereof as are specifically set apart
for that purpose". 17
 However, some casual users showed
no respect for the laws and by 1870 a ranger was appointed
to ensure that games were confined to bona fide locations.
The Corporation also turned down requests from local
clubs to use the parks for sporting events. In 1857
Garrison Cricket Club was refused permission to play on
Glasgow Green while in 1864 an application from residents
of Crosshill to lay out a bowling green on the Queen's
Park was rejected.18
Important budgetary restrictions also limited the
supply of sports facilities. Only two amenities for sport
were built in the parks before the mid seventies and
neither required any financial commitment from the Cor-
poration. In return for permission to establish a bowling
green on Queen's
	 Park in 1866, the Queen's Park
Bowling Club was required to lay out the green, build a
bowling house and pay the Corporation rental of £20 per
annumj 9 In 1860 somegymnastic apparatus was built on
Glasgow Green. The equipment was donated to the Cor-
poration by Mr N G Fleming who had seen similar facilities
in the public parks in Manchester. 20
Glasgow's middle class sportsmen had the time,
money arid organisational ability to provide their own
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sports facilities. They formed private clubs and bought
or leased enclosed playing areas. Working class
Glaswegia.ns turned to the Corporation to provide suitable
facilities. They expected sports grounds to be built in
the parks, essentially at public expense. Since the
Corporation regarded most sports, and in particular, foot-
ball, as a threat to social order, moral integrity and
respectability, conflict between the two groups was
21inevitable.
Glasgow Corporation was not prepared to allocate
extensive acreages of valuable grass land to gaines which
encouraged the formation of large groups of noisy boister-
ous youngsters who destroyed the tranquillity of the parks
and caused unsightly bare patches on the grass which gave
the areas untidy ragged appearances. 22 When the Cathkin
Braes Park was opened in 1886, bye-laws were posted which
specifically prohibited football, shinty and cricket.23
When in 1891, under the terms of the 1891 City Extension
Act, the Corporation gained control of the Springburn,
Maxwell and Maryhill Parks, it made no provision for gaines
players. A bandstand, drinking fountain, waiting rooms
and flower beds were added to the Maxwell Park after 1891
but there was no immediate provision for ball gaines.
Springburn Park had similar facilities and bye-laws.24
A lack of suitable public games areas restricted
levels of participation. Although some foothall clubs
were able to purchase or lease private grounds, the
majority had to play in the public parks. They found it
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extremely difficult to obtain regular venues simply
because there were far too many clubs wanting to use the
same pieces of parkiand. Without a private ground the
future of any club was always in doubt. Moreover, the
Corporation was inconsistent in allocating pitches; and
consequently clubs were not assured of long term ground
leases. Clubs were often required to scratch from
competitions due to a lack of suitable facilities.25
In 1890 the Glasgow Battalion of the Boys' Brigade
received entries from over sixteen companies who wished to
play in its annual inter-company cup competition.
However, the event was severely restricted due to the
overcrowded state of Glasgow's few public recreational
areas.26
The search for good quality grass areas was a major
problem for local cricket clubs. The Corporation showed
no interest in providing pitches and until after 1890
cricket remained the province of a relatively small group
of sportsmen who drew support from local landowners.
Cycling was not regarded as being worthy of public
support and lack of access to suitable facilities caused
constant problems to participants. After the introduction
of the bicycle in the early seventies, the public parks
were favourite venues with riders. They spent many hours
pedalling along the well maintained carriage drives.
However, cycling was not popular with Glasgow Corporation.
Drives and walkways were not designed for noisy and
dangerous cyclists. The Corporation's attitude was voiced
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by Councillor Martin who suggested that if riders
"wished to show themselves off there was plenty of room
in the country to wallop about".27
In 1878 bye-laws were introduced to restrict park
usage for cycling. Cycling on the carriage drives was
permitted only from the time of opening until 9 a.rn. and
a speed restriction was imposed. 28
 Despite the popularity
of cycling after 1880, the Corporation made few concessions
on park usage. Requests from individuals to relax the
rules fell on deaf ears. Periodic demands from local and
national cycling orgarxisations achieved some minor con-
cessions but access was severely restricted until after
1896.29
Although Glasgow Corporation did little to encourage
the growth of cycling and ball games, it was unable to
deny all claims from sportsmen. In 1873 Alexandra
Athletic F.C. asked to lease a portion of Alexandra Park
for "the purpose of playing Cricket, Foot Ball, etc.".3°
The principle of leasing park areas to private clubs was
rejected but it was recommended that
"the portion of the Alexandra Park next to
the Canal should ... be set apart for such
games as will not interfere with the grass
and that the South East portion of the Park
near to the Cuxnbernauld Road and also the
Quarry be set apart likewise for games."3l
With pressure from other suburban groups, limited areas
for games were also set aside in the Queen's Park and on
Glasgow Green. In 1890 some additional areas in the
Queen's Park, Alexandra Park and Glasgow Green were
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provided but they were simply unmarked pieces of grass on
which all sorts of players competed for space.
Although the Corporation found it impossible to
ignore all requests from local sportsmen for playing
spaces, it was most concerned to encourage only those
sports which were regarded as of moral as well as physical
value. To this end it attempted to influence sporting
habits by providing facilities for golf and swimming.32
Glasgow Corporation turned to golf to provide a
source of weekend refreshment, to keep people fit, to
teach good manners and to instil the moral qualities of
discipline, humility and self-restraint - qualities which
were symbolic expressions of deeply held middle class
values.
"Good games should benefit both mind and
body, and no game can stand this better
than golf. To the mind it shows the need
of caution, courage, coolness, and many
other qualities. Above all it teaches one
to keep the temper under due control in
all circumstances and situations."33
Golf required a high degree of personal honesty since
34
players added up their own scores.
	 Golfers observed a
certain sporting etiquette which was so important that a code
was written down and attached to the rules. In this way a
middle class normative structure was framed within the
actual sporting experience of all golfers. 35
 Bailie
Steele, the Convenor of Glasgow Corporation's Golf
Committee drew attention to the sport's physical and
cathartic benefits. At the presentation of the Corporation
Golf Trophy in 1900, he said "it was a delightful thing that
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anybody could go to the park and have a game of golf at
such a reasonable charge. Golf was a delightful and
health giving game." 36 It helped Glaswegians to relax
after a hard weeks work. A golfer had his mind "fully
occupied but in new channels ... he comes back to his
troubles a better man, happier, bolder, healthier."37
Golf was the ideal sport to bridge the gap between
the traditional view of the ub1ic parks as walking and
viewing sites and the modern attitude which regarded them
as sports grounds. However, committed as it was to a
massive rehousing scheme inaugurated under the terms of
the 1866 City Improvement Act, the Corporation was unable
to commit large amounts of finance to the provision of
golfing facilities. Much of the finance and energy, there-
fore, was provided by the private sector. The case of
Glasgow G.C. illustrates the association between the pri-
vate sector and the local authority in the provision of
golfing facilities. From 1870-74 Glasgow G.C. played on
the Queen's Park, an unsuitable venue since it meant
sharing with foothallers, cricketers and shinty players.
Accordingly, in 1874, it asked the Corporation for
exclusive use of a section of the Alexandra Park. This
was granted on condition that the club met all the
expenses of laying out the course and maintaining the
greens. 38
 It was a convenient contract for both parties.
At a cost of £66.6.0 per annum Glasgow G.C. had access to
conveniently sited, well maintained greens while Glasgow
Corporation encouraged casual users to play at Alexandra
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Park on a course which it had acquired free of charge.
The Corporation was also active in the promotion of
swimming. Partly out of a concern to improve standards
of public health by providing the working classes with
facilities for washing themselves and their clothes and
partly because swimming was seen as a rational recreation
which promoted a healthy mind as well as a healthy body,
Glasgow Corporation constructed a total of ten public
baths and wash-houses during the period 1878-1902.
(Table 3.1)
Both golf arid swimming proved extremely popular.
By 1890 golf was played by all sections of Glasgow society.
"The golf mania has spread, is spreading,
and will spread, and while the big golf
ball goes on rolling, it will gather to 40
itself all sort and conditions of men."
By 1900 the Alexandra Park course could not cope with the
large contingent of Glasgow G.C. members and an ever
increasing number of casual players. The course was
vastly overplayed and on Staurday afternoons overcrowding
was particularly acute. 41
 To overcome the problem in
March 1982 the club leased a site suitable for golf twenty
miles out of the city at Irvine. However, the course,
known as the Gailes, was only a partial remedy since it
did not deal directly with the problem of large numbers of
casual players at Alexandra Park. The club required a
more permanent solution in order to resist envelopment by
an uncontrollable casual golfing population. In 1894 it
asked the Corporation to regulate casual play and order
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non club members to give way on. competition days. Since
the course was situated in a public park the authorities
dismissed the request and promptly asked for an increase
in rent from £66.6.O to E150.O.O per annum. In response
the club relinquished its interest in the course and moved
42to a new site at Blackhill.
	 The Corporation took
responsibility for the upkeep of the Alexandra Park
course and to offset maintenance costs charged a token
payment of 2d. per player per game.
The decision marked a most fundamental change in
the Corporation's attitude to sport. For the first time
it accepted responsibility for the management of an out-
door sports facility. The course was a significant
sporting and financial success. So many golfers played
on the greens that the annual takings not only paid for
maintenance costs but also encouraged the Corporation to
use the surplus to help to pay for additional facilities.43
In 1899 a nine hole course was opened at Bellahouston Park.
It was so popular that a third course was acquired in 1904
44
when Glasgow G.C. relinquished the use of Blackhill.
Unfortunately, Blackhill, a mile from the nearest railway
station, was not in a particularly accessible position.45
To alleviate the problem, a new nine hole course was
opened at Alexandra Park in 1907 replacing the former
eighteen hole course which had been closed in 1904.
Graph 5.1 indicates a direct association between the
establishment of new courses and new clubs.
To encourage and reinforce an interest in golf, the
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Corporation kept playing costs to a minimum arid also
organised annual competitions. In 1897, for example, it
initiated a contest for a 'Corporation Golf Trophy' which
was open to amateurs of recognised local clubs. Two years
later a second event was introduced - a handicap
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competition. for golfers who used Alexandra Park whether
or not they were members of a local clubV Until 1904
charges were as low as 2d. per day or 7/6 per annum on all
the public courses.
	 In 1907 it cost 3d. per game at
Bellahouston and Blackhill arid at Alexandra Park 2d. for
one round and 3d. for two rounds. 48
 By comparison
aamission to a S.F.L. match was 6d.. Special financial
and temporal arrangements also facilitated club growth.
For a mutually agreed annual sum, members of local clubs
could play on the greens free of charge. They were also
granted preferential use on competition days. 49
 By
keeping costs of play low, the Corporation played an
important role in encouraging a vast interest in the
game's popularity.
Graphs 3.2. and 3.3 indicate that the number of
casual swimmers using the public baths rose steadily
throughout the period l900_l914.50 In 1885 Glaswegians
made 370,000 visits to the local public baths. In 1900
the total was 520,000 and by 1909 it had reached 625,000.
The Corporation ensuredthat all sections of Glasgow
society had the opportunity to swim. Baths were located
on accessible sites throughout suburban Glasgow and
admission charges kept as low as possible. 51
 Interest was
enhanced after 1887, particularly amongst the working
classes, when Glasgow and Govan School Boards introduced
swimming into the school curriculum. • As with developments
in golf, the Corporation also encouraged the formation arid
consolidation of new clubs. Following a second phase of
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swimming pool construction beginning in 1902, when five
new baths were built, the number of swimming clubs
steadily increased. (Graph 5.2). The new pools eased the
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demand for water time and new clubs were assured of
access. The Corporation also charged extremely low rents.
In the 25 years after 1889 the various hire charges were
actually reduced several times. 53
 Clubs were able to
maintain very low entry fees arid subscription rates which
allowed them to sustain healthy membership totals. Even
the lowest paid worker could join a swimming club.54
Although the Corporation could claim a great deal of
success in introducing Glaswegians from all classes to the
rational delights of golf and swimming, the effect was by
no means all-encompassing. Rational recreations were
meant to supplant all 'irrational' activities and establish
a moral monopoly over working class leisure, but in the
absence of coercion, the working man still retained the
right to choose. Glasgow Corporation failed to secure
wholesale acceptance of its ideas.55
After 1890 however, the Corporation adopted a more
sympathetic attitude to the provision of facilities for
many previously irrational sports. 56
 By the turn of the
century space and equipment was provided in the public
parks for virtually every popular sport. A number of
interrelated factors were responsible for this change in
attitude. Firstly the Corporation's own realisation that
it had failed to discourage participation in irrational
sports made it re-examine its policy particularly since it
had given rise to problems of overcrowding, damage to
existing open spaces and the illegal use of alternative
sites.
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"To counteract the evil effects of this
artificial way of living, the guardians
of the people are wisely providing parks
and open spaces. But somehow the young
people incline to remain and play in the
closes, to the annoyance of the older folk."
But it was also a response to the pressure of several
external agents. For over twenty years from the early
seventies the Corporation was innundated by scores of
requests from local clubs for playing space. Approaches
of a more coordinated nature were also made. In 1893 over
one hundred football clubs and numerous other sporting
organiations signed a petition requesting an expansion of
facilities in Queen's Park. Five years later one hundred
people petitioned for space for horseriding in Bellahouston
58Park.
James Russell, Glasgow's Medical Officer of Health,
was one of many local personalities who supported the need
for more open spaces. In 1895 he drew attention to the
lack of playing fields for young working class youths.
"It seems to me that we have forgotten one
section of the community in our provision
for recreation ... I mean the male youth
of the working class [for whom] space ought
to be provided. I say space designedly,
because this alone is required - not space
covered with grass laid out in walks or
otherwise hampered with inopportune
vegetation. "5
In 1889 Colonel Merry, presenting the trophies at the
Glasgow Charity Cup Final, took the opportunity to politely
draw the Lord Provost's attention to the need for more
60
open spaces for sport.
	 In March 1887 the Scottish
Athletic Journal called for more space for football on
A
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Glasgow Green and urged local junior teams to petition the
Corporation to remove the restrictions on games playing on
the upper section of the Green.61
Many local councillors were sympathetic to the claims
for more public sports facilities. During the nineties a
number of left wing politicians, funded by the Glasgow
Trades Council to promote the interests of working class
voters (Appendix 1) and known as the 'stalwarts', acquired
seats on Glasgow Town Council. They were influential in
guiding fellow councillors to accept the municipalisation
of a variety of public services: gas, electricity,
tramways and telephones, and made up a powerful pressure
group for the provision of more sports facilities.62
During the 1896 municipal election, John Cronin, the
first IrishCatholic to gain a seat on the Town Council,
drew attention to the need for more park land. He was
supported by fellow stalwarts, Boyd Stewart Brown and
Archibald Hunter. 63 After 1898 a handful of stalwarts sat
on the Parks Committee where they were able to have a
direct say on any matter relating to the provision of
sports facilities.
Although Socialist ideas grew and spread, late
Victorian or even Edwardian Glasgow was not a Socialist
city. The influence of the stalwarts should not be
overrated. Many other councillors who were not affiliated to
any political party were also sympathetic to the need for
more sports facilities. 64 In 1896 Baillie Jack who
successfully stood as the temperance candidate in the
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Dennistoun Ward was one of many who spoke in favour of the
Corporation obtaining more parks and open spaces. 65
 None
of the eight man sub-committee which formulated the
legislation in 1896 that enabled cyclists to gain greater
access to the public parks was a representative of any
national political party.
After c. 1890 Glasgow Corporation began to meet many
sporting needs. Comprehensive provision was by no means
immediate but over a period of 25 years,facilities were
provided for virtually every popular sport. By the mid
nineties areas were provided which were designed specifi-
cally for active pursuits. In 1892 a five acre recreation
ground was opened at Maryhill. A similar four acre area
was sited at Govanhill two years later. The Burnhouse
Recreation Ground, a 6 acre plot, was opened in 1895.66
The facilities provided at Bellahouston Park, which was also
opened in 1895, exemplified the enlightened civic attitude
to sport. The park was supplied with areas for bowling,
football, cricket, hockey and golf. 67 Similar facilities
were gradually established in many of Glasgow's public
parks. Table 5.1 lists some of those which were available
in 1908.
For most of the period the Corporation had refused
requests from local sports clubs for the exclusive use of
public facilities. Casual users had always been given
preference over organised groups. However, in 1909,
representatives from a handful of local football associa-
tions persuaded the Corporation to adopt a system which
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Table 5.1.
	
A selection of spDrts facilities in Glasgow's
public parks, 1909 68
Park	 Srts facilities
Alexandra Park
	
	 6 football pitches
1 dressing shelter
Bellahouston Park
	
	 5 football pitches
1 dressing shelter
Glasgow Green
	
	 10 football pitches
1 dressing shelter
Kelvingrove Park
	
	 4 football pitches
cricket pitches
I"laxwell Park	 2 tennis courts
croquet areas
Queen's Park
	
	 11 football pitches
1 dressing shelter
Ruchill Park	 2 football pitches
Ricbrrcnd Park	 cricket pitches
Springburn Park
	
	 4 football pitches
1 dressing shelter
enabled clubs to hire facilities. By following a simple
booking procedure and paying a nominal sum, clubs were
allowed season long use of an area in one of the public
parks. Football clubs had to apply one month prior to the
start of the season. Hire charges ranged from 3/- per game
for an adult team to 1/6 for a junior XI and 6d. for
elementary school teams. Similar arrangements were formu-
lated for cricket and hockey teams. It cost 3/- per game
to hire a hockey pitch and 5/- per day for a cricket
69square.
The Corporation also adopted a more sympathetic
attitude to local cyclists. In 1896 cycling time was
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extended by five hours to 2 p.m. while on a named carriage
drive in Kelvingrove Park and Glasgow Green through passage
was granted from opening time until sunset. Further con-
cessions were given in 1897 when more through routes were
opened. By 1905 with a significant decline in the number
of cyclists and the acceptance of the safety as a practical
mode of transport for work, all temporal restrictions were
abolished.
By 1914 rational recreation was no longer the rule
in the public parks. The notion of public walks had been
augmented by a demand for public playing fields. Many
sports had secured guaranteed, if restricted, privileges.
The Corporation had wisely realised that it had to meet the
demands and aspirations of all sections of the local popu-
lation and the provision of sporting facilities had come to
be considered as part of the basic social equipment of
urban life.
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CHAPTER 6
GOVERNING BODIES OF SPORT 1850-1914
The continued development of urban industrial society
in the second half of the nineteenth century required the
imposition of a new centralisation of authority in many
spheres of economic and social life. Sport was no
exception. Beginning in the 1870s centralised governing
bodies were established in all the major sporting activities:
the S.F.A. (1873), S.F.U. (1873), S.C.U. (1879), S.A.A.A.
(1883), S.A.S.A. (1887) and S.Cy.U. (1889). The initiation
and early development of these governing bodies was due
primarily to the efforts of middle class men who were able
to apply a range of organizational and promotional skills
learned in their own fields of work. Occupational data is
available for 24 of the 48 original committee members who
served on five of the earliest national governing bodies.
Nine were professional men involved in medicine, law and
education, another nine were businessmen and industrialists
and the remaining six were clerks, members of the armed
forces or public service employees.1
The stated airrs of all the new governing bodies
were broadly similar - to standardise rules, promote
healthy and controlled competition, handle disputes between
member clubs and formulate policies for the future
development of their sport. The S.A.S.A., for example,
proposed "to promote the uniformity of Rules for the
control and regulation of Amateur Swimming and the
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management of Race Meetings"; 2
 "to enforce the observance
of the Laws and Rules of the S.A.S.A. and to deal with any
infringement thereof" 3 and to control and regulate amateur
championships". 4 The S.F.A. placed particular emphasis on
promotion. It intended "to promote football so that it
will become established all over the country".5
The pursuit of these aims, however, varied greatly
from one governing body to another. The primary purpose
of this chapter is to examine the extent to which the
various governing bodies pursued their aims and to consider
how their efforts affected the development of sport in
Glasgow. All the governing bodies considered were efficient
and tireless legislators and organisers of their respective
sports. As legislators they brought order to a number of diffuse
sporting forms whose unwritten conventions were governed by
local custom without any limit on territory, time or the
number of participants. They also eliminated any elements
which had formerly brought sport into disrepute.
Rationality was achieved by writing down formal codes of
rules and regulations. 6 In many cases the Scottish associa-
tions adopted the rules which had been formulated by the
English governing bodies of sport. For example, the S.C.U.
copied the laws of the Marylebone Cricket Club while the
S.Cy.U. followed the rules which had been created by the
National Cyclists' Union in 1878. In 1885 the Associated
Swimming Clubs of Glasgow (A.S.C.G.). the forerunner of the
S.A.S.A., adopted the regulations of the Amateur Swimming
Association. 7
 The S.F.A. also relied heavily upon its
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English counterpart. In 1868 Queen's Park F.C. introduced
the F.A. 's "Laws of the Game" to Scotland. Apart from the
law relating to offside, these laws were accepted by the
S.F.A. at its inaugural meeting in March 1873.8
The English influence was by no means all encomnpas-
sing, however. At first Scotland's rugby clubs used the
rules of Rugby School but in 1868 they drew up and published
their own laws which preceded the creation of a set of
rules by the London based R.F.U. by over three years. The
S.F.U. followed its own rules until 1890 when the Inter-
national Rugby Football Board decreed that all international
fixtures had to be played under a code of laws administered
by the Board. 9 The rules of water polo originated in
Scotland. The game was created and developed by a baths-
master from Glasgow, William Wilson, who drew up the first
set of rules in 1876.10 Although the Swimming Association
of Great Britain, a predominantly English organisation,
adopted the game and formulated a set of laws in 1885,
some twelve months later the A.S.C.G., with guidance from
William Wilson, created its own code. Not until 1892 were
the two codes replaced by a new, universally acceptable
set of 21 rules.11
The governing bodies adopted a number of broadly
similar strategies to organise sport. They planned national
calendars which included international and inter-city
representative fixtures and trials, cup competitions and
national championships. They also helped to plan the
calendars of affiliated clubs, and coordinated fixtures
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with their own national programmes. For representative
fixtures they negotiated with other sporting groups to
secure suitable venues and financial agreements and
coordinated travel and accommodation arrangements. To
ensure complete objectivity they took responsibility for
selecting teams. At the same time they recorded and
published results, compiled lists of national champions
and record holders, administered cup draws and selected
officials. 12
As promoters of sporting activity however, their
efforts were more varied and despite their original
intentions, often less than enthusiastic. Both local and
national swimming associations took positive steps to
develop and expand swimming in Glasgow. The A.S.C.G. and
its successor the w:estern Centre of the S.A.S.A., which
later became the Western Counties Amateur Swimming Associa-
tion, provided a great deal of grass roots support for
swimming. Both offered advice and assistance to young
clubs that had little or no experience in the organization
of competitions and entertainments and occasionally gave
financial assistance. They also helped clubs to acquire
the services of experienced teachers and the use of expen-
sive equipment and facilities. 13 After 1888 the S.A.S.A.
built upon the valuable work of the local associations by
adopting several important long term national measures
which affected swimming in Glasgow. In particular, it
introduced a scheme which gave clubs the opportunity to
stage individual Scottish championship races, many local
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clubs attracting capacity crowds by including a national
championship event in their annual gala prograrnrnes.4
The governing body also established 'Baths Committees' at
both national and local levels to deal with all matters
relating to the construction of public baths. The
national committee laid down guidelines for the design of
baths, drawing particular attention to the dimensions of
swimming pools and the need for adequate spectator
accommodation and, associated facilities. It was the duty
of the local committees to bring these recommendations to
the attention of town councils which proposed to build
baths. 15
In football the S.F.A. adopted some extremely
successful measures to create and develop a large local
interest in football. It disseminated information about
all aspects of the game through the publication of an
annual which was produced for the first time in 1875.
The book explained the rules of football and included
reports on the season's principal fixtures. To encourage
and sustain club growth it provided details of how to lay
out a field, suggestions on ways of forming a committee of
management and information about associated constitutional
matters: twenty years later greater prominence was being
giventh fixture lists, the colours and locations of clubs
and the names and addresses of match secretaries. The
Association also adopted a democratic committee structure.
For a few years it had allowed all individual clubs to send
representatives to annual meetings. Since the meetings had
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a distinctly west coast bias, the practice was replaced in
1875 by a scheme which allowed a more balanced geographical
representation at all stages in decision making and which
helped an increasingly complex S.F.A. to function with
16
great success at both a national and local level.
The Association also took responsibility for the
organisation of international fixtures, choosing Glasgow
as the centre for its operations. In the spring of 1874
it arranged a series of trial games of 'Probables' versus
'Improbables' at various venues in Glasgow a few weeks
before the Anglo-Scottish game which was played on a local
cricket ground. The trials aroused an unprecedented amount
of enthusiasm amongst players and spectators. Interest was
fuelled by the publication of several lengthy press reports
and associated commentaries on performance and team
selection. The international sustained and guaranteed the
local demand for football. The crowd of 7,000, which "was
uncommonly great", saw a Scottish XI which contained ten
Glasgow caps, play "one of the best contested and most
interesting football matches ever played north of the
17Border
For the next forty years, from 1875-1914, Glasgow was
the centre of Scottish international football 1 staging 42 of
the 55 international games played in Scotland. 18 Clubs from
Glasgow also provided by far the largest number of Scottish
caps. 19 The S.F.A. gave the Glasgow public the opportunity
to see football played at the highest possible standard and
enabled local players to compete against the best footballers
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of the period.
In 1874 the S.F.A. started an inter-club knockout
cup competition. Clubs from Glasgow dominated the event
providing ten of the sixteen entrants in the first year
when Queen's Park F.C. won the trophy. Over the next
forty years the Scottish Cup generated a massive amount
of interest amongst players and spectators. Throughout
the seventies clubs were springing up all over Glasgow
and their progress in the cup was followed by ever
increasing numbers of spectators particularly since teams
20from the city featured in most of the final ties.	 The
competition alsoprovided a great fillip to up and coming
clubs. Until the establishment of the S.F.L. in 1890
the established clubs selected their own opponents.
However, for a handful of games the cup abolished such
freedom of preference and new clubs often found themselves
drawn against Queen's Park, Third Lanark or Vale of Leven
F.C.s, three of the country's leading XIs. 21
 By 1880 the
competition was an important source of income for many
clubs.
The S.F.A. also supported the establishment of the
Glasgow Football Association (G.F.A.) in 1883. The G.F.A.
sustained a healthy grass roots interest in football at
a time when the national association concentrated its
energies on developing the game in other parts of
Scotland. In 1888 the G.F.A. introduced a knockout cup
competition for local clubs modelled on the S.F.A.'s
cup competition. Since 1873 the S.F.A. had arranged an
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annual inter-city representative game between Sheffield
and Glasgow. The G.F.A. took over control of the fixture
and also developed a number of similar events. In 1883
Glasgow played Edinburgh. In the following season
fixtures were arranged with London, Sheffield, Birmingham,
22Dumbartonshire and a return with Edinburgh. 	 These
representative games were a useful supplement to the
season's fixture card and a considerable stimulus both to
the improvement of playing skills and the growth of
spectator interest.
By contrast with the efforts of the S.F.A. and the
S.A.S.A, the S.F.U. arid the S.C.U. made little serious
persistent attempt to promote the grass roots development
of rugby and cricket. Although one of the principal
aims	 of the S.F.U. was to encourage the growth of
rugby throughout Scotland, its attempts in Glasgow were
rather weak and met with little success. From 1873-83
only four new rugby clubs were established in the city
and one of these, St. Vincent F.C., disbanded in 1879.23
The S.F.U. executive made only a token gesture to adopt
many of the strategies which had been successfully
employed by some of the other governing bodies. In con-
trast to the policy of the S.F.A.,, it rejected any idea
of an inter-club knockout competition since this contra-
dicted the traditional notion of playing sport for pleasure
and enjoyment.24
The S.F.U. promoted annual international and inter-
city games but few were played in Glasgow. Initially the
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governing body made some attempt to use international
fixtures to stimulate an interest in rugby in Glasgow but
with little success. In 1873 the S.F.U. deliberately
selected West of Scotland F.C.'s ground at Partick as the
venue for the third international between Scotland and
England, "in pursuance of the policy of "spreading the
light" to give the Glasgow people the privilege of seeing
,, 25the game .	 Unfortunately the match was a poor spectacle
and did little to arouse any enthusiasm for rugby.26
Thereafter, almost all international games were played
in Edinburgh which hosted fifty of the 55 internationals
played between 1874-1914. Of the five played in Glasgow,
three were against relatively untalented newcomers to the
international scene (Ireland in 1880 and 1882 and Wales
in 1885) and so they failed to attract much spectator
interest. 27 Given that the income of the S.F.U. depended
very heavily on revenue from international matches (and
the fact that most of Scotland's more talented players
came from Edinburgh), the decision of the S.F.U. to con-
centrate its international fixtures in Edinburgh is perhaps
understandable. 28 However, had the Union's officers been
deeply committed to the goal of spreading the game, it
might have been expected to have made greater efforts
than it did to overcome the initial apathy of Glaswegians.
Twelve months after the inauguration of the Anglo-
Scottish fixture, the S.F.U. organised an inter-city
contest. It was played by representative teams from
Edinburgh and Glasgow. For five years two gaines were
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played annually. However, in 1876 the S.F.U. altered the
spring fixture to an East v. West contest to admit more
clubs in the selection of players on trial for inter-
national honours. The autumn fixture was retained as the
annual inter-city contest. The event did initially provide
some impetus to the growth of the game within existing
rugby circles. The contest was keenly fought out
between the representative clubs who were jealous to
maintain and improve their reputations. However, by 1876
• its importance had been considerably reduced because con-
tact between the leading clubs in Glasgow and Edinburgh
had increased quite significantly and the novelty of
playing against eastern opponents had grown thin. Dis-
interest was particularly strong amongst Glasgow's clubs
because although they could compete successfully with
Edinburgh opposition at club level, they were no match for
select XVs from the east of Scotland. 29 Perhaps for this
reason the fixture never attracted more than a few
thousand spectators. 30
The Union's executive also adopted a very insular
attitude to the dissemination of rules: in 1896 the
England v. Scotland international was played at Hampden
Park but
"some of the Association crowd who dropped in
were somewhat puzzled about the features of
the game. When the first maul was formed,
"What the	 are they daein' that for"
one asked."31
Prospective players and spectators could take neither an
active nor a passive interest in a game which they did
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not understand.
There were also complaints from west coast clubs
about the unrepresentative nature of the S.F.U.'s
committee structure. In 1876 the original, rather
undemocratic practice of allowing the captains and one
other member from each affiliated club to form an executive
(which merely regenerated the east coast interest where
most of the principal clubs were to be found) was
replaced by a more geographically representative committee
structure. Clubs were allowed to select seven officials -
three office bearers and two representatives from districts
in the east and west of Scotland. In 1880, three
representatives were elected from each district. However,
the system only functioned effectively until 1894 when the
western district quota was reduced to two. Clubs from the
west of Scotland protested against the cut but adequate
representation was not re-established until after 1914.32
Cricket in Glasgow also suffered from a lack of
support from the governing body. Until the formation of
the S.C.U. in 1879, Grange C.C., Edinburgh's leading
club, controlled Scottish cricket. It organised all
important matches, such as visits from All England XIS
and received the share of gate receipts. In 1879 control
of Scottish cricket passed to the S.C.U. but this lasted
for only four years during which time its executive did
little to organise and promote the game in Glasgow. It
arranged only one international fixture (played in
Edinburgh) and made little effort to improve the quality
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of the existing inter-district representative fixture,
described in 1883 as a 'fiasco' by a leading sports
journalist.
Partly because of complaints by a handful of western
clubs about the selection of representative teams and
partly because of the resignation of Grange C.C. over a
move to widen the distribution of gate money from inter-
national fixtures, the S.C.tJ. was dissolved at a special
meeting of all member clubs in 1883. At the same meeting
the clubs accepted a set of proposals from Grange C.C.
which enabled it to regain control of Scottish cricket.34
The club was allowed to have a major influence on the
selection of all international teams, and perhaps more
significantly, for all representative events,
"The whole arrangement, financial or
otherwise (other than the selection of
teams), connected with all future Inter-
city matches played in Edinburgh, and all
national matches entered into under this
agreement, shall be conducted by, and
shall be under the sole control of, the
Grange club."35
The club also took responsibility for any loss or profit.
The Scottish Athletic Journal (printed in Glasgow)
suggested that Grange C.C. had been elevated "to the
,,36
rank of Dictator of Scottish cricket , but this was
harsh criticism particularly since the club was prepared
to take on responsibilities to which neither the S.C.U.
nor any other suitable organization had been willing to
respond. Without Grange C.C.'s total commitment, albeit
of a rather mercenary nature, Scottish cricket could have
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faded into oblivion. Despite this, Grange C.C. made no
attempt to promote directly, the growth of cricket in
Glasgow.
The results of this lack of central direction, how-
ever, were mixed. On the one hand it may have contributed
to the failure of many of Glasgow's long established clubs
to maintain their levels of income and membership, not
least because in 1893 it encouraged the six leading clubs
who played in and around Glasgow to form the West District
Cricket Union (W.D.C.U.)37 In two respects this worked
against the development of cricket in the area: firstly,
the league system denied non league clubs opportunities to
play against the best western cricketers and thus improve
their own standards op1ay; secondly, by competing in a
league, the leading western clubs had to relinquish some
autonomy in their choice of fixtures and adhere to a pre-
determined list of games which prevented them from honouring
long standing fixtures with Edinburgh's leading cricket XIs,
much to the disgust of many clubs. 38 This, and the fact
that league cricket also introduced a. new spirit of hard
competitive rivalry which was quite foreign to many players,
caused a notable decline in memberships. 39 In the seasons
1881-83 West of Scotland C.C. had a roll of 489 members.
During seasons 1900-02 this had been reduced by 44% to 273°
On the other hand, neither the absence of central direction
and promotion nor the restrictive practices of the local
W.D.C.U. were able to prevent entirely the development of
cricket among lower working class groups. By the turn of
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the century a number of other cricket associations had been
established in Glasgow. Like the W.D.C.U. they copied
local football organisations by introducing league and even
cup competitions. In 1888 the G.C.A. introduced a knockout
cup competition. By 1906 a number of other leagues had
emerged including the W.D.C.C., the G.D.J.C.L. and the
G.D.S.S.C.L. Unlike the W.D.C.U. they successfully
encouraged the development of local cricket. 41 The
cricketers who played in these competitions were drawn from
lower middle and respectable working class backgrounds.42
Many were interested in football which was bound up with
competition, inter-club rivalry, league positions and cup
draws. Consequently when cricket adopted foothall's
competitive structures, it became attractive to more diverse
social groups. It is, however, significant that the spread
of cricket among Glasgow's lower middle arid working class
populations happened quite independently of the sport's
governing body and may have occurred more extensively had
the governing body taken a greater interest in the promotion
of the game.
Since there were only a few well established rugby and
cricket clubs outside Edinburgh and few swimming and football
clubs outside Glasgow, the initial control of the rugby and
cricket unions by clubs in Edinburgh and of the football
and swimming associations by clubs in Glasgow went
unchallenged. Indeed, throughout their early histories the
S.F.A., S.F.U. and S.A.S.A. consolidated their positions as
the respective central authorities for foothall, rugby and
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swimming by adopting strategies which ensured that no outside
group was given cause to question their control. This was
not the case in athletics. On two separate occasions,
groups of sports club officials in Edinburgh and Glasgow
questioned each other's authority. The first time was over
the representative nature of the S.A.A.A. while the second
occasion concerned the thorny problem of professionalism.
Both clashes had profound effects on sporting developments
in Glasgow.
The roots of amateur athletics in Scotland can be traced
to the promotion and organization of traditional Celtic
based athletic events by volunteer companies and the develop-
ment of more formally organised English public school
athletic sports at a number of private schools in the east
and west of Scotland. Merchiston Castle School and the
Edinburgh Academy introduced athletic sports in the mid
sixties. Glasgow Academy was the first school to stage
43
sports in the west of Scotland in 1868.	 During the
seventies a growing number of sports clubs in Glasgow,
particularly football clubs, staged summer time athletic
sports to boost their incomes to pay for expanding winter
commitments.
By 1880 a situation had developed which was full of
potential tension. A national governing body for athletics
was urgently required but the two groups who promoted
athletics had little in common. One group consisted of
east coast rugby clubs whose members were private school
pupils adhering rigidly to the principles of amateurism
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and involved in athletics for educational and social
purposes. The other group was made up of clubs in Glasgow
whose membership was drawn from a wider, albeit largely
middle class, social spectrum: while they supported
amateurism they saw nothing wrong with using athletics to
generate money for their principal sporting interest -
football.
An S.A.A.A. was established in Edinburgh in 1883.
Table 6.1 indicates that it was dominated by officials from
the east coast rugby playing educational institutions.
The leading sports promoting clubs in the west of Scotland
such as Queen's Park P.C., Rangers F.C., Alexandra Athletic
P.C., Third Lanark F.C. and the 1st L.R.V.F.C. were not
invited to join the Association. So unrepresentative was
the body that the Scottish Athletic Journal suggested that
"This so-called Scottish Association is a sham, and unworthy
of the support of Western athletic clubs. It is, in fact,
a junior Rugby tJnion."45
Rather ironically, the establishment of an unrepresen-
tative S.A.A.A. had a significant effect on the growth of
athletics in Glasgow. To counteract the east coast rugby
conspiracy, leading sports clubs in and around Glasgow,
the majority of which played football, formed the West of
Scotland Amateur Athletic Association (W.S.A.A.A.) in March
1883.46 Its influence was considerable. Within a few
months it had brought urgency, order and coherence to local
athletics.
	 The 1883 athletics season was
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"unquestionably ... the best on record.
Never before have so many meetings been
held ... A decade ago athletic gatherings
could only be counted in units, now, however, 47
sports are among the most popular of pastimes."
In June 1883 the W.S.A.A.A. organised a 'national champion-
ship' meeting which was held atKilmarnockon the region's
only cinder track. As well as creating widespread
spectator interest, the event drew to the attention of local
clubs who held organised sports that, within the city,
facilities for athletics wem rather inadequate. As a
result several clubs improved their tracks.
Although the rugby clubs did not want to relinquish
their control of the S.A.A.A., they were unable to ignore
a well organised alternative. In 1884 after further attempts
by the rugby clubs to secure a major say in decision making
had failed, the two groups combined to form a more represen-
tative S.A.A.A. Amalgamation was not too difficult because
S.A.A.A. officials were satisfied that their more liberally
minded middle class counterparts who served on the
W.S.A.A.A. executive committee such as W H Kidston, a
Glasgow merchant who was an ex-president of the R.F.U. and
Tom Lawrie of Queen's Park F.C. who was a major in the
Third Lanarkshire Volunteer Regiment, believed in and adhered
to amateur sporting practices. 48
 For a while after 1885 a
more representative S.A.A.A. made a more positive contri-
bution to sporting developments in Glasgow. Through a
variety of successful legal, administrative and promotional
strategies an atmosphere was created in which athletics
thrived. As the accepted legislative body,the S.A.A.A.
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developed and published a uniform nationally accepted list
of rules and regulations for a growing number of athletic
events. It also appointed national and regional hand!-
cappers who quickly came to terms with the problem of
handicapping assessments which had caused great problems to
club officials in the early eighties. 49
 A committee was
established in 1886 to authenticate Scottish records. Times
and distances, which were assiduously recorded, assumed a
new importance and brought more interest to performances.50
The S.A.A.A. took a lively interest in the organisa-
tion and promotion of athletics in Glasgow. To ensure an
attractive balance at annual sports, it advised clubs to
insert a wide range of track and field events in their
programmes. It also arranged an annual meeting of secre-
taries of sports holding clubs to fix dates for meetings.
More tangible forms of ecourageinent included the promotion
of annual national championships which began in 1883 and
the development of an annual Scotland v. Ireland international
which started in 1894. The national championships were
often staged in Glasgow. Between 1885-90, nineteen sports
clubs in the wst of Scotland, the majority of whom played
football, joined the S.A.A.A. By the early nineties local
athletes were pleased with the well organised seasonal
calendar of meets, Glaswegians were flocking to the various
promotions and sports clubs were earning much needed income
For each sport to function effectively it was vital
for all those involved to accept and adhere to single
uniform sets of rules. The governing bodies used their
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authority to check any inconsistencies. 	 In a number of
cases it was not the rules per sewhich were abused but the
values which they represented. This was particularly true
for the rules which governed amateurism. The national
governing bodies had been created and were controlled by
sportsmen who personified the amateur ideology. They were
vehemently opposed to professionalism whatever form it
took. Throughout the nineties Glasgow became a battlefied
where first the S.F.A. and later the S.A.A.A. had to deal
with the question of professionalism.
During the late eighties, two of Glasgow's leading
football clubs, Celtic and Rangers F.C.s, underwent a series
of internal structural changes. By the early nineties they
were run by groups of local businessmen who applied their
commercial talents to the world of sport. 53 Both clubs
headed a campaign to legalise professionalism in football.
Despite stubborn resistence. from Queen's Park F.C., they
were successful in 1893. They also introduced professional-
ism into the athletic arena but here met with a solid wall
of opposition. In an attempt to increase spectator
support they broke the S.A.A.A.'s amateur code by offering
appearance money and overlooking the payment of entry fees.
In 1893 Rangers F.C. paid £3 to Alfred Downer, £2 to S
Duffus and £7 to an English athlete to appear at the club's
annual sports. Celtic F.C. was one of a number of clubs who
paid railway fares and hotel bills to prominent English
athletes. In an attempt to abolish such professionalism
the S.A.A.A. appointed an 'Abuses Committee' in 1894. It
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found widespread evidence of roping, illegal payments of
expenses and non payments of entry fees in the west of
Scotland. To maintain its amateur code the governing body
suspended two athletes, expelled Rangers F.C. and severely
54
censured.Celtic F.C.
Predictably this action caused a split within the
S.A.A.A. Two opposing factions emerged. One group consisted
of private schools in Edinburgh, few of whom organised sports,
and several clubs in Glasgow including Queen's Park F.C.,
Allan Glens' F.P.F.C. and West of Scotland F.C. who were
strongly imbued with the amateur principle.	 The leader of
the group was Duncan Scott Duncan, a former pupil of the
Royal High School. As secretary of the Abuses Committee he
took the initiative to penalise Rangers and Celtic F.C.s
for their illegal activities and adopted an extremely strict
stance over the interpretation of the amateur concept. He
was adamant in his belief that the true amateur competed for
the love of the game and not for monetary rewards. Scottish
Sport described him as a 'fanatic' because of his unbending
opposition to professionalism:
"he scorns to have anything to do with filthy
lucre; and declared that there are many clubs
ready to hold aloft the banner of amateurism
without the prospect of gain."55
The other party consisted of sports clubs in the west
of Scotland who promoted annual athletic sports. Two of its
leading SPOkeSmen were John Herbert McLaughlin, a publican
from the east end of Glasgow who was Celtic F.C.'s secretary
in 1893, and Mr Dugald Mackenzie, a Rangers F.C. official
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who owned a wine and spirit business in Strathbungo. They
were very critical of the S.A.A.A.'s attitude. In July 1895
Mr McLaughlin suggested to S.A.A.A. officials that, "The
best thing they can do is to stop cock-a-doodling-do and get
of f their perch." 56 It typified the contempt which the two
factions had for each other.
Conflict between the two groups reached crisis point
in 1895 when the S.Cy.U. amended its definition of amateur-
ism by creating two classes of amateur riders - an 'A'
class who were amateurs in the absolute sense and a 'B'
class who were qualified to receive expenses from cycle
manufacturers and other persons interested in the cycle
trade. The S.A.A.A. regarded 'B' class riders as pro-
fessionals and so the S.Cy.U. refused to allow cycle races
at sports held under S.A.A.A. rules until the 'B' class
riders were recognised as amateurs.57
As members of the S.A.A.A., Glasgow's sports promoting
clubs were no longer able to stage attractive cycle races
at their annual sports. They were hampered by Edinburgh's
rugby clubs, few of whom either held annual sports or had
any urge to attract spectators. 58 In order to maintain
good relations with the S.Cy.U., the majority of clubs in
the west of Scotland left the S.A.A.A. forming their own
governing body, the Scottish Amateur Athletic Union
(S.A.A.U.) in April 1895. Dugald Mackenzie, the Rangers
F.C. offictal, was its first President. Its members developed
athletics to a new commercial level to attract spectators
whose money paid for ground improvements and expanding
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professional football squads. Celtic and Rangers F.C.s
were particularly successful in creating an enormous inter-
est amongst all sections of Glasgow society. In 1896
Celtic F.C. drew £505 when 18,000 people were attracted to
its annual sports. In 1895 Rangers F.C. made a profit of
£200, "inspite of opposition which included two first class
football matches and a liberal, an all too liberal, supply
of:rain." 59 Two local businessmen, 3 R Gow, the President
of Rangers F.C. and William Maley, Celtic F.C.'s secretary,
were responsible for much of the success.6°
As support for promotions arranged by clubs affili-
ated to the S.A.A.U. increased, the Glasgow clubs who
remained loyal to the S.A.A.A. saw a decline in the popu-
larity of their sports. In May 1895 West of Scotland
Harriers failed to make a profit from its annual sports
because there was no cycle racing included in the prograinme
Queen's Park F.C. didn-othold sports in 1895 and 1896 and
therefore lost avaluable source of revenue. When Hampden
Park was used for S.A.A.A. meetings, attendances were so
poor that the club never profited from its amateur loya1ty2
The S.A.A.U. was successful in attracting the support
of the majority of Scotland's sports promoting clubs, and
by 1897 the S.A.A.A. was in dire financial difficulties.63
It was forced to climb down from its lofty perch. In April
1897 the two bodies reached a compromise in which a more
liberally minded S.A.A.A. allowed professional cycle races
to be promoted alongside amateur athletic events.
Glasgow's leading football clubs had won a famous victory.
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They had abolished an amateur ideology which had attempted
to restrict the widespread development of athletics in
Glasgow for almost fifteen years. Moreover, they emerged
as the most influential power group in Scottish sport.
During the late nineties while the losers in the east
reinforced their defences by starting negotiations to
establish a national rugby stadium at Inverleith in
Edinburgh, Glasgow's victorious football clubs raised
athletics, cycling and football to new heights of cornmer-
cial development.
The extent to which the various national governing
bodies promoted their respective sports appears to have
been closely related to the geographical location and socio-
occupational composition of the members of their respective
committees. The S.F.A., S.A.S.A. and at various periods
the W.S.A.A.A., S.A.A.A. and the S.A.A.U., contained a
majority of officials from clubs in Glasgow. For a number
of years, until swimming and football became popular in
other parts of Scotland, the executive committees of the
S.F.A. and the S.A.A.A. were dominated by Glaswegians.64
Ten of the eleven men who held office on the first S.F.A.
oinmittee in 1873 belonged to clubs in Glasgow. Similarly
the first six man. S.A.S.A. committee contained four
Glaswegians. Both governing bodies effectively introduced
sport to all social groups in Glasgow. In contrast,
Scotland's largest and oldest rugby and cricket clubs were
located in Edinburgh. Tables 6.2. and 6.3. illustrate the
composition of the first committees of the two Unions.
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Clubs in the west of Scotland were geographically under
represented. Officials from clubs in Glasgow filled only
four of the 22 seats on the two committees while the
Edinburgh clubs shared twelve seats. With a preponderance
of east coast officials, the S.C.U. and the S.F.TJ. never
became seriously involved with sporting developments in the
west of Scotland. However, it was not just a matter of
geographical representation. The social background of
committee members interacted with a local geographical
bias to influence governing body attitudes and strategies.
It has been possible to trace the occupations of four
committee members of the S.A.S.A. and the S.F.A;: Hugh
McCulloch, a West of Scotland S.C. member, was the first
President of the S.A.S.A. He worked for his father who
owned a decorating business; the Treasurer, Mr R A
Robertson, also a member of West of Scotland S.C., was the
swimming master at Arlington B.C.; Archibald Campbell, a
local merchant and founder member of Clydesdale C.C., was
the first President of the S.F.A.; Ebenezer Hendry,
another Clydesdale C.C. official who also sat on the S.F.A.
committee, was employed by Alexander Paton, a local whole-
sale hosier and glovemanufacturer. 67 At work they all
enjoyed relatively high levels of contact with their
employees. They were in touch with Glaswegians from all
sections of society and so they helped to adopt measures
which met local needs and interests.
At a later date groups of local businessmen who
realised that there was money to be made from sport either
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directly through returns on shareholdings or indirectly
from stand and terrace building agreements, catering con-
tracts or the supply of playing kit, took an active part in
68the decision making machinery of the S.A.A.A. and S.F.A.
The secretary of Celtic P.C., 3 H McLaughlin and the
Rangers F.C. official, Dugald Mackenzie were joined by
others with similar pecuniary motives. Tom White, a
lawyer who had 120 shares in Celtic P.C. in 1907 was
regarded as one of "the foremost men in the Council at
Canton Place", the headquarters of the S.F.A. 69 Other
local businessmen who took a keen interest in footballing
affairs included Archibald Sliman, a grocer from Battlefield
F.C., who became S.F.A. President in 1894 and Thomas Park,
a local industrialist from Cambuslang P.C. who was Vice-
President in 1889.70 Their commercial interests ensured
that athletics, cycling and particularly football, were
widely promoted and publicized.
In comparison, tables 6.2 and 6.3 indicate that the
S.F.U. and the S.C.U. were dominated by officials who had
been educated at private schools and universities in the
east of Scotland. Many were members of the higher profes-
sions such as doctors, advocates or academics. They knew
very little about the sporting needs and tastes of
Glaswegians. Ignorance was reinforced by a desire for
sporting exclusiveness. 71
 The private school former pupils
who dominated the S.C.U. and S.F.U. did not particularly
want to share their games with lower class sportsmen whom
they did not know and from whom they were separated by
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prejudices of birth, wealth arid upbringing. As a result,
both games, but in particular rugby, remained exclusive
community activities which confirmed and. sustained the
existing fellowship amongst a particular social grouping.
All the governing bodies were very successful in
bringing much needed order to the structure of sport at
both local and national level. They provided a valuable
service in formalising the rules of play and determining the
nature of competition. However, over some organisational
and promotional matters they were divided by the related
problems of amateurism and money. Upper middle class
privately educated officials based in Edinburgh clung
rigidly to the ideals of amateurism even though it meant
limiting sporting growth. In contrast lower middle class
officials from Glasgow responded by rejecting the principles
of amateurism: they opened the flood gates for the develop-
ment of new forms of commercial spectator orientated sport -
Glasgow was the crucible for these developments.
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CHAPTER 7
THE C0MMERCIALIATI0N OF SPORT 1850-1914
During the third quarter of the nineteenth century
amateur athletics emerged as the first sport in Glasgow to
attract paying spectators. At the Glasgow Academy annual
sports day in 1868 parents, former pupils and friends paid
6d. to watch a programme of track and field athletics. It
is probable that an entry fee was charged to cover running
costs. Whatever the motive, profits 'were substantial'.1
Several other local sports clubs inaugurated athletic
sports in the early seventies as a diversion from their
principal interest. They charged entry fees and found that
receipts more than adequately covered running costs. By
1880 clubs were making healthy sums of money which helped
to pay for their primary sporting activity. For example
annual sports were an important source of income for
West of Scotland C.C. In 1876 the club took £57 in gate
receipts at its annual sports: in 1880 £96: in 1882 £163.
For many years the annual sports day provided the club with
its largest source of income. While the 1878 sports day
drew £81, the average gate at eight randomly selected
cricket games was only £4.2
A growing number of local football clubs were quick
to capitalise on this new source of income. In 1876
Alexandra Athletic, Pollokshaws Athletic, Parkgrove and
Queen's Park F.C.s held sports. As well as the usual
running, jumping and throwing events, their programmes
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included bicycle races, quoiting contests, golf tests and
five-a-side football competitions. The last activity was
particularly successful in drawing the crowds. 4,000
spectators attended Queen's Park F.C.'s sports in 1878
when besides a comprehensive track and field programme,
Glasgow's leading football clubs competed in a five-a-side
3programme.
Paralleling the increase in the number of spectators
at athletic events, there was a growing interest in
watching football matches. During the early seventies
matches regularly attracted large crowds. Attendances in
Glasgow exceeded those in any other part of Britain. In
England the F.A. cup final played at the Oval in 1872 drew
two thousand spectators while the 1876 final attracted
only 1,500 people. In contrast, during Easter 1876 a
friendly game between Clydesdale and Sheffield Wednesday
F.C.swaswatcl-jed by five thousand Glaswegians while a few
weeks earlier over seven thousand had attended the Scottish
cup final at Hampden Park. Of the six known British foot-
ball attendances in excess of ten thousand recorded
between 1875-79, all but one was in Glasgow.4
By 1880 watching football was firmly established as
the most popular form of Saturday afternoon recreation for
the majority of Glaswegians. 5
 In order to harness the
substantial profits from gate money it was essential for
clubs to be able to control entry through the turnstiles.
This involved either the rental or purchase of grounds.
Queen's Park F.C. was the first club to acquire its own
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premises, although ironically it was to remain committed
to the ideals of amateurism when other clubs began to sign
professional players after new laws were introduced in 1893.
Besides attracting large attendances throughout the winter,
football clubs also turned to the summer sports of
athletics arid cycling as a means of bringing in additional
income. Celtic and RangersF.C.s emerged as the most
successful and profitable clubs, not only in Glasgow, but
in Scotland.6
During 1873 Queen's Park F.C. rented a piece of ground
from Glasgow Corporation for £20 per annum which it called
Hampden Park. 7
 It immediately introduced entrance charges
for spectators and in the first season drew in £34.
Recogriising the need for cover from the weather, the club
built a stand, 80 yards long and 60 feet deep. When it
was opened in 1876 higher fees were charged for entry to
the stand. The capital cost of £306 was nominal when
compared with income. Even before the stand was opened,
the club was taking over £200 per annum through the turn-
stiles. Other clubs were quick to see the income raising
potential of football. Rangers F.C. took over the Kinning
Park ground in 1876. It built a grandstand and enlarged
the spectator capacity. 8 By 1900 there were six senior
clubs in the city with enclosed grounds, four of them with
stands.
After 1880 crowds increased significantly. Graph 7.1
illustrates the general trend. During the eighties crowds
of ten thousand were common at a season's principal
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games. By 1900 a figure of fifty thousand was normal while
in 1914 any major cup or representative fixture attracted
over eighty thousand spectators. Graph 7.1. also
indicates that Glasgow was by far the most advanced area
in crowd pulling potential. None of the major English
cities could challenge Glasgow's dominance. The 1903
England v. Scotland game played in Sheffield was watched
by 31,000 fans, over six thousand of whom were Scotsmen.
On the same day at Celtic Park Glasgow, 22,000 paid to
watch a junior Scotland v. England tie. 1° This interest in
football represented a great deal of income to the clubs.
The annual spectator income at Rangers and Celtic F.C.s
in 1893 was £2808 and £3843 respectively.11
As attendances increased clubs needed larger grounds.
In 1875 Third Lanark Football Club moved from its tiny
Victoria Road Ground to Cathkin Park. In 1876 Rangers F.C.
moved from Burnbank to Kinning Park, the former home of
Clydesdale F.C., where it immediately erected a spacious
stand. In 1884 Queen's Park P.C. transferred to the
second Hampden Park where as well as a stand, it provided
a covered enclosure for some of the standing spectators.
These removals involved considerable expenditure. By 1905,
Celtic, Rangers and Queen's Park F.C.s had spent £130,000
between them on the purchase of grounds and new buildings.12
They quickly recouped their outlays through the turnstiles.
Attendances fluctuated according to results. A
successful run in a cup competition was reflected by an
increase in spectator support. 13 In the period up to 1893,
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the year in which the payment of players was legalised,
Queen's Park F.C. appeared in the Scottish cup final more
than any other club. Table 7.1 indicates that over the
next twenty years the club only reached the final on one
occasion. The advent of the professional player totally
altered the balance of successful performance. The
dominance of Celtic and Rangers F.C.s dates from 1893 and
it is significant that the initiative for the introduction
of the rules governing professionals came from these two
clubs. Initially there were no limits on players' wages
and in the free market, the richest clubs outbid the
opposition in signing talented players. In 1894 Celtic F.C.
paid out £2050 in wages compared to only £743 and £982 by
15Clyde and Third Lanark F.C.s respectively.
Even before the introduction of professionalism the
need to reorganise fixtures was apparent. Spectators
wanted to see exciting matches between evenly balanced
teams. The S.F.L. was formed in 1890 and a second division
was added in 1893. The first division consisted of the ten
leading clubs in Scotland, four of whom were based in
Glasgow. Over the first 25 years Celtic and Rangers F.C.s
won the first division no less than nineteen times between
them.'6
 Gradually the old system of friendly matches was
eliminated amongst the top clubs. The success of the new
arrangements was reflected in two ways. Firstly, attendances
remained high and incomes to clubs increased steadily.'7
Secondly, the emphasis on winning the league led to
attacking football. In the first year of the championship
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814 goals were scored in the 180 games.
The league system was the best type of organisation
for providing popular footballing entertainment on a
profit making basis. It was extended in 1895 when the
four most popular local clubs formed the G.F.L. in order
to extend the number of fixtures at the end of the season
when some clubs were no longer involved in cup ties. In
1898 the G.F.L. included Edinburgh clubs and the title
18
was changed to the Inter-City League.
The growth of professional football in the winter
months was matched by athletics and cycling in the summer.
The larger foothall clubs shrewdly decided to cash in on
the public interest in these sports instead of leaving
their groundsempty in the summer. Celtic F.C., in particu-
lar, went out of its way to develop summer sports.'9
In 1892 it acquired a new ground and laid out separate
cycling and running tracks around the foothall pitch.
The cycle track was properly banked at the corners and was
24 feet wide down the straights. It was the best track in
Scotland arid the combined attendance at two meetings in
1893 was over 25,000. In 1910 Celtic F.C. attracted
forty thousand spectators to a sports day.
The success of cycling was also nurtured by cycle
manufacturers. They invested large sums of money in compe-
titive racing. Cycle tracks became a sector of the
industrial manufacturing process where goods were displayed
to a captive audience. It was on the track where pros-
pective buyers assessed the merits of particular machines.
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It was good publicity to win races so makers went out of
their way to attract the fastest riders whom they subsi-
dised in return for their willingness to use the bicycle
the company made. Success in competition played a vital
part in preserving or enhancing a manufacturer's
reputation. This was particularly so for young riders who
wanted their machines to go as fast as possible and liked
to identify with the current champions.20
Football clubs were ideally placed to turn cycling
and athletics into healthy investments, principally because
they owned enclosed grounds. They also had the resources
to adapt their grounds for sununer sport. Perhaps the
greatest advantage was having loyal supporters who were
looking for an alternative form of entertainment between
football seasons. There was little risk in these ventures
and the resulting income more than justified the additional
investment involved in laying out tracks.21
The football clubs brought a new approach to the
staging of athletics. They set out to entertain the
public with fancy dress races, inter-city events and
invitation races involving the best runners and cyclists
in Britain. 22
 They spent considerable amounts on
advertising in local newspapers and Celtic P.C. paid
Graham White, a famous airman, the sum of £500 to fly in
23
and out of Celtic Park during a sports event.
Table 7.2 indicates that attendances were very high. By
1897 interest at some events was measured in tens of
thousands.
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Table 7.2.	 Attendanceat the principal athletic spzrts in G1SsgcM, l893_1910.24
Year and tnth	 Club	 Venue	 Attendance
April 1893
	 West of Scotland C.C.
	 Hanilton escent
	 "the largest attendance the West
have ever seen.
May	 Glasgow Merchants C.C.
	 Celtic Park
	 13,000 "The stands ware cred to
excess.
July	 Clydesdale Harriers
	 Thrcx Stadiun	 4,000 "Prior to starting a very severe
thunderstorm passed over the city, and
the attendance, therefore, was ih
siiaiier than it wuld have been."
June	 Queen's Park F.C.
	 Harpien Park	 15,000
June	 West of Scotland	 Hanpen Park	 4 ,000
Harriers
August	 Rangers F.C.
	 Throx Stadiut	 7,000 "a gocattendanceof the
general public".
August	 Celtic F.C.	 Celtic Park	 12-15,000
April 1897	 West of Scotland C.C.
	 Hamilton escent
	 "large and fashionable attendance".
May	 Northern C.C.
	 Celtic Park	 25,000
May	 Glasgow Merchants C.C.
	 Celtic Park	 30,000 "an enoricus attendance of
spectators".
July	 Clydesdale Harriers
	 Throx Stadiin	 3,000 "a enall attendance".
June	 Queen's Park F.C. 	 Hanpden Park	 6,000 "A large and fashionable
attendance".
June	 West of Scotland	 Hançxen Park
	 10,000
Harriers
August	 Rangers F.C.
	 Ibrcac Stadiun	 14,000 "a large cr
	 of spectators".
August	 Celtic P.C.	 Celtic Park	 12,000
July	 %'rld Cycle artion-
	 Celtic Park	 Fri. 10,000; Sat. 40,000;
ships	 Mk. 8,000
May	 1904	 Clydesdale Harriers	 Meadowside Park
	 1,500
June	 West of Scotland	 Thrcsc Staditzn	 7,000
Harriers
August	 Rangers F.C.
	 Ibrox Staditin	 12,000
August	 Celtic P.C.	 Celtic Park
	 15,000
June	 Partick Thistle F.C.	 Measide Park
	 3,000 "tt only was there a large
__________________ _________________________ ____________________ attendance."
May	 1910	 Clydesdale Harriers	 Ibrox Stadin	 2,000 "very r attendance".
June	 Queen's Park P.C.	 rox Stadiun	 "ver' discouraging".
May	 West of Scotland	 Celtic Park	 8,000 "gccd attendance".
Harriers
June	 Glas Police	 Parthead
Jwe	 Bellahouston Harriers
	 ox Staditsu	 "r patronage".
June	 Glasgow Clarion C.C.
	 Parkhead	 3,000 "a handful of spectators".
August	 Celtic P.C.	 Celtic Park	
I 
40,000
Notes (i) A clear statenent of the ntsrrs who attended athletic sports uld s
	 to be a siaple
-	 area of research b.it in the days before autonatic turnstiles many of the statistics
published in the loral newspapers ware estimates. Furtherore, even when turnstiles ware
in use, their recording machanieus ware often tampered with for variis reasons and
spectators se to have clixrbed over the fences quite frsguently. 	 sequently sate of
the figures are official, saTe estimates.
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However, the income from summer sports never came
near to challenging the central position of football.
Perhaps if a club structure similar to football had
developed or if professional athletics had flourished, it
would have been more lucrative. Income from summer sports
never represented more than eleven per cent of the annual
income of even the most successful clubs. 25
 As well as
their own annual sports, the big clubs hired out their
facilities to other organizations who wanted to run summer
events. It was another useful source of income and
26publicity.
By 1900 the leading football clubs were raising
additional money through incorporation and limited
liability. Celtic F.C. was the first Scottish club to
adopt company status in 1897. Rangers F.C. followed two
years later. Celtic F.C. quickly sold its first issue of
10,000 x El shares. Later in the same year a further five
thousand were offered and sold. 27 Limited liability was a
most convenient method of raising large sums of money in
a short period of time. Both Rangers and Clyde F.C.s
utilised investors' money to build new stadia. Clyde F.C.
became a limited company in 1898 and invested its capital
in a new ground at Shawfield Park. Similarly Rangers F.C.
raised £12,000 by selling six hundred proprietory shares
at £5 each and nine thousand £1 ordinary shares. The club
spent the money on a new ground which had a spectator
capcity for over eighty thousand.28
Commercialization proved to be a two edged sword.
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There were notable benefits but in other ways sport suffered.
In athletics, cycling, cricket and football, rules were
broken. In the early nineties immediately before the
legalisation of professionalism, a handful of local football
clubs offered under cover payment to players. The problem
was solved in 1893 by legalising professionalism but in
athletics the governing body decided that the sport should
remain amateur. Glasgow's football clubs realised the
commercial potential of athletics. Faced with the amateur
status of performers they resorted to illegal practices.
These included waiving entry fees and offering over -
generous subsistence and travel expenses. In some cases it
also involved direct payments to athletes.
On-course betting gave rise to another malpractice,
'roping'. At a charity sports meeting at Hampden Park a
three mile flat race provided an exciting finish,
"but there were many people who do not
hesitate to declare that something like
an arrangement existed among certain of
the competitors ... we should like to
have an explanation of C D Clelland's
running and strange movements. He could
not hope to be placed himself, with his
"bursting" tactics he introduced in the
mile. Not withstanding the efforts this
competitor was pulling in, he had time to
signal to someone seated on the covered
stand, two laps to go."29
Commercialization caused problems for players,
spectators, club officials and shareholders. Players were
exploited through poor working conditions and rather
mediocre wages. In cricket a servant-master relationship
existed between professionals and amateurs. At West
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of Scotland C.C.,the professional's role was that of a
general servant who was required to meet the capricious
desires of club menthers.3°
Scanty evidence indicates that the wages paid to the
majority of Glasgow's professional sportsmen were only
marginally higher than those of skilled artisans. Few
professional sportsmen could make fortunes from their
talents. In 1900 a local bricklayer earned over £2 a week,
a joiner £l.14.0, a ship'spluinberE2.0.9 and a plater
£l.17.9. Players at Rangers F.C. were paid £2 per week for
a first team appearance and £1 for a second XI game.
Cricket professionals were paid slightly more. However,
they were only employed for 4½ months of the year. In
1385 Charles White, a West of Scotland C.C. professional,
was paid 30/- per week from 15 April until 31 August. In
1901 the club's professional received £2.15.0 per week.31
Impermanence and insecurity of earnings also caused prob-
lems. A footballer's career was brief. It was even
shorter if he failed to sustain his form or suffered
serious injury. Moreover, he could be deprived of employ-
32
ment for of fences committed on the field.
The basis of employment for professional footballers
was the retain and transfer system. Players could not be
signed by a club for more than one season. At the end of
each season clubs listed players whom they wished to retain
and those who were available for transfer. The insecurity
which this created had few counterparts in the industrial
world. Moreover, the transfer of a player during a season
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required permission from the S.F.L.'s management and the
consent of both clubs. Consequently the club with whom
the player was registered had a virtual monopoly over his
services - a situation which would have been regarded as
abhorrent in most other jobs and which has been compared
to a slave market.33
Athletes were also exploited and manipulated by
sporting entrepreneurs. Runners were seen as commodities
to be marketed effectively and profitably displayed with
little concern for their personal well-being. Betting
nurtured extreme forms of-self-interest, much to the detri-
ment of individual athletes.34
Spectators were also badly treated. They witnessed
some unsavoury incidents at the hands of greedy sportsmen.
In athletics and cycling bigger prizes increased the
competitive nature of events and a variety of tactics were
used to ensure success. 35 Cyclists were guilty of
'hemming in', 'elbowing' and 'pocketing'. The most preva-
lent tactic was riding slowly until near the finish when
a sprint was made for the tape. Needless to say, 'loafing',
as it was called, was extremely boring to watch. 36 It
became unacceptable to crowds who were accustomed to
watching exciting, fast flowing soccer games.
At particularly attractive events promoters
exploited spectators by raising entry fees. The drawn
Scottish cup final of 1892 between Rangers and Celtic F.C.s
drew over forty thousand fans. The decision to double the
fee to 2/- for the replay deterred many spectators, only
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fifteen thousand attending. 37
 Promoters also tried to cram
as many people as possible into stadia making it extremely
uncomfortable to watch many of the most popular games.
Spectators also caused problems for each other. Increasing
commerciali2ation helped to attract fans from all sections
of Glasgow society. Working class men displayed cultural
traits, such as swearing, using threatening behaviour and
'exhibitions of ruffianism' which were often kindled by
excessive drinking. After watching a match against Celtic
F.C., a Queen's Park F.C. supporter noted,
"For upholding a decision of the referee I
was howled at by about a dozen of my
neighbours, and one more vigorous than the
rest politely offered to break my jaw."38
This type of behaviour was distasteful to middle class
39groups.
I
Increasing commercialization produced serious
financial problems for clubs. Celtic and Rangers F.C.s
were the most successful market leaders and their dominance
caused problems for a variety of Other sports clubs.
Local football teams could only survive in the competitive
struggle, which was basically a fight to attract
spectators, if they continually improved their playing
efficiency. Continued financial investment was required
to maintain competitiveness. Football clubs who failed to
keep in the running for league and cup trophies soon lost
money at the turnstiles. Eighteen months after adopting
limited liability status, Clyde F.C. skirted the fringe of
liquidation due to a combination of poor playing results
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and large debts incurred from the establishment of a new
ground at Barrowfield. It was only the generosity of its
members and shareholders that enabled the club to escape
bankruptcy. Similarly in 1896 the officers of Third
Lanark P.C. received money from members to enable the club
to face the season's financial obligations.40
With the introduction of professional cycling,
Rangers and Celtic F.C. monopolised the highest levels of
racing as they had the money to attract the leading
British and foreign riders. Glasgow's harrier, cricket
and rugby clubs who had traditionally included cycle races
in their athletic programmes had limited financial resources.
They co.uldnot stage prestigious professional events and
their gates suffered.41
Ironically, commercial success also caused problems
for the successful clubs. Large crowds required super-
vision. Clubs employed policemen to maintain order, to
stop encroachment onto the playing area and to protect
club property. Officers were hired on a commercial basis
with a list of charges for policemen of different rank and
for different duties. 42
 Mounted officers were often
preferred to policemen on foot since rioting fans could
cause widespread damage. In April 1909 Rangers F.C. met
Celtic F.C. in a Scottish cup final at Hampden Park. The
match was drawn and no extra time was played. The replay
was also drawn. It is not clear whether the crowd
expected extra time or thought that it should have been
played. When it was not played, spectators invaded the
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pitch. They wrecked and set fire to pay boxes, trampled
down barriers and fences to provide extra kindling and
destroyed the goal posts and nets.43
Increasing commercialization also led to the con-
traction of some aspects of a number of sports. Glasgow's
most successful junior football teams were always faced
with the problem of the leading professional clubs
pilfering their best junior players. Cash inducements, a
desire to excel and an opportunity to play in front of
large crowds were attractions which few juniors resisted.
The allurements and seductive influences of local senior
clubs caused the downfall of many junior sides.44
There was also a decline in the influence of Glasgow's
oldest football club, Queen's Park F.C. Professionalism
ran counter to its values. It played football simply for
pleasure. Its motto, 'the game for the game's sake', was
a constant reminder of its amateur commitment. It
vigorously but unsuccessfully opposed the formation of the
S.F.L. and professionalism. The effect was a decline in
playing standards and a general reduction in its influ-
ence over all aspects of local and national footballing
matters.
Cycling and athletics suffered through blatant
commercialization. The advent of professional cycling in
1897 confirmed that, the original middle class ideal of
fair play and intrinsic enjoyment had been replaced by a
thorough going sense of profit. In the name of enter-
tainment, cycle racing was trivialised,becoming the
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property of market forces, dominated by material considera-
tions which were alien to amateur ideals. Commercial
appeal was the sole criterion of what should or should not
be offered to the public. Once Celtic and Rangers F.C.s
attracted the best British and foreign 'cracks', spectators
were not interested in watching less talented local riders5
The result was a decline in the quality of both amateur and
professional events. The football clubs were not interested
in staging races for local amateurs and even when they did
entry was by invitation only. Similarly, the smaller clubs
could or would not arrange professional events. Some
dropped cycling completely or simply stopped promoting any
46kind of athletic sports.
Athletics was popular when it was mixed with cycling
but when cycling lost its novelty, so athletics suffered
the same fate. Most sports promoting clubs had no interest
in athletics per Se. It was promoted merely as one part of
a larger sporting spectacle. Without cycling, programmes
of athletics were too mediocre and dull for spectators and
clubs stopped arranging events.
The disadvantages of commercialization were numerous
yet on balance they were outweighed by the benefits which
an increasing flow of money offered local sport. To
increase spectator support, rules were rationalised and
contests were organised and supervised in an efficient and
unbiased manner. When Celtic F.C. promoted professional
athletics in the 1890s, judges from Powderhall Stadium in
Edinburgh were invited to officiate. By shrewdly using the
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phrase 'Under Powderhall Management' in advertisements,
Celtic F.C. inspired confidence in athletes, puriters and
bookmakers since the Edinburgh stadium was the accepted
headquarters of the sport in Scotland where a reputation
47of square dealing was firmly established.
Moreover, with experienced men like J R Gow, the
Ibrox sports promoter and W Maley, the Celtic P.C.
secretary, in charge of arrangements, sporting events were
•	 •	 •	 48inevitably brought to successful conclusions.
Professionalism raised standards of performance and
made sporting events increasingly attractive to watch.
Through regular training, practice and theorising, the
leading football clubs produced some very skilful
players who brought a new dimension to the game. There
was also an improvement in the availability of sports
goods. Shops selling and making sports equipment and
49clothing sprouted up in all parts of the city.
	 In 1885
there were seven cycle makers and agents in Glasgow. By
1895 there were 51 and in 1905 the total had reached one
hundred. Sportsmen benefitted from the numerous schemes
which were adopted to increase sales. During the cycle
boom of the nineties, riders were bombarded with special
offers. The John Griffith 'Cycle Corporation' advertised
courses of free riding lessons while other manufacturers
drew attention to improvements in the design and quality
of their products. Some makers stressed the reputability
and reliability of their models, some offered to build
cycles to any design while others added assorted
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accessories or provided guarantees. The most successful
inducement, however, was the availability of hire purchase
since it placed the cost of acyclewithin the budget of
many wage earners.
Increasing commercialization caused significant
improvements to sports facilities. By 1885 a pattern of
competition had developed amongst Glasgow's three leading
football clubs to build the biggest and best stadium to
accommodate larger crowds and attract major representative
and cup games. Table 7.3. illustrates the pattern of
developments and the manner in which the S.F.A. encouraged
building developments through their attitude to the alloca-
tion of the extremely prestigious and popular Anglo-Scottish
Internationals. The Association invariably selected the
ground with the largest spectator capacity since it shared
52total ground receipts with the F.A. in England.
Until the late eighties Haxnpden Park was the finest
ground in Scotland. It had an excellent fenced off playing
surface and two stands, one of which was covered. In 1887
it was superseded by Ibrox Stadium, built by Rangers F.C.
By 1892 Celtic F.C. had moved to anew ground at the second
Celtic Park, regarded as the best ground in Britain. A
barrier surrounded the field, a wooden terracing was built,
a two storey pavilion with a verandah was provided and
there was a 320 feet long covered stand with room for 3,500
fans. Further improvements were completed in 1895 when
accommodation was enlarged to hold 57,000 and alterations
were made to the press box. The cycle track was also
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Table 7.3.	 The allocation of Anglo-Scottish foothall internationals,
1883-1 914 51
Year. Venue	 Attendance Year Venue	 Attendance
1883	 1899
1884	 CatNcin Park	 10,000	 1900	 Celtic Park
	 62,000
1885	 1901
1886	 Harr^en Park	 11 ,000	 1902	 Ibrox Stadium	 68,114
1887	 1903
1888	 Hampden Park	 10,000	 1904	 Celtic Park	 45,000
1889	 1905
1890	 Harrden Park	 31,000	 1906	 Hampden Park	 100,000
1891	 1907
1892	 Ibrox Stadium	 20,000	 1908	 Harnpden Park	 120,000
1893	 1909
1894	 Celtic Park	 45,000	 1910	 Harrden Park	 100,000
1895	 1911
1896	 Celtic Park	 57,000	 1912	 Harnpden Park	 127,000
1897	 1913
1898	 Celtic Park	 50 ,000	 1914	 Harrden Park	 100,00
Notes (i) Sate notable dates:
1883 Second Harren Park opened.
1887 First Ibrox Stadium opened.
1888 First Celtic Park opened.
1892 Second Celtic Park opened with a spectator
capacity of 50,000.
1896 Seca-id Celtic Park spectator capcity increased
to 57,000.
1902 Second Ibrox Stadium opened with a spectator
capacity of 80,000.
1903 Third Harnpden Park opened with a spectator
capacity of 100,000.
1910 Third Hampden Park spectator capacity increased
to 125,000.
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re-laid with terra-cota, banked up to seven feet and
adjusted to give eighteen laps to five miles. When
completed it was described as "the finest track in
Scotland.
The competition intensified in 1902 when Rangers F.C.
spent £15,000 on a new stadium at Ibrox, which housed
eighty thousand spectators. Some twelve months later
Queen's Park F.C. opened the third Hampden Park which had
a spectator capacity of over a hundred thousand. Needless
to day, the "third Hampden not only transcended all its
predecessors, but ... it eclipsed in appearance any foot-
ball enclosure in Britain past or present."54
Competition to build the best enclosure had great
benefits for spectators. Local fans, who provided the
football clubs with their major source of income, enjoyed
the comfort and safety of some of Britain's finest stadia.
Queen's Park F.C. was the first Scottish club to introduce
covered seating accommodation while Ibrox Stadium heralded
the introduction of terracing. 55
 Celtic F.C. showed great
enterprise to ensure that spectators were adequately
accomrnodation.In 1898, at the initiative of director James
Grant, the club erected a two tier stand with sliding
windows to shut out the wind and rain.56
Crowd safety was also important, particularly after
the Ibrox disaster of 1902 when over 550 spectators were
injured following the collapse of a wooden stand. The
third Hampden Park contained many revolutionary safety
features. At many stadia the terraces were made of wooden
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staging or steel scaffolding. At Hampden Park they were
built on solid ground. The whole arena was sectioned off
to minimise swaying. Crash barriers consisting of wire
cable inserted into barrier posts were also provided.57
Local players, club officials and shareholders
benefitted from sport's increasing commercialization.
Many sportsmen enjoyed a variety of non pecuniary rewards
while a smaller proportion received quite large financial
returns. Although the majority of professional footballers
earned relatively small wages, the leading players with
Celtic and Rangers F.C.s received good incomes.58
Two of many local sportsmen who increased their
incomes by applying their practical experiences to the
world of commercial sport were Mr A G Rennie and William
Wilson. Rennie took up cycling in 1877. As a former pupil
at Glasgow Academy he was brought up in the rugby tradition.
However, as a student studying for a science degree he
became interested in cycling and emerged as one of the
founder members of Glasgow's oldest cycling organisation -
the Royal Scottish B.C. By 1880 he was one of the country's
leading racers holding the title 'Long Distance Champion of
Scotland'. He used his cycling knowledge and experience to
earn a very successful living. After working for three
years as manager of the Howe Cycle Company he opened his
own business in Sauchiehall Street designing, producing and
selling cycles. His thoughtful practical designs were very
popular with local riders.59
William Wilson was a local swimmer who devoted his
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life to teaching a whole range of aquatic activities. He
earned a regular income as the baths manager at the
Victoria B.C. and later the Arlington B.C. He also had
the foresight, literary expertise and practical knowledge
to write several popular books on swimming which were
published to coincide with the opening of Glasgow's first
seven public baths, built between 1878 and 1882. Since
swimming was a new mysterious sport for most Glaswegians,
Wilson planned his books to suit local needs and levels of
ability. The first book, aimed at the novice ,
 swimmer and
entitled 'Swimming, Diving and How to Save Life' was
published in 1876.60 A second work followed in 1878
entitled 'The Bather's Manual'. This 28 page pocket size
book outlined the benefits and correct use of a variety of
type of bathing, many of which were available in Glasgow's
public baths. Swimming received a most comprehensive
coverage in the third book, 'The Swimming Instructor',
which was published in 1883. By this time many Glaswegians
could swim and so the book was aimed at the able swirnmer.6'
Wilson's books were in demand all over the country as
other local authorities established public baths. His
first book was reprinted several times.
Although the money generated by sport was not shared
equally amongst all sportsmenj. sport was more than a job
for many players. For footballers,mediocre financial
rewards were offset by new opportunities for travel,
excitement, enjoyment and fame. Footballers could assert
themselved in a direct appeal to the crowd who paid to see
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them play, praised their talent and applauded their
athletic prowess. A successful playing career ensured a
kind of primitive mythical irrimortality in the estimation
of the local ttribet62
There were other more obvious non pecuniary benefits.
Bigger grounds brought improvements in dressing room
accommodation. In 1885 alterations were made to the
pavilion at Hampden Park which was enlarged to contain
shower baths, lavatories, a gymnasium and reading and
committee rooms. In 1914 Queen's Park F.C. spent £5,350
on a new pavilion at the third Hampden Park. It housed
club offices, a large reading room, a gymnasium, a board
room and two dressing rooms with hot and cold water and
swimming ponds. 63
 Local athletes could also play and race
on some of Britains finest fields and tracks. Most cup
final ties, athletic and cycle events were held at Ibrox,
Hampden or Celtic Park and all three clubs also made their
facilities available for training purposes to local
64
sportsmen.
Sport offered new opportunities for employment and
prosperity to local businessmen and industrialists. It
was soon realised that there was a vast market for sports
equipment and clothing. In 1885 there were eight football
outfit makers in the city. By 1900 the figure had risen to
65twenty.	 During the cycle boom of the nineties, enter-
prising men rushed into the market creating new shops,
agencies and small bicycle plants. In a city with a
tradition in engineering, men from local firms emerged who
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were prepared to form their own companies. Typical of
many was William McLean who was an engineer by profession.
In 1893 he vacated his job as an overseer in a large
engineering firm to start his own company, producing the
'St. Vincent' cycle. By 1897 he employed forty men.
Glasgow's oldest cycle companies also spawned new business-
men. In 1879 Mr W C Walk began work for the Howe Machine
Company as a junior book keeper. By 1884 he was appointed
cashier - a job in which he gained a good understanding of
the cycle trade and its internal relations. With this
knowledge he set up the Victorian Manufacturing Company in
the early nineties, producing and selling his own machines.
Established traders also made and sold cycles. J Williams
and Company of 5 Salkeld Street who made fittings for shop
windows was manufacturing cycles at the Southern Cycle
Works off Cook Street by 1890. Thomas Hill and Company
Limited, auctioneers and valuators and R Hawks, a local
66leather dealer, were also involved in the trade.
Many firms produced bicycle accessories. Shops such
as the John Griffiths 'Cycle Corporation' in Mitchell
Street sold bicycle lamps, bells, saddles, tools, tyres,
trouser clips, rear view mirrors, oil, etc., at the usual
'lowest prices'. 67 Clothing manufacturers produced
garments which ranged from bloomers, stockings and capes to
shoes, pants with reinforced seats and even bicycle corsets.
Local printing firms profited from a demand for vast
quantities of printed material while tobacconists and
newsagents became agents and distributors of tickets and
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programmes. To attract customers they also offered free
window space to clubs who wanted to display their swimming,
athletic and cycling prizes. Hay, Nisbett and Company of
Jamaica Street were popular suppliers of tickets, rule
books, programmes and posters, while William Scougal of
Marlborough Street, who specialised in bill posters, gave
68
special discounts to cycle and football clubs.
The building and newspaper industries also capitalised
on the growth of sport. A number of building firms had
contracts with Glasgow's three principal football clubs to
build and maintain their stadia. Mr Fred Braby of St.
Enoch Square, manufacturers of roofing, wire netting and
railings, supplied many of the materials for the second
Ibrox while Duncans, a local building firm, constructed
the stadium. 69
 After 1880 local newspapers gave serious
coverage to organised sport to increase sales. Daily and
weekly newspapers, society journals and women's magazines
had their sports correspondents. In addition, knowledge
about sports increasingly complex organisation - its
fixtures, venues, times, personnel and results - was spread
by a number of specialist sporting publications. In
September 1884 the Glasgow Evening News was one of the first
British newspapers to produce a 6 p.m. edition containing
results of the principal games played that afternoon.
Four hundred copies were sold. By the end of the season
the circulation had risen to five thousand. Companies
based in Glasgow produced five specialist newspapers in
the period from 1882_1914.70
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As a method of encouraging trade some shopowners
offered prizes to clubs and associations. In 1885 for
example, Francis Lochrane, a local wine merchant, donated
a cup to the G.P.J.F.A. At the time Lochrane was a local
wine merchant with a store at 4-6 Eaglesham Street,
Plantation. In 1888 he opened a second shop in Govan Road.
Similarly William Bell, an athletic outfitter of
20 Argyle Street, presented two cups to the G.J.F.A. in
1884 71
Local sports club shareholders reaped a number of
direct and indirect pecuniary and some non pecuniary
benefits from sport. Table 7.4. provides an occupational
analysis of the shareholders at Glasgow's two principal
sports clubs, Celtic and Rangers F.C.s in 1899/1900 and
1914. In this period it appears that there was a small
change in the occupational make-up of shareholders. For
example at both clubs there was a 3% to 5% decline in the
number of businessmen holding shares and an 8% decline in
the number of semi and unskilled manual workers. At
Rangers F.C. there was also a 6% decline in the number of
skilled manual workers and a 12% decline in the number of
clerical staff. In contrast, the latter group increased
by 8% at Celtic P.C. However, since the occupations of
over 13% of the total number of shareholders are unknown,
the changes may be more apparent than real. Moreover,
despite the incompleteness of the statistics it is clear
that three occupational groups dominated the shareholdings
of the two clubs.
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At Celtic F.C. shareholdings were skewed in favour
of the lower working class manual worker and the middle
class businessman. Manual workers held an average of 32%
of the total number of shares with the holdings of semi
and unskilled men being especially large and noteworthy.
Businessmen with an average of 24% and white collar
clerical staff with an average of 12% of the total
shareholdings were the next largest groups. At Rangers
F.C. shareholdings were dominated by the same occupational
groups but there was a contrast in the distribution of
shares. Manual workers held an average of 29% of the
total shareholdings and within this category unlike
Celtic F.C., it was skilled labour aristocrats employed in
the shipyards which lay close to Ibrox Stadium who owned
most shares. In contrast to Celtic F.C. businessmen were
not so dominant. They held an average of 17% of the total
shareholdings, which was 1% less than the second largest
group of shareholders - white collar clerical staff.73
Few Glaswegians derived direct pecuniary benefits
from holding shares. Celtic F.C. was the only local club
to pay a dividend to its shareholders before 1914. In
1898 it paid a 20% dividend and then seven successive 10%
74dividends.	 28 of Celtic F.C. s 202 shareholders who each
owned more than fifty shares in the company in 1900 had
invested wisely -particularly local publicans James Grant
who owned 801 shares and James Reily with 560 shares and
David McLaskey a J.P. from Belfast with 500 shares and
75John McXillop, a local restaurant owner who held 450 shares.
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But for the majority of Celtic F.C.'s shareholders, who
owned less than fifty shares and for all Rangers F.C.'s
shareholders who never received a return, there was little
or no direct monetary benefits.
However, some shareholders sought profit indirectly.
There was the possibility of commercial motivation in the
form of contracts, particularly for equipment, buildings
and refreshments. In 1899 Archibald Leitch, a local
consulting engineer, was awarded a contract to design the
plans for Ibrox Stadium. At the time he held £55 worth of
shares in Rangers F.C. Similarly, Penman Brothers who
owned a drapers shop at Bridgeton Cross, were shareholders
in Celtic F.C. to whom they supplied playing kit.76
Since football clubs regularly brought large numbers
of men together who enjoyed a drink both before and after
a match, a remarkable number of shareholders were men
involved in the drink trade such as restaurant owners,
publicans, spirit merchants and brewers. 50% of business-
men holding Celtic F.C. 's shares had links with the trade.77
In 1899 twelve of the nineteen businessmen holding fifty
or more shares in Rangers F.C. were wine and spirit
merchants. Many owned premises within a half mile radius
of Ibrox Stadium. J Maclntyre who owned one hundred shares
had a public house in Paisley Road. Thomas Vallance with
£55 worth of shares ran a public house in Maxwell Drive
while W E McColl, another £100 investor, owned a licensed
grocery shop in Durnbarton Road.78
Table 7.4. illustrates that at both clubs manual
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workers who formed the largest group of shareholders,
held small numbers of shares. At Celtic F.C. nearly half
of the total number of shareholders who held between one
and ten shares were manual workers, of which the majority
were semi and unskilled workers, particularly labourers.
At Rangers F.C. manual workers, most of whom were skilled
labour aristocrats, made up 33% of investors with between
one and ten shares. There was also a disproportionate
number of white collar clerical staff (23% of the one to
ten shareholders), many of whom had been at the fore in
the organisation and support for the club from the early
seventies. With so few shares it was impossible for any
of them to gain any real financial benefits from their
investments. However, they gained important non pecuniary
rewards. Shareholding was an extension of their roles as
supporters. They probably drew considerable intrinsic
satisfaction from having a formal link with their team.
A feeling of belonging was reinforced by having preference
over the distribution of tickets, the opportunity to vote
at the club's annual general meeting and even the possibility
of election to the directorate.79
The commercialization of late nineteenth century sport
differed only in scale from early nineteenth century forms
of commercial sport such as prize fighting. In both there
was fierce competition, players were exploited, rules were
broken and gambling was common. The scale of late nine-
teenth century commercial sport however, affected a wider
range of issues. New industries were created and some of
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the more established ones, such as the construction and
building industries, prospered. Transport systems were
affected and public usage increased. Perhaps the group
who benefitted least was the players, particularly foot-
ballers. Their wages which represented only a tiny
faction of a club's turnover did not increase in proportion
to the growth of attendances. As a group they were slow to
organise a players' union and so they were easily exploited
by shareholders and directors. Football's governing body
was dominated by representatives from the clubs which stood
to gain most from commercialization and it did little to
guard against exploitation. Football and for a time
cycling and athletics were controlled by entrepreneurs
interested mainly in prof it and so part of the city's
sporting life became enmeshed in wider business and
industrial practices. However, commercial influences were
not all-encompassing. A handful of less easily identif i-
able socio-cultural forces such as class, religion and race
were also important and chapter eight examines their
influence on local sporting patterns.
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CHAPTER 8
SOCIAL CLASS, RELIGION AND RACE 1850-1914
The first sports clubs in Glasgow were founded and
run by and for upper middle class men in business and the
professions. Of the members or founder members of the
city's earliest golf, swimming and cricket clubs, 58%
were merchants and industrialists, 23% were gentlemen or
professional men of high status - lawyers, doctors, bankers
and accountants, 10% were employed in the higher grades of
clerical or commercial administration and 5% were in the
armed forces. In contrast, only 10% were lower grade
white collar clerical workers and only 1% were skilled
manual workers. (Table 8.1). The members of Glasgow's
first football club, Queen's Park, included Mungo Ritchie,
a partner in the firm of Messrs. Mann and Byers; James
Grant, a commission agent; Robert Davidson, a provision
merchant; H N Smith, a partner in the firm of Smith and
Welistood and Charles Campbell, a businessman who later
served on Glasgow Town Council. Rangers F.C. was founded
by Mr Noses McNeil, a successful businessman who owned a
local hat and hosiery shop. 2	West of Scotland F.C.,
the city's first rugby club, was established by men from
Scotland's leading private schools, the majority from
Glasgow Academy, the rest from the Edinburgh boarding
schools. 3	It is likely, too, that Glasgow's three
earliest cycling clubs, the Royal Scottish B.C., the
Lanarkshire B.C. and the Northern B.C. (all established
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in 1879) were founded by,
sportsmen.
and run for, middle class
The social composition of the membership of Glasgow's
earliest sports clubs had changed only moderately by 1914.
(Table 8.2). The proportion of members from higher grade
white collar occupations (19%) and from skilled manual
occupations (8%) had risen slightly, but 66% of the
members continued to come from the ranks of businessmen
and the superior professions. With an entry fee of ten
guineas and an annual subscription of two guineas in 1906,
clubs like
	
Glasgow G.C. were bound to retain their
positions as exclusive middle class sporting enclaves. As
a popular commentator on the West of Scotland F.C.
observed in 1906, the club, "then [1870, as now, largely
consisted of public school men.b
When, during the last quarter of the nineteenth
century, a growing number of lower middle and respectable
working class Glaswegians began to take part in sport
they did so by forming clubs of their own. Most of the
lower middle class activists were employed as clerks in
local shipping and insurance agencies. The majority of
working class sportsmen belonged to the 'labour
aristocracy' - skilled workers such as engineers, builders,
masons, bricklayers and craft workers - who enjoyed
economic security and high rates of pay.
A variety of agencies formed the focal points
around which these men established sports clubs. The
workplace was a particularly important entry point.
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Daily Mail employees formed a cricket club in 1882. The
Neptune Swimming Club had strong links with the engineering
firm of Wylie and Lochead while the Caxton Swimming Club
was established by a group of local printing workers.
Villafield Swimming Club consisted of employees of the
well established printing firm of Blackie and Sons. The
St. Rollox Locomotive Golf Club, founded in 1902, and the
Glasgow and South Western Railway Golf Club, established
in 1907, were formed by railway workers.7
Religious organisations were another popular focal
point. Local churches and chapels established sports
clubs in order to maintain church solidarity and attract
new recruits. Woodhead Swimming Club was formed in 1887
by the clergy at the Glasgow Free College Church Mission.
Two years later Fairfield Swimming Club was established
by leaders of the Bible Class at Fairfield United Free
Church. The club was very popular with local shipyard
workers, the majority of whom were skilled tradesmen.
Ministers at Dundas Street Congregational Church, Claremont
United Free Church and St. Bride's Episcopal Church formed
8golf clubs.
Some sports clubs were set up by men who lived in
the same district. The siting of public baths in a number
of suburbs was particularly conducive to the development
of neighbourhood swimming clubs. The Clarendon Swimming
Club was formed by a group who took swimming lessons in
the North Woodside Baths while the Eastern Swimming Club
consisted of a collection of east end enthusiasts who met
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regularly at the Greenhead Baths. The Glasgow Wheelers'
Cycle Club was formed by riders in the Townhead area
9during 1904.
In some cases improvement institutions which were
heavily supported by the local labour aristocracy enhanced
and publicizedtheir attractiveness by forming clubs. In
particular the teetotal movement appealed strongly to the
upper working class. In 1887 the United Abstainers and
Glasgow Temperance Athletic Football Clubs were
established. In local Star of Hope and Good Templars
organisations, cycle groups were formed. St. George's
Cooperative Society established various sporting sections
as part of a wider programme of educational improvement
classes. Physical activities included swimming, football,
cycling and drill, each sport receiving financial
support from the society's educatio.n and benevolent fund.'°
Political organisations also became focal points
for a number of sporting groups. Local Conservatives and
Liberals formed golf clubs and Socialists were particularly
active cyclists. Sport enabled these clubs to widen their
appeal and added new vigour to political groups which
often took themselves too seriously. The Glasgow Socialist
Cycle Club was established in 1894 when a few riders
joined together toutilisetheir cycles in supporting the
Labour candidate at an election in Mid-Lanark. They con-
tinued to cycle together and joined the national network
of Clarion Clubs. The membership consisted of labour
aristocrats, lower middle class white collar office staff
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and a sprinkling of wealthier sympathisers) 1 As well
as organising cycling trips or
	 'Clarion'
Meets', the Glasgow section was a powerful and active
advocate of Socialism. On some of their weekly runs
members distributed leaflets and spread the Socialist
message in towns and villages throughout the west of
Scotland. They often headed trade union and politcal
demonstrations. 12 A second Clarion Club was established
in Govan in 1905.
Clubs provided a range of services and organised
numerous activities to meet the sporting requirements of
members. The most basic was to ensure access to suitable
playing areas. Glasgow's earliest sports clubs secured
private facilities. In 1848 Clydesdale C.C. became the
13first local club to obtain a private playing area. 	 In
the twenty years after 1850 several other cricket and
some rugby clubs secured their own grounds. They were
quickly followed by a handful of swimming clubs, a golf
club and a growing number of football clubs. After 1880
an increasing variety of public facilities became
available to local clubs.14
To supplement informal sporting contact between
members, clubs organised a range of semi-formal and formal
events. Intra-club competitionswere always popular.
Queen's Park F.C. arranged games between members every
Monday, Wednesday and Saturday during the summer of 1868
on the Queen's Park Recreation Ground, showing great
ingenuity in arranging sides: heavy weights played light
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weights, members who lived north of Eglinton Toll played
their southern counterparts and a President's XI played a
Captain's team.' 5
 Swimming clubs arranged intra-club
swimming, diving and water polo competitions for members
of all ages and abilities. At Glasgow G.C. intra-club
events began in 1871.16
Cycle clubs arranged both competitive and non
competitive events. Touring was particularly popular with
members. The touring season lasted from early April until
late October and every Saturday groups of cyclists left
Glasgow to ride to a variety of places. Dressed in their
colourful riding uniforms they gathered at popular
meeting places such as St. Enoch Square, Kelvingrove Park,
the Court House by Glasgow Green or Tron Church to cycle
to venues as far apart as Callander, Fintry, Arrochar,
Largs or Rowardennan. The most organised clubs issued
'touring cards' which contained information on
forthooming trips. 17 Some clubs even awarded badges
to members who cycled over a certain distance (usually
between 80 and 120 miles) on a day's tour.
Competitive activities were also organised. Road races
were popular, particularly with young riders who liked
to show off their fitness and skill in front of older
club members. The Parkhouse Cycle Club ) like many
local groups, held its annual races on the
Iilmarnok Road offering prizes for events over one,
three, five and ten miles.
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As the popularity of each sport spread inter-club
competitionswere arranged. By 1890 the growth of a range
of clubs had led to the development of a relatively
large system of inter-club fixtures which usually took
the form of league or knock out cup competitions.18
Clubs also provided opportunities for instruction and
offered members information about all aspects of their
particular sport. Private baths clubs appointed baths
masters who gave lessons in basic swimming, stroke improve-
ment, diving and water polo. Cycle clubs offered instruc-
tion in simple riding skills, road safety and cycle mainte-
nance. They also gave regular reports on the state of
roads, places to visit, advice on repairs and up to date
news of new models.
One of the basic objectives of the sports clubs was
to counteract the loneliness and impersonality of city
life. During Glasgow's early industrial growth,
recreations had been largely communal affairs based on
seasonal and cyclical rhythms. The Glasgow Fair had
dances, festive displays, ceremonials and rough sports
which were carried on within the context of a whole
community culture. However, during the first quarter of
the century in the name of decency and order,fairgoers
were discouraged from participating in various aspects of
the carnival and by 1850 its sporting content had vanished.
The growth of the cotton and engineering industries brought
a rationaljsation of work. Leisure became a separate and
identifiable sphere of social life. Industrial processes
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imposed new restrictions of time and space on individuals.
In contrast to the more intimate personal relationships
of early industrial society, concentrated industrializa-
tion encouraged the segmentation of human relations
which were largely anonymous superficial and transitory.
For immigrants from a range of Scottish and Irish crofting
communities life was lonely. At the same time the collapse
of the city's own traditional social and cultural life
increasingly denied locally born groups their established
forms of social contact.
To overcome feelings of social isolation sports
clubs organised a whole range of social events to provide
members with the opportunity to develop a new sense of
community and corporate identity. Clubs brought together
men, and later women too, who devoted some of their time
to enhance levels of consociation and conviviality outside
the framework of the home and the workplace. Clubs pro-
vided a forum where members could meet for comradeship and
conversation. Turkish baths, reading, smoking and
recreational rooms were provided at Glasgow's private baths
clubs for daily informal contact between members. In 1874
Glasgow G.C. converted a Corporation tool shed into a two
roomed club house. By 1887 it was enlarged and a bar
19installed.
Eating, drinking and dancing and the art of con-
versation were integral aspects of the sporting life. For
some, particularly older members, social events probably
provided the principal reason for joining a club or for
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renewing their memberships after the desire or ability to
20participate in sport had passed. 	 The annual dinner was
an important date in the calendar of any club. Most
groups held their dinners in local high class hotels
which provided good food and drink. In 1883 the Glasgow
University Bicycle Club hired Messrs. Ferguson and
Forrester's in Buchanan Street. At the e.ve.r,b , ""The
dinner" to use the words of the late secretary of the club,
"proved, like its predecessors, socially and gastronomi-
cally a success"."21
Many other social events were organised to enhance
social cQntactamongstmembers. Arlington B.C. arranged
dances, fancy dress balls, conversaziones and card playing
evenings. Bazaars were occasionally held to raise money
and a debating society was quite active. 22 Smoking concerts
were particularly popular with local cycle clubs. Members
provided their own entertainment ranging from singing and
comic recitals	 to musical pieces and poetry readings.
Queen's Park F.C. formed a musical and drama section in the
early seventies which went on to give concerts in towns
throughout the west of Scotland. To some club members
non sporting functions were the most important aspect of
club life. Cycle clubs were notorious for their pre-
occupation with eating and drinking. Events which had
originally been arranged to sustain membership interest
during the winter months all too often became excuses for
heavy bouts of drinking.
"The so-called smoking concert of bicycle
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clubs provides nominally a recreative and
instructive evening of music, and a means
as the promoters usually state of "keeping
the numbers together in the winter". As a
matter of fact, it degenerates, too often
into little better than a drinking bout;
and the spectacle of numbers of young men
sitting the long evening through in a
reeking and tobacco-laden atmosphere,
while they fill themselves with liquor to
the accomplishment of vulgar and often
obscene songs, is certainly the reverse
of edifying."23
Women were gradually given the opportunity to
participate to a greater or lesser extent in swimming,
cycling, golf and tennis. They became members of existing
male clubs where their presence tended to enhance the
level of social activity and allowed new friendships to be
formed and old ones cultivated with new members of both
sexes.
Glasgow's various socio-economic groups also used
sports clubs to maintain their positions in the social
pecking order. Although this was important for groups in
any town or city it was particularly so in Glasgow because
of the physical juxtaposition of socially different
residential zones. For example, Hilihead quickly sheered
off into the shipyards of Partick and Kelvinside soon ran
into the mixed industrial area of Maryhill. Kinning Park
and Tradeston merged onto Pollokshields. There was no
gradual transition between these areas and it was not easy
for one particular social group to insulate itself from
other Glaswegians 24
Upper middle class groups adopted a number of
strategies to ensure that no interloper penetrated their
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well established sporting worlds. High entry fees and
annual subscriptions not only provided important sources
of income but also restricted entry to wealthy people.
In 1892 it cost four guineas to join Glasgow G.C. and
one guinea for an annual subscription fee, twice the price
of playing golf at any other local club. By 1903 the
entry fee had risen to seven guineas and the annual sub-
scription cost £2.2.0, 53% dearer than at Eastwood G.C.,
the city's second most expensive club where a combined
entry fee and subscription cost £4.8.025
Elaborate laborious and restrictive enrolling pro-
cedures also discouraged prospective members. Applicants
to Glasgow G.C. had to be proposed seconded and then
approved by the existing membership. Most of the city's
earliest rugby clubs also adopted specific entry require-
ments. Four of the seven rugby clubs from the west of
Scotland which joined the S.F.U. between 1880-96 were
restricted to members of particular schools or volunteer
forces. 26 Similarly, it was difficult for all but the
most acceptable ladies to join a private baths club. In
December 1876 the North British Daily Mail noted that some
spectators at an Arlington Gala, "would have joined the
mermaids on the spot had the rules of the club allowed, but
there is no chance at the Arlington for outsiders."27
Prospective lady members had to be related to existing
club members.
Some clubs also placed ceilings upon the number of
members. Glasgow's earliest cycle clubs such as the
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Southern B.C. and the Royal Scottish B.C. restricted their
28
memberships to thirty.
	 Club membership was based upon
the members' conception of social comfort and the basis
of such comfort was homogeneity. Consequently when new
working class clubs were established they usually received
little support from existing middle class clubs. This was
particularly true in rugby and cricket where local clubs
such as Clydesdale C.C., West of Scotland F.C. and Glasgow
Academicals' F.C. ignored requests from new clubs for
fixtures. When eventually games were arranged., the senior
clubs turned out their second teams.
The timing of activities also restricted interest.
It was not unusual for rugby and cricket clubs to play
games on a Wednesday while in 1885 the Glasgow Tricycle
Club held meets every alternate Saturday starting at 8 a.m.
Few manual workers had any leisure time on a Saturday
morning.
One of the most striking examples of the local con-
cern for the maintenance of social distance was the treat-
ment given to professional cricketers. Several ritual and
symbolic devices were used to delineate the social
difference between the lower class professional and the
status conscious upper middle class amateur. Professionals
and amateurs changed in separate dressing rooms and walked
to the wicket through different gates. In newspaper
reports and on scorecards a professional was denoted by
initials after his surname while an amateur's initials
always preceeded his surname.29
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The respectable working class, too, used sports
clubs to confirm their own particular identity. To some
extent they formed clubs because they were excluded from
existing middle class clubs. But, more positively, it was
also an attempt by the labour aristocracy to create a
sense of identity and establish both their separation from
other members of the working class and independence from
middle class patronage.30
The activities of local swimming clubs which were
dominated by lower middle and respectable working class
Glaswegians reflected the concern for independence
respectability and self-improvement. Dances, dinners,
smoking concerts, conversaziones, debates and rambling
trips were extremely popular with members• •
	 Western
S.C. had a rambling section which arranged educational
trips to local beauty spots and industrial sites. In 1903
the club visited Campsie Glen, ThornliebankModel Village,
Mugdoch Water Works, Huntershill Quarries and Craighead
Coal Mine. As relationships between members developed and
matured the club arranged outings during annual holidays.
Since other clubs in the city had also established similar
events the local swimming fraternity developed both
healthy inter-club sporting and social relationships.
During the Glasgow Fair Holiday in 1904 members of the
Western S.C. Rambling Section spent a week at the 'Gordon's
Camp' at Tarbet.
"All the members of the camp, or the big
majority, were members of Glasgow Swimming
Clubs, and a right cheery and pleasant party
they formed."31
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It was a most visible sign of intra-class social identity
and companionship and an important contribution to the
image of prosperity and self-improvement.
The sporting interests of the overwhelming majority
of working men however, were channelled into watching
professional sport, chiefly football, cycling and
athletics. In 1892 Scottish Referee noted that, "The
masses ... can be brought out in thousands to witness
football in all kinds of wintry weather." 32 In the summer,
cycling and athletics contests were almost as popular.
At Celtic F.C.'s sports in 1894,
"The attendance has been estimated at
somewhere between twelve and fourteen
thousand, which at any time would be
considered a satisfactory gate; but in
a dull season such as has been experienced
in the west, and at a period of depression
among the working classes, it must be
looked upon as most exceptional."33
At the second part of the meeting which took place
on the following Monday,
"Considering that the hour of starting was
extremely early for the working class
patrons of the sport, many having come
direct to the ground, the attendance was
wonderfully good. "34
Football was watched by the whole spectrum of working
men from skilled engineers to unskilled dockworkers. At
the Scottish cup final in 1892,
"never before was there such a number of
the working classes, many of whom from
their besmeared faces and dust-covered
clothes had gone straight to the field
instead of getting their Sunday coats
on, seen at Ibrox."35
The reference to Sunday coats is significant. At the turn
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of the century references were continually made to
'artisans', 'mechanics', 'clerks', 'the black coated
artisan' and men 'dight in their Sunday braws', which
illustrates that many skilled tradesmen watched football.
On the other hand, the reference to 'besrneared faces' and
'dust-covered clothes' indicates that less respectable
unskilled workers were equally prominent.
Table 8.3. which analyses the only known pre-1914
source of empirical data on the social composition of foot-
ball crowds confirms the enormous working class interest
for watching the game. On Saturday April 5th 1902 the
annual Scotland v. England fixture took place at Ibrox
Stadium. During the game the top part of the west
terracing which reached a height of forty feet collapsed.
26 people died and over five hundred were injured. The
names and personal details of most of the casualties were
collated by the Govan Police and appeared in the Glasgow
Herald. It has been possible to trace the occupations of
281 of those hurt in the incident. They were employed
in 116 different jobs.
Clearly there are problems in evaluating the
representativeness of the crowd. It was an international
match which may not have drawn the same people who attended
local club games. The 1/- admission - a 100% increase on
normal league games - may also have affected the crowd
composition. However, the incident took place in the
cheapest part of the ground so the socio-occupational
status of the rest of the crowd would have been similar or
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probably higher. Though there is no information on those
occupying stand seats it seems likely that the injured
represented the lower end of the social spectrum of those
present. Despite these problems the evidence confirms
that it was skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled working
class males employed inthebuilding, metal and ship-
building industries who formed the bulk of local football
crowds.
Numerous factors contributed to the enormous working
class appetite for the game. It provided the only
opportunity for many men to have any interest in sport
because they were denied active involvement by a combina-
tion of long working hours, a lack of paid holidays and
low wages. Moreover, some had a disinterest in personal
physical activity, which had been nurtured by a life
spent in manual labour. 37 The exclusionary practices
adopted by existing clubs also affected participation.
However, spectating was not merely a substitute for active
involvement. Watching football was intrinsically attrac-
tive and at the same time it created a sense of personal
belonging and group identity which contrasted sharply
with the impersonality of everyday life, Working class
enthusiasm for the game was indicative of the need to
break out of the frustrating confinement of Glasgow's
urban environment where life was regulated by the rhythm
of the machine. 38 Watching a Saturday afternoon cere-
monial battle provided working men with opportunities for
inter-personal contact to counteract feelings of alienation
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and anomie. Spectators grew to identify with the local
community through regular support at the local football
ground. This eased the feeling of constant alienation
and saw the emergence of the fanatical football
39
supporter.
The common purpose was to urge the local team to
victory. The most obvious expressions of community feeling
and group loyaltywereheering, singing songs and the
formation of local brake clubs. 40 Brake clubs were formed
by small groups of local supporters in order to facilitate
travel arrangements to games. The brakes were 24 seater,
four in hand wagonettes. The payment of a weekly sub-
scription ensured aplace in the brake for home games and
a seat on a train to away matches. In 1895 Celtic F.C.
had fourteen clubs providing supporters with feelings of
group : membership and integration. Members shared a bond
of mutualaspirations and disappointments, of specific
knowledge and inside information about their team and
most importantly of all,a public declaration of their
belonging to a shared group cause. 41 Brake clubs also led
vigorous social lives. The Celtic F.C. brakes were
particularly active, arranging suppers, picnics and trips
down the Clyde. The annual meeting of the United Celtic
Brake Clubs held in the Grand National Hall, Govan was a
notable date in the Irish calendar.
In the novel 'The Good Companions', J B Priestley
describes most succintly the community appeal of a local
football team. Although the story is set in the 1930s,
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it could refer to the attitude prevalent in any working
class community in late nineteenth century Glasgow.
"For a shilling Bruddersford United
A.F.C. offered you Conflict and Art; it
turned you into a critic, happy in your
judgement of fine points, ready in a
second to estimate the worth of a well-
judged pass, a run down the touch-line,
a lightning shot, a clearance kick by
back or goalkeeper; it turned you into
a partisan, holding your breath when the
ball came sailing into your own goal mouth,
ecstatic when your forwards raced away
towards the opposite goal, elated, down-
cast, bitter, triumphant by turns at the
fortunes of your side.
What is more it turned you into a
member of a new community, all brothers
together for an hour and a half, for not
only had you escaped from the clanking
machinery of this lesser life, from work,
wages, rent, doles, sick pay, insurance
cards, nagging wives, ailing children,
bad bosses, idle workmen, but you had
escaped with most of your mates and your
neighbours ... and there you were,
cheering together, thumping one another
on the shoulders, swopping judgements
like lords of the earth. . "42
Within the working class world of spectator sport
local religious and ethnic differences had profound effects
on patterns of development. In the two decades after 1845
a large nuiriber of Irishmen and their families, the majority
of whom were Catholics, left Ireland to settle in Glasgow9
Once across the Irish Sea they were met with indifference,
resentment and suspicion from native Scotsmen. Three
principal factors accounted for the hostility. Firstly
the immigrants' Catholic religion clashed with the ideals
of Scottish Presbyterianism. Secondly the Irish were
hungry for work and so they increased the competition for
jobs and placed ill timed pressure on already inadequate
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public health and housing provision. Thirdly in 1849 many
thousands of Scots and Irish died from an outbreak of
cholera. Although the epidemic came from Europe the
Irish were blamed for the disease. The ordinary Glaswegian
turned against the Irish with fury. Local Inspectors of
the Poor illegally deported many Irish families and at the
same time the press became a focus point and mouthpiece
for Protestant hopes and fears. In 1850 a violently anti-
Catholic organization, 'The Scottish Reformation Societyt
was established. It created a ground swell of anti-
Catholic feeling which gave birth to two ultra Protestant
newspapers - The Bulwark - a Free Presbyterian Church
publication which lasted for many years and the short
44lived Scottish Protestant.
The immigrants reciprocated the bigoted attitudes
of their hosts. Rather than attempt to assimilate with
the general population they separated themselves off into
isolated communities crowding into Glasgow's most densely
populated and insanitary districts such as Bridgegate,
Cowcaddens, Gorbals, St Andrew's Square, Maryhill and
Anderston where they lived in inadequate accommodation and
poor health conditions. 45
 Segregated in their residence
they were also segregated in their work. Unskilled
Irishmen were obliged to take whatever work they were
offered and inevitably they were directed towards the
lowest paid forms of heavy physical labour. They were
employed as labourers in brickworks, potteries, dockyards
46
and in the terrible conditions of chemical works.
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The uniformity of their circumstances instilled a
certain mental solidarity which was held together by
shared religious beliefs. The over-arching social 'glue'
which permeated the Irish social structure was Catholicisin7
It was developed and promoted in Glasgow by powerful Irish
priests 48 and given aboost in 1878 when a Catholic
hierachy was restored to Scotland after a lengthy inter-
ruption which had lasted 275 years. Glasgow became one of
the country's two Archdioceses and Catholic life took on
an increasingly organised forrn,centred on the local parish
church which provided religious and secular education,
social activity and relief for the aged and the poor. A
handful of cultural and quasi religious associations such
as the Ancient Order of Hibernians, friendly societies
like the Irish Foresters and local branches of the Irish
National League reinforced the immigrants' community
sense of Irish Catholic identity through lectures,
evenings of national song and dance, summer outings and
childrens' picnics
Separated by social, economic and racial characteris-
tics and by religious prejudice the indigenous and the
Irish communities in Glasgow failed to integrate. In the
working class world of spectator sport a situation
developed in which Irish Catholic and Scottish Protestant
groups directed their support to two local football teams.
Celtic F.C. was established in November 1887 by
Catholics for Catholics. Its founder was Brother Waifrid
an Irish priest who was head of the Marist Teaching Order
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in the Catholic parish of the Sacred Heart in Glasgow.
The club was created as a charity organisatiori to raise
money to provide free meals for poor Catholic school
children in the east end parishes of St. Mary's,
50St. Michael s and Sacred Heart.
Cultural identification and playing success ensured
that support for the club was immediate. In the years
before professional football ) players were not obliged to
stay with a club for any stated period of time. As a
result Celtic F.C. found it relatively easy to gather
together a clutch of fine well established players. Some
were drawn from local clubs such as Cathcart, Dumbarton,
Renton and Busby Football Clubs while five were captured
from Hibernian Football Club which had just won the
Scottish Cup. The quality of the Celtic team's play
aroused favourable comments from every quarter. In
October 1888 Celtic F.C. played Rangers F.C. and the
Scottish Umpire recorded that,
"the Celtic came away with a brilliance
which has seldom if ever been equalled
on Ibrox Park. The dodging and dribling
of the whole forward quintette was a
caution, while their shooting was
dead on."51
With the right blend of skill and experience
playing success was inevitable. In its first season
Celtic F.C. scored some emphatic victories including an
11-1 win over Shettleston Football Club and a 9-2 victory
over Clyde F.C. in the Scottish Cup. During the nineties
the club won four Scottish League titles, three Scottish
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Cups, four Glasgow Cups arid six Charity Cups. 52 At the
same time the club went out of its way to create and
stress a clear Irish-Catholic identity. The head of the
Catholic Church in Glasgow, Archbishop Eryre,was Celtic
F.C.'s first patron. The club's colours enhanced the
symbolism. The players wore white shirts and green
collars and a Celtic cross in green and red on their right
breasts. Even the playing surface was regarded as a piece
of Ireland after 1892 when the Irish patriot Michael
Davitt laid a sod of turf containing shamrocks on the
53pitch.
Football was "given a new lease of life. The
Eastern club brought a new following to the game.
Thousands who had never previously given a thought to
"54football rallied to the new club. 	 Two thousand
watched the first match at Parkhead in May 1888. Six
thousand attended the second game. At the end of its
first season the club reached the final of the Scottish
Cup when a record eighteen thousand watched the game.
Several months later it gave over £421 to charity: by
551890 a total of £1,200.
Celtic F.C. brought prestige and status to local
working class Catholic communities. In symbolic terms,
the team's success lifted Irishmen from their positions of
imposed inferiority. It heightened their sense of self by
allowing them to compete on equal terms in a traditionally
popular aspect of local life. The scenes in the east end
after the team's win in an 	 1892 final tie
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illustrated the intensity of Irish pride.
"When the intimation came that "our team"
had won in such a handsome manner almost
everybody who could muster a cheer and a
grin at once put them in evidence. Even
the women lent a hand, and helped in no
small measure to make the rejoicings hearty.
But it was when "the boys came marching
home again" from the aristocratic Ibrox
that the fun began in earnest ... Bands
you ought to have seen them. They
perambulated the whole district until
well on in the evening, and with the aid
of a liberal use of party music helped
to make things hum along merrily
Truly, the East End was a perfect turmoil
until the very early hours of the Sunday,
and many of the crowd won't be able to get 56
over the rejoicing racket for days to come."
Celtic F.C. was the most obvious material representa-
tion of Irish Catholic hopes and aspirations. However,
native Protestants regarded the club's rise and success
not only as a challenge to their established sporting
world but also as a threat to the purity and integrity of
the Scottish race. It was hardly surprising that they did
not greet the prowess of the newcomers with the warmth the
club and its supporters thought their achievements
deserved.
The press was a prominent mouthpiece for anti-Celtic
feeling. The same press hostility which had threatened for
some years to swamp Hibernian F.C., a team made up of
immigrant Irish which played in Edinburgh, made its
presence felt in Glasgow. To discredit the club,the press
adopted several ploys ranging from inaccurate and biased
reporting to simple but hard hitting insults, sometimes
however, to the annoyance of organised Protestant groups
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who felt that such comments merely served to emphasise
the Irish presence.57
In the 1892 Scottish cup final, Celtic F.C. sent
tremors through the sporting world when it beat Queen's
Park F.C., one of the corner stones of the Scottish
sporting establishment. The press attempted to play down
Celtic F.C. 's victory with excuses that the Queen's Park
team was understrength. The Scottish Referee wrote that,
"The Queen's had but a skeleton team.
Disorganised by Smellie's illness and
Arnott's resolve at the last minute 	 58
not to play, the team fell an easy prey."
Scottish Sport added,
"I have no hesitation in saying that
the best team won, although they
received an "assisted" passage which59
they scarcely thanked anyone for .."
Both papers overlooked the fact that Celtic F.C.'s regular
centre forward, Johnny Madden, was also missing. Similarly
in 1896 Scottish Sport found it difficult to accept the
playing success of Celtic F.C. and Hibernian F.C. "The
two Irish teams are at the top of the table. Is this not
a reflection on Scotland?" 6 ° The Scottish Referee sus-
tained the racist propaganda. It published cartoons which
depicted Celtic F.C.'s players as dumb muscular creatures
who had just emerged from a peat bog while the Rangers
F.C. 's equivalents were portrayed as slim clean civilised
61
men.
In a society with such intense anti-Catholic feeling
as Glasgow, local Protestants looked for a team to counter-
act Celtic F.C.'s success. Queen's Park P.C. was the
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obvious choice but it refused to join the S.F.L. and
showed a blatant disregard for professionalism and all
aspects of commercial sport. Instead, Rangers F.C.
emerged to protect native Protestants from the Irish
Catholic threat. The club had led a chequered existence
since its inauguration in 1872. In 1883 it was saved from
impending bankruptcy by a generous loan from its President,
J Goudie. In 1887 the club moved to a new ground at Ibrox
and two years later the enterprising William Wilton was
appointed club secretary. By 1890 it was in a strong
healthy position. In the first season of the S.F.L.,
1890-91, it shared first place with Duntharton Football
Club, while three seasons later the club defeated Celtic
P.C. in four of their six encounters. In the 1896-97
season the team won Scotland's three principal cup
competitions and in the following season won the S.F.L.
without dropping a point.
Supporters from other local clubs who had watched
their teams suffer heavy defeats from Celtic F.C. trans-
ferred their allegiances to Ibrox, "the home of the giant
killers, and four times conquerors of the mighty Celtic."62
Partick Thistle F.C.'s support declined quite significantly
"and other clubs have seen a large section of their
following making Ibrox their Mecca on a Saturday afternoon'.'63
Due to the playing success and footballing prowess
which both clubs shared, widespread support was inevitable.
Indeed it was the size of support which set the clubs
apart from the rest of the pack. The first Scottish cup
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game between the two clubs in the 1890-91 season
attracted an estimated thirty thousand. By the turn of
the century a Rangers v. Celtic game was one of the
biggest attractions in the Scottish sporting calendar.
In 1904, 65,000watched a Rangers v. Celtic clash in the
Scottish cup final at Hampden Park. Seven years later,
74,000 attended a league game at Parkhead.
Though both Rangers F.C. and Celtic F.C. attracted
large followings there was a considerable difference in
the character of the clubs' support. Celtic F.C.'s,
drawn overwhelmingly from the Irish, the Catholics and
the unskilled, was homogeneous. Rangers F.C.'s, though
extensively native Scot and Protestant, exhibited much
greater heterogeneity in its socio-occupational composi-
tion. 64 Table 8.4. indicates that by 1899 - and
immediately before the club adopted company status - all
sections of Glasgow society pinned their hopes and fears
on the success of Rangers F.C. Lower middle class men
formed the bulk - some 53% - of the club's membership.
26% of the remainder were skilled artisans qhile a smaller
but significant 17% were local businessmen. Some of the 5%
of professional men were prominent members of Glasgow's
establishment. At a G.J.F.A. cup final at Ibrox in 1888,
"The pavilion verandah was graced by the
"lights" of the junior world, and I was
pleased to notice that the array of
municipal authorities and M.D.'s, which
weekly patronise the handsome ground of
the Rangers was also in evidence."66
Typical of many was James Henderson, President of the
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Table 8.4.	 Occupational classification of the rrnbers of Rangers
Football Club, 1899.65
Percentage of
Tbtal mbers
of Icnown
OccupatiOnal Classification	 Total	 Occupations
1. Professions, higher aninistrative, 	 27	 4 8gentlemen, etc.
2. Business	 96	 17.1
3. White Collar I: clerical and 	 149	 26.5
courrercial
4. White Collar II: supervisory, 	 49	 8 7technical, minor officials
5. Retail, warehouse, etc. employees	 22	 3.9
6. Manual - skilled	 149	 26.5
7. Manual - semi and unskilled	 39	 6.9
8. Manual - skill unclassifiable	 11	 2.0
9. Darestic service, catering	 6	 1 1
employees, etc.
10. Miscellaneous personal and public	 6	 1 1
services
11. Police	 0	 0
12. lrrred forces
	
0	 0
13. Agriculture, fishing, searren 	 5	 0.9
14. Farmers and crofters	 0	 0
15. Others and miscellaneous 	 3	 0.5
IOTAL	 56	 100.0
16. Occupation of subscribers unknown	 28
'IOI7L	 590
Notes (1) The occupational classification is taken fran Gray. 1976.
op.cit1 Zppendix II. pp.196-201.
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club from 1899-1912, a successful businessman who
represented Kingston Ward on Glasgow Town Council in 1903
and later became a senior magistrate and in 1907 Baillie.
From its inception the club had attracted support
from local Highland immigrants who had settled in Glasgow
during the second and third quarters of the century.67
Amongst their number were groups of craftsmen who caine to
fill vacancies in skilled and well remunerated occupations:
masons, carpenters, plumbers, painters, bakers, blacksmiths,
tailors and policemen. 68
 Table 8.4. indicates that over
a quarter of members in 1899 were skilled artisans. There
were fourteen carpenters, ten painters, six plumbers, six
blacksmiths, three masons and seven bakers.
Although the majority of football supporters were
working class men, it was a small group of middle class
men who were mainly responsible for the development of the
game after c. 1890 when the vast commercial potential of
football was fully recognised. During the nineties local
businessmen seized control of Celtic F.C. and Rangers
F.C. and took steps to profit from the clubs t
 contrasting
cultural symbolism. 69
 In the autumn of 1892 when Brother
Walfrid left Glasgow to work in London, Celtic F.C.'s
original charitable aims were challenged by men who had
other ideas about the club's function. Businessmen,
particularly local publicans, ignored the end for which
the club had been formed and turned it into a business
venture. The last contribution to charity was made in
1892 when £217 was given to the Poor Children's Dinner
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Table, in a year when income totalled £4468, expenditure
£4448 and £1189 was spent on a new ground. In 1893,in
order to raise capital for further development,the club's
honorary secretary, J H McLaughlin, a local wine and spirit
merchant, proposed that the club be formed into a limited
liability company. Despite the opposition of a powerful
temperance lobby the businessmen won through in March 1897.
In the ensuing season Celtic F.C. made a record
profit of £16,267. No other British club had ever made so
much money in one seasoi but none of it was given to
charity. Instead the directorate which consisted of John
Glass, a building manager, John McLaughlin, John O'Hara
and M Dunbar who were wine and spirit merchants, Michael
Hughes, a japanner, J E Maley, a school superintendant and
James McKay, a hairdresser, declared a 20% dividend to
shareholders. Between 1899 and 1902 the annual dividend
was 10% with the directors themselves receiving some of the
biggest returns. In 1900 John Glass and his brother Peter
each held 401 shares while John O'Hara had 390, M Dunbar
201 and John McLaughlin three hundred shares.7°
In 1899 Rangers F.C., too, adopted company status.
By the turn of the century both clubs had developed into
significant business concerns. In 1899 Celtic F.C.'s
gross income was £15,380 and Rangers F.C.'s £15,709.71
A healthy proportion of their record incomes was generated
from games with each other. Both managements clearly
recognised the financial potential of their conflicting
cultural symbolism and as a result strove to highlight their
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cultural differences. Rangers P.C., for example, dis-
couraged the signing of Catholic players. Between 1891
and 1914 only seven known Catholics played for Rangers
F.C. and of these only one, Archie Kyle, remained at the
club for more than two seasons. Moreover, three others,
Dr Kilvichan, Cohn Mainds and Tom Murray were signed
between 1906 and 1908 when the club was attempting to
compete with a Celtic team which had won six successive
S.F.L. championships between 1904 and 1910.72 William
Wilton who owned fifty ordinary shares in 1899 was
especially prominent in promoting a Protestant identity
though he was probably only one of several members of the
club's executive, a number of whom were wine and spirit
merchants, who saw good business in the encouragement of
religious bigotry.73
Cultural differences were stressed in other ways.
In their cycling and athletic promotions both clubs made
a practice of offering invitations to athletes and cyclists
from the appropriate cultural background. Irish cyclists
and runners featured in the sports programmes at Celtic
Park. At a cycle meet at Celtic Park in 1893 a Belfast
team of riders competed against a Glasgow 'select' in an
inter-city bicycle race. At Celtic F.C.'s annual sports in
1897, four of Ireland's leading riders competed in a ten
74
mile invitation scratch event.	 Rangers P.C. developed
its Highland connection by staging a multitude of heavy
field events in its athletic programmes. At a meeting in
1895, "All the competitors in the heavy events at Ibrox on
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"75Saturday hail originally from the north of Scotland.
Since many of the most famous field athletes were not
only Highianders but also officers in local police forces,
their presence gave a certain air of respectability to the
proceedings which appealed not only to Glasgow's establish-
ment but also to the lower middle classes and members of
the labour aristocracy.76
Sometimes, however, cultural clashes were deliberately
encouraged to promote commercial interest. In 1894 the
Govan Police Sports was held at Ibrox. In order to pro-
vide a financially attractive ethnic clash, one of the
five police teams involved in an inter-city tug-of-war
contest came from Dublin. It was opposed by a Govan Police
team dressed in Rangers F.C.'s colours.77
Throughout, the Rangers v. Celtic bigotry was based
on an interrelation of occupational 1 ethnic and religious
differences which gelled together to create a fundamental
culture clash. Towards the end of the period the
intensity of the religious rivalry was heightened when the
Irish shipbuilding firm of Harland and Wolfe established a
yard on the Clyde at Govan. A large number of Ulster
Protestants were attracted to the area in which Rangers
F.C. 's ground was sited and the stage was set for a
cultural clash which after 1918 increasingly polarised
itself around two contrasting religious belief systems.
The cultural conflict among spectator interests was
exacerbated by the fact that Irish immigrants had no means,
opportunity or inclination to take a regular active
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involvement in many aspects of a well established sporting
world which had been created by and for native, predomi-
nantly middle class Glaswegians. In particular Irish
involvement in golf and cycling was negligible. 87 known
golf clubs were established in Glasgow between 1870 and
1914. 59 were restricted to certain commercial, industrial,
educational, religious, neighbourhood and political groups.
A close examination of their names suggests that not one
had any Irish-Catholic links. Of the 158 known cycle
clubs formed in the city between 1878 and 1910 only three -
Celtic, Parkhead and the East End Married Men's Cycle
Clubs - had titles which suggested any link with the
local Irish population. Map 8.1 supports this lack of
Irish involvement in cycling. Only five cycle club
secretaries resided in the fifteen districts of the city
which contained the largest number of Irish immigrants.
In contrast, 22 lived in nine 'non Irish' districts.
The Irish were however, actively involved in some
other sports. Initially they were interested in athletics.
In Glasgow's alien environment immigrants, with some
guidance from local clerics, took part in Gaelic sports.
It was not long before local branches of the Irish
National League, which had been founded in 1882 to mobilise
Irish opinion and votes behind the Home Rule cause, also
7q
organised similar sports to attract members.
After 1884 when some Irish groups began to enjoy
the economic benefits of full employment there was a growing
interest in football and swimming. Football was
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Map 8.1.	 The residential location of cycle club secretaries and
the distribution of Irish immiarants in Glasgow, 1891_95.78
Notes ( i) Index to statistical districts: 1. Blytheswood,
2. Exchange, 3. Port Dundas, 4. High Street arid Closes
west, 5. St. Rollox, 6. Bellgrove and Dennistoun,
7. High Street and Closes east, 8. Greerihead and London
Road, 9. Barrowfield, 10. Monteith Row, 11. St. T½ndrews' S
Square, 12. Calton, 13. St. Enoch Square, 14. Brownfield,
15. Bridgegate ar Wynds, 16. Woodside, 17. CcMcaddens,
18. Kelvinhaugh and Sandyford, 19. Pnderston,
20. Kingston, 21. Laurieston, 22. Hutcheson Square,
23. Gorbals, 24. Springburn and Maryhill.
	
ii)	 S denotes the address of the secretary of one of
Glasgow's cycle clubs in 1895. N = 26 (100%).
	
(iii)	 denotes the statistical district in which the
number of people born in Ireland exceeded 10% in 1891.
N = 15.
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particularly popular. Irishmen appear to have played
prominent part in local junior football clubs. Map 8.2
illustrates the residential location of 79% of Glasgow's
junior football club secretaries in 1891. 13% of the
known number lived in the city's fifteen most densely
populated Irish districts. Although it is not certain
that they all represented clubs which contained large
numbers of Irishmen, because Irish born immigrants
accounted for some 10% of Glasgow's total population in
1891, it can be assumed that Irishmen were as actively
involved in junior football as any other section of
Glasgow's sporting population.
As in their spectator patterns, so in their active
participation in sport, the Irish were extremely insular
going out of their way to protect their racial and
religious identity. When for instance in the summer of
1886 the St. Mary's Young Men's Society formed football
and swimming sections, it was decided to call the two
bodies the St. Mary's Hibernian Athletic and Swimming
Clubs. 81 Many Irish clubs openly asked for sectional
support. In September 1886 James McGrory, the secretary
of Glasgow Harp Football Club, wrote to the Glasgow
Observer asking, 'the Catholics of Glasgow' to support the
newly formed club. 82 A month earlier the same paper had
noted that "Young Irishmen would do well to consider the
advisability of lending a helping hand" to the newly
formed St. Peter's Football Club from Partick, "the only
Catholic football club of repute in this district".83
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Map 8.2.	 The residential location of junior foothal club secretaries
and the distribution of Irish iiruigrants in Glasgow, 1891.80
Notes ( i) Index to statistical districts: 1. B1ythesod,
2. Exchange, 3. Port Dundas, 4. High Street and Closes
est, 5. St. Rollox, 6. Bellarove and Dennistoun.
7. High Street arid Closes east, 8. Greenhead and London
Road, 9. Barrowfield, 10. 'bnteith Row, 11. St. Andrew • s
Square, 12. Calton, 13. St. Enoch's Square, 14. Brownfield,
15. Bridgegate and Wynds, 16. Woodside, 17. Cowcaddens,
18. Kelvinhaugh and Sandyford, 19. Anderston,
20. Kingston, 21. Laurieston, 22. Hutcheson Square,
23. Gorbals, 24. Springburn and Maryhill.
ii)	 •	 denotes the address of the secretary of one of
Glasgow's junior football clubs in 1891. N = 187 (79%).
(iii) [11111 denotes the statistical destrict in which the
number of people born in Ireland exceeded 10% in 1891.
N = 15.
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Sport was part of a total Irish Catholic parochial way of
life. It was fused with religious, political, economic
and educational activities to form a completely harmonious
Irish world in which the iinmigrantswere totally immersed.
Socio-economic religious and racial differences had
far reaching influences on local sporting developments.
Middle, lower middle and respectable working class men
formed the bulk of Glasgow's active sporting population
while watching sport, particularly football, was dominated
by men from all sections of the working class. At a
participatory level Glaswegians gathered together in
relatively homogeneous socio-economic groups to establish
sports clubs which provided opportunities for regular
active involvement in sport, encouraged intra-group
companionship and also reinforced inter-group differences.
Within the world of working class sport the massive amount
of spectator interest and the relatively small degree of
active involvement was influenced by ethnic and religious
differences. At a spectator level large numbers of Irish
Catholics and Scottish Protestants directed their support
to two local football teams. As a result intra-group
cultural relationships consolidated and at the same time
inter-group cultural differences deepened. These effects
were enhanced by low but quite distinct Irish Catholic
participatory patterns.
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CHAPTER 9
CONCLUS IONS
For social historians, interest in sport is relatively
recent and so knowledge of the area is very uneven. A small
number of well defined themes have emerged and this has
encouraged research along some rather neglected pathways.
This concluding chapter examines three of the principal issues
to emerge from studies of nineteenth century sport and
assesses their relevance in the light of the Glasgow evidence.
The three issues are: firstly, the extent to which sporting
activity contracted during the period of early industrialization
in the first half of the nineteenth century; secondly, the
extent to which the character of sporting activity altered in
the course of the nineteenth century; and finally, the reasons
responsible for such changes that occurred.
Historians disagree about the amount of sport which
existed in the period from c.78Q - c.185O. 	 Some have
suggested that as a result of a general reduction in free time,
falling wage rates, declining standards of public health, a
loss of public space, the demands of a factory system for a
disciplined labour force and the growth of an evangelical
movement which was contemptuous of the wordly pleasures of
the existing culture, the initial effect of the Industrial
Revolution was to destroy or severely curtail traditional
popular sporting activities)
	 For example, Morris notes
that,
"By the l840s only chapel and public house filled
the gloomy gap between bear baiting and the may-
pole, on one hand and association football and the
music hail on the other."2
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Similarly, Malcoimsen suggests that during the second
quarter of the nineteenth century much of traditional sport
had been "relentlessly swept away leaving a vacuum which
would be only gradually reoccupied".3
In contrast, other historians have argued that sport
sustained its popularity throughout the first half of the
nineteenth century.	 Cunningham, for example, suggests that
between c.l780 - c.l84C) there was a much more lively sporting
life than 1ad hitherto thought to have existed.	 He shows
how many traditional sporting activities survived well into the
nineteenth century, some like wrestling and prize fighting
actually increasing their appeal, others like horse racing,
changing their character to meet the new requirements of the
age. 4 According to this view the survival of popular sporting
activities was intimately related to the gradual nature of the
process of early industrialization.	 Recent work on labour
habits in Birmingham and the Black Country, for instance,
suggests that early industrial development had little effect
on the length of the working week, the number of holidays or
the pace and regularity of work.5
Evidence from Glasgow is mixed.	 There was a general
decline and narrowing of involvement in sport and some
activities such as golf and football disappeared. 	 However,
others such as highland games events and swimming survived
while boxing actually expanded for a time. 	 Due to the pace
of urban growth, pressure on open spaces, the widespread
development of a system of factory production and a decline in
public health and housing conditions which were greater in
Glasgow than in most other parts of Britain, it might have
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been expected that sport would have been totally destroyed.
It was not.	 Even in Glasgow, sport displayed a considerable
resilience.	 Care must be taken therefore not to exaggerate
the detrimental effects of the Industrial Revolution on sport
in the first half of the nineteenth century, particularly in
areas where the pace of change in economic and social life
was less dramatic than in Glasgow.
There is more agreement arnonqst historians over the
extent to which the character of sporting activity altered in
the course of the later nineteenth century.
	 No one would
deny that during the second half of the century many of the
features of traditional sport were swept away in a quite
revolutionary manner and replaced by sports with different more
modern characteristics. 	 Traditional forms of sport which were
irregular undisciplined and violent, died out, to be replaced
by more ordered and disciplined activities, "shaped to accord
with the novel conditions of non-agrarian, capitalistic society."6
On the whole, traditional sports were loosely organised, often
ad hoc affairs whose rules were oral and not very elaborate.
Events were of only local interest, were rarely publicized or
recorded, there was little distinction made between the roles of
players and spectators and a level of physical violence which
would shock modern observers was tolerated. 7
	In contrast,
modern sport as it developed in the later nineteenth century
and as it remains today, is based on an elaborate set of
standardised, written rules; there is a clear differentiation
between spectators and players; a plethora of national and
international events take place; records and reports are
assiduously recorded and widely publicized; relatively low
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levels of physical violence are tolerated.
All these features of change in sporting activity were
clearly observable in Glasgow in the second half of the nine-
teenth century: governing bodies were created, uniform rules
were adopted, contests became increasingly cosmopolitan, the
press gave widespread coverage to sport and detailed records
and statistics were kept. 	 It should however, be stressed that
the transformation in the nature of sporting activity which
occurred in the course of the later nineteenth century was not
as dramatic as many historians suppose.	 As Holt points out,
the attitudes of players and spectators to sporting activity
altered much less radically than the character of the sports
they played or watched. Most late nineteenth century rugby
players, for example, continued to equate their involvement in
sport more with traditional quasi-tribal conflict than with
modern conventional notions of competition. 8	Indeed, much of
the rationale for a traditional involvement in sport survived
unchanged into the modern era. As it had always been, sport
continued to be regarded as an important force for social
cohesiveness and group unity. 	 Team sports reinforced the
sense of solidarity of the community from which players and
spectators were drawn.	 The fierce expressions of grouP
loyalty conveyed in a football crowd's partisan identification
with a team, as in the case of Rangers or Celtic F.C.s, and
the general function of spectating as an act of united
collective participation was as distinctive in l . 88Q as it was
a hundred years previously.9
In the same way, conviviality remained a powerful motive
for sporting involvement.	 The association of singing, dancing,
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gambling and drinking with sporting activities was as
aparent in modern late nineteenth century sport as it had
been in the sporting activities of earlier times. 1° This
was certainly the case in Glasgow.	 At first glance, cycling
with its dependence on technical inventiveness seems to be
unequivocally mddern - an impression reinforced by the way in
which manufacturers and the press publicized any new aspect of
mechanical improvements. 	 Yet the behaviour of some local
cycling clubs suggests that the sport was not totally modern in
character.	 When cyclists were not riding they tended to
congregate in cafés for food and drink or to organise dinners,
dances or gaming sessions which like those arranged by Glasgow's
late eighteenth century golf playing tobacco lords, often became
excuses for heavy bouts of drinking and aam.bling. 	 Similarly,
a carnival atmosphere was created by partisan football
supporters who were members of local 'brake' clubs.	 Pre and
post match drinking , cheering, singing and gambling were all
part of the Saturday afternoon's entertainment. 	 The view that
there was a total change in the character of nineteenth century
sport is therefore to a certain extent misleading. 	 The
attitudes of players an spectators towards involvement in sport
changed much less radically than the external forms of the
sports themselves.
Historians have suggested various explanations for the
changes which occurred in the nature of sporting activity during
the second half of the nineteenth century.	 These include: the
effects of an increase in the amount of time available for
leisure which came with a reduction in the length of the working
week, rising real incomes, improved standards of personal and
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public health, the greater provision of space and facilities
for sport and improvements in transport and communications.11
As the centre of a vast commercial empire and the focus of
Scottish industry, Glasgow was particularly affected by the
influence of economic and urban development. 	 In such circuin-
stances it led many of the changes in the character of sporting
activity brought about by such developments.
At the same time, the developments which occurred in the
nature of sporting activity during the second half of the
nineteenth century have also been regarded as a consequence of
two other forces.	 Firstly, attempts by the rniddle classes to
use new forms of snorting organisation as channels for controlling
the leisure pursuits of the working classes in the interest of
social stability and improvement. 	 Secondly, the realisation
among entrepreneurs that popular sport afforded opportunities,
for profitable investment.
To the middle classes, organised sport was seen as a means
of improving health and fitness, releasing emotional tension,
generating esprit de corps, promoting respect for authority and
instilling moral discipline - qualities which they were anxious
to promote among the working classes. 12 Meller and Cunningham
show how, during the second half of the nineteenth century,
municipal facilities for recreation and leisure, including
swimming baths and parks as well as museums and libraries,
became an essential part of efforts by local government to
bring some civilisation and rationality to working class
recreational activities. 13 Walvth stresses the importance,
after 1870, of the national school system which promoted games
to instil moral and social discipline to the lower classes,
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both on and off the field) 4 In two other studies, Bailey and
Lowerson and Nyerscough, briefly mention the way in which the
Volunteer Force also used games to influence the behaviour of
15
recruits.
It is generally agreed that middle class attempts to
promote rational forms of sport among the lower classes for
the purpose of social control and improvement met with only
limited success.	 According to Storch, although the middle
class 'message' was widely broadcast, "not enough ears were
16
attuned .	 Generally, the working classes successfully
resisted the imposition of middle class values onto their
sporting activities, choosing their own ways of watching and
playing sport. 17	In any case, it is not at all clear that
middle class attempts to impose their own values on working
class sporting behaviour were pursued with sufficient vigour
to ensure success.	 For example, according to Meller and
Cunningham, the achievements of local authorities were limited
because they were as concerned with using their municipal
edifices as monuments of civic pride as using them to direct
lower class recreational tastes.'
In the case of Glasgow there is little to suggest that the
development of organised sport among the lower classes had much
to do with middle class attempts to promote sport as a means
of ensuring social and moral improvement.	 Contrary to the
views of Walvin, Bailey, Lowerson and M yerscougri, neither the
Volunteer Force nor the state schools in Glasgow can be
regarded as effective agents for the dissemination of gaines as
a means of social control. 	 In both Glasgow's and Govan's
public board schools, drill, not organised games was the chosen
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mechanism for teaching working class children habits of sharp
obedience, smartness, cleanliness and order.
	 Games were not
widely played in the board schools until c.19l0.
	 The
Volunteer Force actually made little attempt to promote sport.
Moreover, most local companies were comprised of lower middle
class white collar workers or labour aristocrats who sought
respectability without any prompting from above.
Initially, Glasgow Corporation's provision of parks and
open spaces was more a reflection of civic pride than a concern
for providing areas upon which the lower classes could take part
in organised sport. 	 Parks were established and laid out with
grandiose fountains, ornamental gates, flower beds and tree
lined paths as areas for gentle walking and as monuments of
civic pride rather than for practical sporting purposes.
Indeed, until the final quarter of the century, playing gaines
in the parks was strictly forbidden. 	 When, after 1880, the
Corporation began to establish swimming baths, golf courses and
football pitches, it was responding increasingly to working
class demands for such facilities rather t1an creating such
facilities in advance of demand.
Compared to the Volunteer Force, the Glasgow Battalion of
the Boys' Brigade, which took its members from a relatively
wide range of social classes and was led by middle class men
who were keenly interested in athieticism, was more obviously
involved in promoting sport amongst its members.	 But even
here, the cadets were not passive recipients of muscular
christian ideals.	 Cricket, rugby and athletics which
encompassed middle class attitudes to sport so closely, were
offered but were not particularly popular among the boys.
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They preferred footbail and the Brigade's officers faced a
constant battle to keep football matches within the bounds of
respectability.
Moreover, in Glasgow and throughout Scotland, there is
little to suagest that through their control of the governing
bodies of the various sports, the middle classes made any
consistent, determined attempts to promote sport as an agent
of social control.	 At both local and national level, the govern-
ing bodies of those sports most associated with middle class
ideals - cricket, athletics and rugby - disapproved of the way
in which increasing numbers of working class men showed little
regard for existing forms of friendly competition, sporting
etiquette or amateurism and so they were more concerned with
protecting their sports from lower class infiltration and
influence than they were with spreading them.	 Only in football,
and to a lesser extent swirnrning 1 whose local and national
governing bodies were not dominated by private school former
pupils, were genuine attempts made to promote widespread
activity - and in the case of football, in particular, for
reasons other than social control.
The desire to profit from the growing working class
interest in sport has always been regarded as being partly
responsible for the rapid development and commercialization
of sport in the late nineteenth century .	 Lowerson and
Nyerscough are among those who suggest that in the last
quarter of the nineteenth century the initiative for developing
sport "could swing to those seeking financial profit from
,, 19	 .	 .leisure .	 Similarly, Walvin suggests that the men who
financed football, cricket, athletics and cycling stadia were
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anxious to capitalise on popular consumer power.
	
They
realised that,
"there was money to be made by providing
the right kind of leisure facilities [and they)
...stuinbled over each other to give the public
what they wanted."2°
Both Korr and Elsworth also suggest that a profit motive
lay behind the provision of sports facilities and the promotion
21
of events.	 Hay, too, commenting directly on the motives
behind the activities of Scottish football club directors,
suggests that "there is some prima facie evidence that direct
and indirect financial advantage flowed from membership of the
board." 22
 Little evidence in support of these claims however,
has been marshalled.
Other historians of sport have argued that the desire for
personal financial gain was not up permost in the minds of
commercial sporting activists. 	 For example, Hay suggests
that a concern for profit was sometimes overriden by other
motives such as a passionate involvement in sport and a wish
"to share in the local influence and patronage which member-
ship of a club invariably provides." 23	These doubts about the
overriding importance of personal financial gain are shared by
several others who have studied the initial development of
professional football.	 While they accept that the principal
reason for the comrnercialzation of football was to create
profits, it was not for personal financial gain - the surplus
money was generated in order to produce winning teams. For
example, without providing detailed evidence, Molyneux notes
that althougri football club officials aimed to make profits,
it was not for self-gain but "to see the club successful on
the playing field." 24
	Similarly, using late nineteenth century
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Scottish football as a model, Vamplew questions the view that
profit was the ultimate objective of gate money sports clubs.
He notes that while some companies involved in the promotion
of cycling and horse racing were looking to deliver dividends
to their shareholders, the boards of most Scottish football
clubs were not so concerned with profit maximisation.
	
From
an examination of the way in which clubs operated, such as
their disinterest in advertising, the availability of free
entry for some spectators, the playing of uneconomical friendly
and minor cup fixtures and the relative under utilization of
ground facilities, he suggests that making profits was not
their ultimate aim. 	 He adds that aithougri boarof directors
were not uninterested in profit, it was not for any personal
financial gain - surplus income was channelled instead into the
production of teams to win as many matches and cups as possible.25
This lack of concern for personal financial gain is supported
by two analyses of the owners and controllers of the country's
leading football clubs.
	 In one, Mason studies the shareholdings
of 47 English football clubs from 1886-1913 and in the other
Vamplew examines the shareholdings of 23 Scottish football
clubs from 1897_1915.26 The studies conclude that as the
majority of shareholders were working men, most of whom held
small quantities of shares and that even those with large
holdings, the majority of whom were businessmen, hardly ever
received any returns on theIr investments, then personal
pecuniary gain was not their major concern.
	 Vamplew adds
that few shareho1ders regarded investing money in football as
a method o getting rich - more likely shareholding was an
extension of their involvement as members or fans : dividends
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were less important than a cheap season ticket or a vote at the
annual general meeting.
The history of sport in late nineteenth and early
twentieth century Glasgow tends to suggest that Vaxnplew,
Molyneu.x, Mason and Hay have underrated the importance of the
profit motive and the entrepreneur in the growth of sport. 	 To
make money, many Glaswegians went out of their way to give the
paying public what they wanted.	 William Wilson and A.G. Rennie
were two of hundreds of shrewd operators - tobacconists,
newsagents, printers, journalists, equipment manufacturers,
bookmakers, carriage hirers and jewellers - whose involvement
in sport had much to do with the realization that it could
prove extremely profitable.
To some extent Varnplew's conclusion that the Scottish
football clubs were not primarily concerned with making profits
is misleading. 	 He argues that had the clubs been interested
in making profits then, inter alia, they would have advertised
widely, disregarded uneconomical friendly games and used their
grounds more in the closed season. 	 In fact, both Celtic and
Rangers F.C.s. advertised generously and widely, quickly
abolished unprofitable friendly fixtures and, most significantly,
went out of their ways to organise and stage sunmer sporting
spectaculars in order to raise money. 	 Similarly, Vasnplewts
analysis of football club shareholdings under erqphasises the
shareholders' concern for personal financial gain.
	 In the
case of Glasgow's two premier clubs, Celtic and Rangers F.C.s.,
control was increasingly taken over by local businessmen.
Although they used the money which was generated at the
turnstiles to construct bigger and better stadia and purchase
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the finest players in order to ensure success on the field,
their interest in creating large spectator followings was at
least as much due to the desire for personal financial gain
as it was to any pride of achievement or wish to emphAsize the
superiority of a particular ethnic or religious group. 	 Many
of the directors and most of the largest shareholders of
these clubs were publicans, bookmakers, builders or had some
association with the catering industry.
	
It was a lucrative
contract on a busy afternoon in the shop or bar which motivated
these men.
During the second half of the nineteenth century in
Glasgow, discordant elements jostled against each other creating
a large complex exciting sporting world.	 While allowing that
local businessmen, muscular christians, and municipal officials
played a part, so much development was forced from below by
working class groups with time, money and the urge to be
involved in sport on a regular basis either as players or
spectators.	 In all spheres of sport - around the cycle track,
at a water poio game, on the municipal golf course or in some
of the world's finest football stadia, their presence and
influence was enormous - imposing their own interpretations on
sporting codes to meet their own ends.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used throughout the
references and bibliography:
B.B.G.B.
B .P .P.
G .C.
G .D.
G.E .N.
G.E.T.
G .H.
G.H.S.
G.O.C.H.
G .P .O.D.
G.S.B.
Go. S . B.
G.T.C.
N. B . D . N.
S.A.J.
S .C.
S .R.
S .S.
S .U.
Boys' Brigade Glasgow Battalion
British Parlianientary Papers
Glasgow Corporation
Glasgow Directory
Glasgow Evening News
Glasgow Evening Times
Glasgow Herald
Glasgow Humane Society
Glasgow Observer and Catholic Herald
Glasgow Post Office Directory
Glasgow School Board
Govan School Board
Glasgow Town Council
North British Daily Mail
Scottish Athletic Journal
Scottish Cyclist
Scottish Referee
Scottish Sport
Scottish Umpire
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Appendix I
The' Glasgow Stalwarts,' 1898.
Name
John Cronin
John Ferguson
J. Shaw Maxwell
George Mitchell
P. G. Stewart
A. Hunter
William Forsyth
Patrick O'Hare
John Battersby
James Johnstone
Dr. Erskine
Boyd Stewart Brown
Occupation
Steelworker
Publisher
Lithographer
Ironmoulde r
Brushmaker
Baker
Butcher
Public an
Compositor
Engineer
Surgeon
Unknown
Ward
D almarnock
Cal ton
Mile-End
Mile-End
Hutchesontown
Cowl airs
Townhe ad
Springburn
Hutchesontown
Springburn
Anderston
Calton
First
Elected
1896
1893
1896
1895
1895
1891
1897
1897
1891
1897
1898
1896
Source: Rollo. op. cit. p. 287.
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Appendix II
The Scottish Final
THE SCOTTISH FINAL.
p1qi'ffONs&
F7
•	 \.'
RANCJERS, CELTIC, LTD.
Source: S.R. 15 April 1904. p. 1.
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ppendix III
The League Championship
TIlE LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP.
Source: S.R. 3 February 1905. p. 1.
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Appendix IV
On the Eve
ON THE EVE.
-
Q	 H
A9.
St. Mungo— '6o in aid win my chIklreu the flag will not go out o the
-- family whatever happens."
Sources SR. 17 February 1905. p. 1.
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